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Abstract
Christian Conversion in Postcommunist Estonia
by
James Wesley Griffin, Jr.
The collapse of Soviet coinmunism provided an unprecedented
opportunity for the Christian Church to openly proclaim the
Gospel with the desire that people would experience Christian
conversion. To assist this movement of Christian mission and
evangelism, research was needed to more accurately understand how
the Gospel spreads and how people are becoming Christians. For
these reasons, this dissertation documents and analyses the
primary processes of Christian conversion in The Methodist Church
of Estonia during the years since independence, 1991-1994.
Two instruments assisted data collection. First, 234
persons completed a short survey that was distributed among all
local churches to gather basic biographic and demographic data
from those who professed Christian conversion during the study
period. Second, 91 of these persons were interviewed with an
extensive, 50 question protocol including closed and open
questions that investigated the preconversion period, the
conversion period, the postconversion period, and the time line
of the conversion process . Data analysis focused on the group as
a whole and distinctions between the Estonian and Russian
language groups .
Major findings included (1) the demographic data of those
experiencing Christian conversion; (2) similarities and
distinctions between the Estonian and Russian language groups
including documentation of primary persons and groups of
influence, felt needs, and general experiences in the spiritual
journey from preconversion through conversion; and (3) an
indigenous model of the conversion process describing the primary
components of the preconversion, conversion, and postconversion
periods including a discussion of a time line of the conversion
process .
This research informs culturally sensitive evangelism
strategy and methodology for The Methodist Church of Estonia by
documenting and describing the conversion process among the
Estonian and Russian language groups. Further, the multicultural
conversion process model provides a general framework which may
accurately describe the conversion process in other languages and
cultures. Finally, the conclusions of this research may have
application to other post-Soviet countries which share similar
contextual dynamics .
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CHAPTER 1
Understanding the Problem
Christian conversion describes a dynamic, mysterious process
which occurs when a person responds in faith to the Gospel.
Through conversion a person encounters the God who loved the
world so much that He sent His only begotten Son, that whoever
believes in Him should not perish, but have eternal life (John
3:16). Conversion transforms. Conversion restores. Conversion
heals. Conversion saves (1 Cor. 1:18) resulting in the objective
work of justification and the subjective work of regeneration.
Christian conversion liberates by the power of God's
forgiveness and removal of guilt. Christian conversion delivers
by breaking the power of sin. Christian conversion empowers by
the transforming work of a new birth and the initial sanctifying
work of the Holy Spirit .
Christian conversion is God's plan and action for redeeming
a humanity bound by the destructive power of sin. It
demonstrates and appropriates God's love through the redeeming
work of Christ. The apostle Paul describes this experience to
Titus .
But when the kindness of God our Savior and His love
for mankind appeared. He saved us, not on the basis of
deeds which we have done in righteousness, but
according to His mercy, by the washing of regeneration
and renewing of the Holy Spirit, whom He poured out
upon us richly through Jesus Christ our Savior, that
being justified by His grace we might be made heirs
according to the hope of eternal life (Titus 3:4-7) .
Many terms are used to describe Christian conversion. Jesus
exhorted Nicodemus to be "born again" (John 3:3ff). He urged the
woman of Samaria to drink of the "living waters" (John 4:10ff).
Peter preached for people to "be saved" (Acts 2:40). Paul writes
that God desires "all men [people] to be saved and to come to the
knowledge of the truth" (1 Tim. 2:3b-4). John records that he
wrote his Gospel that we might "believe" (John 20:31). These
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expressions and many more have been used since the time of Christ
to refer to the majesty and mystery of Christian conversion.
Typically a discussion of Christian conversion focuses upon
the actual conversion experience. Yet a proper understanding of
Christian conversion would consider the multifaceted process of
God' s prevenient grace which works in and through many
instruments and experiences influencing and bringing persons to
Christian conversion. This process may begin many years prior to
the point when a decision is made and one actually becomes a
Christian (Engel 46) . The focus of this dissertation is the
primary processes that God is using in our contemporary world to
bring people to Christian conversion. In particular, this
research will explore the processes of Christian conversion
within a specific context, the postcommunist independent Republic
of Estonia.
Overview of the Study
Since 1991, the opportunity to hear, understand, and respond
to the Gospel has dramatically increased across the 12 time zones
of the former Soviet Union. Atheistic communist ideology
dominated society for more than 50 years in the occupied
republics, including Estonia, and for more than 70 years in
Russia. Communism attempted to systematically eradicate
Christian influence. Churches were closed and property
nationalized. Some church leaders and members were martyred.
Where the churches were able to remain they experienced
persecution and oppression. Communist leadership forcibly
dissolved most denominations. Denominations that remained intact
were subject to government control or influence.
The Methodist denomination, like many other denominations,
was forcibly closed across the former Soviet Union with one
notable exception being the Methodist Church of Estonia (TMCE) .
Although threatened, persecuted, and oppressed, the TMCE
survived, and at times even thrived, during the communist regime.
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As the Soviet Union collapsed in late August 1991, Estonia
quickly declared independence. Quite suddenly communist rule
ended. Government reforms in the newly independent Republic of
Estonia provided freedom of speech and freedom of religion. With
the demise of communist persecution Methodists could now openly
proclaim the Gospel. TMCE could press forward. Methodism could
once again become a dynamic missionary movement bringing masses
of people to faith in Christ and active participation in local
congregations .
Unquestionably, God protected the Methodist Church of
Estonia during Soviet times and now has opened this wide door of
opportunity (1 Cor. 9:16) to proclaim the Gospel. The Methodists
desire to fully cooperate with this present move of God's Spirit
in a renewed emphasis upon evangelism among both Estonian-
speaking and Russian-speaking people. Before the reestablishment
of independence, almost every expression of Christian faith
except for Russian Orthodox was prohibited. Nevertheless,
despite oppression the Methodist Church stood fast and
effectively proclaimed the Gospel. Many responded. Yet no one
formally researched the processes of conversion in the Estonian
context. Certainly, it was forbidden under communist rule.
The present context provided the opportunity for research
into the processes of conversion in TMCE; therefore, this study
examined the processes of conversion beginning with the year of
independence, 1991, to the middle of August of 1994. By
understanding the processes God is using in conversion in recent
years, evangelism methodology and strategy can be refined and
more fully developed in order to reach even more people for
Christ. In addition, the implications of this study can possibly
inform evangelism ministries in other areas of the former Soviet
Union, particularly the formerly occupied republics. Before
addressing more specifically the problem and purpose statements
of this research, the historical background of The Methodist
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Church of Estonia will be reviewed in order to understand more
completely the context of this study -
Historical Background of the Methodist Church of Estonia
The relationship between the Reverend Doctor George A.
Simons and Mr. Vassili Taht initiated the beginnings of Methodism
in Estonia. Simons was an energetic bachelor, Indiana native,
graduate of Drew Seminary, and Methodist missionary serving in
St. Petersburg, Russia. He was holding worship services in
German, English, Russian, Swedish, Finnish, and Estonian
(Ritsbek, "Methodism" 9,11) . Taht was an Estonian who had become
a member of Simons' ethnically mixed congregation in St.
Petersburg (Elliot 5) . Taht met his friend from Estonia, Karl
Kuum, a Moravian lay pastor. Kuum inquired of Taht, "What is a
Methodist?" Taht responded, "Someone who loves God and has
accepted Jesus Christ as their personal Savior and Lord, and who
loves other Christians from other denominations as their brothers
and sisters in Christ." Kuiom answered, "Well, I'm a Methodist
for many years. I just did not know it."i
These events and relationships led Kuum and Taht to arrive
on the Estonian island of Saaremaa on June 9, 1907, where they
held house and open-air evangelistic meetings. Many persons
experienced conversion (Ritsbek, "Methodism" 9,11). In August
1908, the new converts celebrated the first Eucharist,
symbolically beginning a new denomination in Estonia. Simons
himself visited Saaremaa in 1909. However, it was not until
August 27, 1910, that the Methodist Church was officially
established in Estonia (Ritsbek, "Methodism" 9t11).
During the next 30 years, until the eve of World War II,
Methodism in Estonia grew until it boasted 26 congregations, 15
pastors, 1600 full members, an additional 1500 youth and
1 Interview with Superintendent Olav Parnamets, May 11,
1995; Tallinn, Estonia.
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children, and a monthly periodical (Elliot 5) . However, by June
17, 1940, the Soviet Union's Red Army completely occupied
Estonia, an arrangement previously determined according to the
Molotov-Ribbentrop pact, a secret Russian-German protocol signed
on August 23, 1939 (Raun 139) .2 Society was controlled, most
community organizations were disbanded, and the economy was
centralized under Moscow's control (EEP 37). From June 1940 to
July 1941 approximately 1000 people disappeared after being
arrested (EEP 37) . Many people fled to the forests to escape the
terror. Arand Roos writes.
The first mass deportation from Estonia to Soviet slave
camps started on the night of June 13, 1941.
Overnight, more than ten thousand people, including
children and the elderly (or almost one percent of the
population) were herded into overloaded box cars and
taken away to remote areas in northern Russia and
Siberia. These journeys often lasted several weeks
under inhuman conditions, during which time a large
number of deportees perished. Additionally, one
thousand seven hundred and forty one people were later
found in mass graves in Estonia. After the start of
the German Russian war on June 21, 1941, some thirty
thousand more Estonians were deported by the Soviets
under the guise of conscription or were forced to leave
Estonia to do slave labor. All told, some sixty
thousand Estonians were arrested, murdered or deported
during the first Soviet occupation 1940-1941. (41)
On July 5, 1941, German forces invaded southern Estonia. By
August 28, they had reached the capital of Tallinn on the
northern coast. The Russian Red Army retreated. However, the
Estonians' hopes that the Republic of Estonia would be restored
went unfulfilled. The Reich now controlled the economy, and
nationalized property was not returned (EEP 37-8) .
Almost two and a half years later, in February 1944, the
Russian Red Army again invaded Estonia, only to be defeated by
2 This pact represented the results of Nazi-Soviet
negotiations that assigned Finland, Estonia, and Latvia to the
Soviet sphere of influence. On September 28, Lithuania was also
transferred to the Soviet sphere in exchange for additional
German interests in Poland (Raun 139) .
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combined Estonian and German forces at the Narva River (EEP 38) .
Stalin responded to defeat by mercilessly bombing the capital
city of Tallinn, including many residential areas. Fifty-two
percent of Tallinn was destroyed, including the 1200 seat
Methodist church sanctuary. 3
In August 1944, the Soviet army invaded southern Estonia.
German forces retreated. The Estonians attempted to restore
independence but were unable to defend their country (EEP 38) .
For the second time in four years, the Red Army occupied Estonia.
Soviet occupation resulted in communist domination in nearly
every area of life. Forced industrialization, collectivization,
attacks on national culture, massive deportations of Estonians,
enormous importations from Soviet Republics, fear, and violence
resulted in another Soviet-occupied country directed by the
ideologies and practices of the USSR.
Beginning with the first occupation in 1940, atheistic
Soviet legislation, including anti-Christian aspects, was
implemented. The Soviets prohibited all Christian work with
children, youth, and lay workers, and all Christian publishing
(EEP 80) . They nationalized all church property and closed the
Tartu University Theological Faculty (EEP 80) . Only Sunday
morning services and basic ministerial functions, such as
funerals, were allowed (EEP 80) . In the 1940s, the Soviets
deported two-thirds of Estonia's clergy. Some clergy were
martyred (EEP 80) .
By 1945, the Methodist Church of Estonia was reduced from 26
to 12 churches and from 3100 members and adherents to only 700
persons (Elliot 6) . Church membership in Tallinn declined from
about 300 in 1939 to 175 with only 40 still active (Elliot 6) .
One-third of the Estonian Methodist clergy were killed in Soviet
3 Conversation with Superintendent Olav Parnamets, March 17,
1993; Tallinn, Estonia.
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prisons or died in Siberian lc��or camps, including Superintendent
Martin Prikask (Ritsbek, "Plague" 2) .
While persecuted and oppressed, the Estonian Methodists'
strong, highly committed clergy stood fast, while many other
ministers fled westward before the advancing Red Army (Elliot 6) .
By God' s grace and sovereignty, and through their strong
leadership and faith, TMCE managed to survive and eventually
grow. The Methodists in Estonia managed this victory while
Methodism was dismantled in nearly every other region of the
Soviet Union. Their resilient faith and commitment to God
enabled them to weather the storm of communism. Many other
denominations were not as fortunate, including the Moravians, who
saw all of their more than 100 congregations closed by the
communists (Elliot 6) .
Regarding evangelism and outreach, TMCE moved forward
whenever possible and against great odds. On several occasions
God sent a revival to renew TMCE. For example, from 1953 to
1962, the Tallinn Methodist Church tripled in size from slightly
more than 300 members to more than 1000 members in 1962 (Elliott
9) . A key event during this revival was the return in 1956 of
Superintendent Alexandr Kuum from Siberian imprisonment . ^
In contrast to the postwar growth of TMCE, beginning in 1974
TMCE membership began to fall so that between 1974 and 1991,
Estonian membership declined from 2,363 to 1,743.5 Numerous
reasons exist for the decline, including immigration to the West.
For example, between July 1988 and July 1989 alone, 30 Russian-
speaking Methodist families departed for the West (Elliott 16) .
Nevertheless, TMCE continued to share faithfully the Gospel, with
4 Conversation with Superintendent Olav Parnamets, March 17,
1993; Tallinn, Estonia. Alexandr Kuum is the son of Karl Kuum
mentioned earlier.
5 TMCE Statistics compiled by Heigo Ritsbek and obtained May
1, 1993; Wilmore, KY.
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the result that numerous persons experienced Christian
conversion.
In August 1991 Estonia declared independence as the Soviet
Union unexpectedly collapsed. In the same year TMCE began to
grow; by the beginning of 1993 membership increased to 1,868. In
addition, in 1993 alone, 120 adults and 39 children received
Christian baptism. 6
The Methodist Church of Estonia will continue to be
instriament of God in bringing people to the experience of
Christian conversion. Three strategic ministries have been
initiated to directly strengthen evangelistic outreach. First,
Superintendent Olav Parnamets and the Methodist leadership have
initiated a strategic plan for planting new churches. Since 1992
seven new congregations have been established, and one existing
congregation has been resupplied with a pastor. 7 The total
number of congregations in TMCE now stands at 22.8 Many more new
congregations will be established. Second, TMCE established the
Estonian Methodist Church Theological Seminary in August 1994.
This new seminary will train Estonian-speaking and Russian-
speaking clergy and laity for effective Christian service.
Third, construction is in progress for the Baltic Mission Center,
which will include facilities for the new seminary and provide a
6 TMCE Statistics compiled by Heigo Ritsbek and obtained May
1, 1993; Wilmore, KY.
7 Three Estonian-speaking new congregations have been
established in Karsa, VQru, and JShvi. Four new Russian-speaking
congregations have been established Paldiski, Keila, Kunda, and
Kohtla-Jarve . In addition, the Ruusmae Methodist Church
(Estonian-speaking) has been resupplied with a pastor. World
Evangelism of the World Methodist Council is supporting new
church development in Estonia through the Connecting Congregation
Program.
8 Established congregations are located in Haapsalu, J6hvi,
Kuressaare, Korkvere, Narva, Paide, Parnu, Rakvere, ReekUla,
Ruusmae, Tallinn, Tapa, Tartu, TOlluste, and Rapina.
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worship center for the growing Tallinn Methodist Church which has
more than 900 members. The Baltic Mission Center will serve as a
central facility for ministry to the Baltics and nearby regions
of Russia.
Today TMCE is moving forward and responding positively to
the wide door of opportunity that God has provided. The struggle
against communism has ended. Now the challenge is to reach out
with effective evangelism ministries so that many people will
experience Christian conversion. A proactive approach to
practical and theological training of indigenous leadership, the
anticipated completion of educational and worship facilities and
the continued implementation of a strategic church planting
initiative are concrete expressions of the faith and commitment
of TMCE to fulfill the Great Commission to "go and make
disciples" (Matthew 28 .: 19-20 ) .
A Research Opportunity
Estonia' s historical background and the history of TMCE
summarizes the context for the challenges and opportunities
before The Methodist Church of Estonia. Having experienced the
bankruptcy of atheistic communism, numerous people in Estonia are
now searching for truth and meaning in life . In the spring of
1994, the Estonian Church Council, the Estonian Evangelical
Alliance, and the Estonian Bible Society conducted a random
survey yielding 912 Estonian-speaking responses from people age
sixteen to seventy. One area of inquiry revealed that 8.8
percent of respondents were "convinced Christian believers."
Another 51.4 percent were "inclined towards belief" and 31.7
percent were "indifferent." Only 7.0 percent were "total
atheists" or "inclined toward atheism." This study suggests that
although less than ten percent of the population are convinced
Christian believers many people are open and receptive to the
Gospel. As TMCE reaches out to people, exploratory research is
needed in order to understand more accurately how God is at work
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in Estonia' s post-coiiununist context in bringing persons to
Christian conversion. A more accurate understanding of the
processes that God is using can provide important data for
informing future evangelistic outreach among both Estonian-
speaking and Russian-speaking churches in TMCE.
The Purpose Statement
For the reasons cited in this chapter, this exploratory
study documents and analyzes the primary processes of Christian
conversion in The Methodist Church of Estonia during the years
since independence, 1991-1994.
Research Questions
Five areas of inquiry define the research questions. The
first research question gathers general biographical and
demographic data on those who respond to the Gospel and profess
experiencing conversion. The second research question
investigates the preconversion period including the agents, both
person(s) and group(s), whom God is using to influence the
converts' desire for conversion and the specific ways in which
God is preparing persons for the conversion experience. The
third research question examines what the converts are reporting
as their actual experience of conversion. This question focuses
upon the agents, both person(s) and group(s), whom God is using
to directly lead people to conversion, and their report of the
experience of conversion. The fourth research question addresses
the basic experience of the converts since their conversion.
Finally, the fifth research question addresses the time line of
the conversion process from first significant contact with the
Christian faith through the conversion experience, including
attention to specific periods, transitions, and crises in the
processes of conversion. The following questions guide the
research for this study.
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Research Question 1
What are the general biographical data of those who are
responding to the Gospel and who report experiencing conversion?
Research Question 2
What do respondents report as their experience during the
preconversion period?
Research Question 3
What do respondents report as their experience during the
time of their conversion?
Research Question 4
What is the general experience of the respondents since
conversion?
Research Question 5
What is the time line of the conversion process from the
respondents' memory of that first significant event which they
now see as the beginning of their journey toward conversion
through the actual conversion experience, including attention to
specific periods, transitions, and crises in the process of
conversion?
Definition of Terms
This study on the processes of conversion requires the
clarification of several terms that are central to this research.
These include, in alphabetical order: conversion. Gospel, and
receptive people.
r.nnversion
Conversion occurs when a person genuinely trusts in Christ
and Christ's atoning work on the cross. Conversion is evidenced
by internal and external expressions of repentance from sin and
love for God.
Gospel
The message of God' s saving work by grace and through faith
in Jesus Christ, Throughout this dissertation Gospel is spelled
with a capital "G" in honor of God and His message of salvation.
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Recept.lvft People
Those who are positive toward the Gospel message and are
open to hearing and responding to the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
Methodology
This study was presented to and approved by both the
Administrative Board of the United Methodist Church in Estonia
and the faculty of the EMK Theological Seminary. The study
operates in three language groups (English, Estonian, and
Russian) and seeks to be culturally sensitive to both the
Estonian and Russian communities residing in Estonia. The
research methodology is designed to produce indigenous data on
the processes of conversion. To assist with this task, two
academically qualified translators, Margit Sepp and Olga
Gorjainova, serve as research assistants throughout the study.
At each phase of the research the author, Sepp, and Gorjainova
worked diligently to preserve the accuracy, reliability, and
validity of the data.^
Data Collection
To assist data collection the EMK Theological Seminary
offered a Research Practicum Course on Christian Conversion
taught by the author. Students received training in research
methodology, assisted in pretesting the research instruments, and
participated in data collection.
9 Margit Sepp is a native Estonian and an Estonian/English
translator and Biblical Studies instructor in the EMK Theological
Seminary- Sepp received an English Philology Degree from the
University of Tartu in Tartu, Estonia and a Master of Arts: Old
Testament Biblical Studies from Tyndale Theological Seminary in
Holland. Olga Gorjainova is a native Russian and a
Russian/English translator and Language instructor in the EMK
Theological Seminary. Gorjainova received an English and German
Philology Degree from Vladimir State University, Russia. From
1985 until 1991, she worked as a guide for English-speaking
visitors in Russia. She is the translator of a number books and
articles from English to the Russian language.
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Instrumentation
Two instruments are utilized in data collection. First, the
New Convert Information Questionnaire (NCIQ) gathers general
biographical and demographic data.io The NCIQ, a short survey
questionnaire, was available for use in every church in TMCE and
designed to gather basic data from a wide spectrum of persons.
Second, the Processes of Conversion Interview (PCI) was conducted
to gain insight into the distinctive features of the conversion
process. 11 This extensive, structured interview focuses upon the
processes of conversion from preconversion to postconversion.
Population and Sample
This study gathers data from people who are active
participants in local United Methodist churches in Estonia. The
population is persons defined by the following criteria:
1. Persons who are age 15 and above.
2 . Persons who profess to having experienced
conversion during the period 1991-1994.
3. Persons who are active in a local church of TMCE as
evidenced by attending at least two worship services
month for the last two months ,
4 . Persons who complete the New Convert Information
Questionnaire (NCIQ) .
Following data collection with the NCIQ, the PCI was
conducted with a stratified random sample (Miller 61-2) of NCIQ
respondents .
Independent Variables
The general biographical and demographic data along with the
other research questions provide profiles of the persons
responding to the Gospel and experiencing conversion. These
profiles provide documentation among a number of important
variables, including language group, gender, age, primary ethnic
group, where the respondent attends church and if the respondent
J-0 See Appendix A
11 See Appendix B
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was raised in a Christian home. In addition subculture variables
involving the level of formal education, occupation, and
geographic location are documented.
Limitations
This research project investigates the processes of
conversion from 1991 to 1994 in TMCE, but not necessarily throvigh
TMCE. The study includes persons who have experienced conversion
as a direct result of the influence of TMCE, and it may also
include persons who were converted by influences other than TMCE
but who are now actively attending and receiving ministry through
TMCE.
Significance of this Study
For over 50 years communist oppression and persecution
hindered the work of evangelism in TMCE. A new context provides
the opportunity for TMCE to expand and further develop evangelism
ministries that result in many people experiencing conversion in
the Republic of Estonia. During communist occupation, TMCE
faithfully proclaimed, the Gospel with numerous people responding
and experiencing conversion . Having survived communism, TMCE can
now proclaim the Gospel without communist restrictions.
This study will inform TMCE as it seeks to cooperate with
the present movement of God's Spirit in bringing people to
conversion through documentation and analysis of the primary
processes that God is using in conversion. The results of this
study will positively influence evangelism methodology and
strategies of evangelism within existing churches and through new
church development. With only a small percentage of Estonia's
population having experienced Christian conversion, a tremendous
opportunity exists to reach people for Christ.
Further, the implications of this study may inform
evangelism methodology and strategies in other parts of the
former Soviet Union, especially those formerly occupied countries
now independent. These countries share similar historical and
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cultural factors, including Soviet occupation, indoctrination in
Marxist ideology, many misplaced peoples, and relatively few
people having experienced Christian conversion.
Overview of Remaining Chapters
Chapter 1 has provided the historical and cultural
background to this study, statement of the problem and purpose
statement, research questions and the limitations of this study.
Further, this chapter defines specific terminology and introduces
data collection, instrumentation, independent variables,
population and sample, and significance of this study.
Chapter 2 reviews literature related to this study through
the academic disciplines of biblical studies, theology,
psychology, sociology, faith development, evangelism, church
growth, and missiology-
Chapter 3 reviews the research problem and describes the
research and operational questions. In addition, this chapter
describes in detail the research design and methodology,
including the independent variables, population and sample, and
procedures for data collection and analysis.
Chapter 4 presents the findings as defined by the research
design for this study.
Chapter 5 summarizes the study presenting the conclusions
and implications of this research along with questions and issues
for further research.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Related Literature
The processes of Christian conversion are informed by a
variety of academic disciplines. In his bibliographic essay
entitled "Current Research on Religious Conversion," Lewis R.
Rambo surveys six literature fields, including anthropology,
sociology, history, psychology, psychoanalysis and theology (146-
159) . David Lattimer in his Doctor of Missiology dissertation.
Becoming a Christian in the Churches of Christ in Christian
Union, examines four literatures in which Rambo suggests and
reviews literature from the fields of diffusion, faith
development, world evangelization, church growth and missiology
(28) .
For the purpose of this review, related literature from
seven academic disciplines is examined: theology, sociology,
psychology, faith development, evangelism, church growth, and
missiology. First, an examination of theological literature
provides an historical and theological foundation for our
discussion on conversion. Second, sociological literature gives
insight into some of the potential linear steps involved in a
conversion experience. Third, the field of psychology provides
significant insights into Christian conversion, including the age
at which most persons experience conversion and the role of
intrapersonal problems and solutions in conversion. Fourth,
faith development literature clarifies the significance of faith
and stages of faith development. Fifth, evangelism literature
examines both academic and general works; the review here focuses
upon evangelism generally and specifically on the decision-making
process that is involved in conversion. Sixth, contemporary
church growth literature offers significant understanding into
the causes and barriers to the processes of conversion, including
a specific discussion on reaching secular people. Finally, the
field of missiology reveals several models describing periods and
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turning points in which people experience conversion and insights
into the discovery and adoption of a new worldview.
Theological Literature
Theology provides the foundation for understanding the
processes of Christian conversion. In particular, the doctrine
of soteriology and its concomitants directly inform this study.
In this review of theological literature, primary contributors to
a theological understanding of conversion are examined, beginning
with an overview from Scripture and moving historically to
contemporary theologies . Particular attention is given to
Reformation theology, German Pietist theology. Charismatic
theology and to the specific contributions of the Wesleyan
theological perspective as it relates to Methodism in Estonia.
In the Scriptures, the Christian understanding of conversion
is derived primarily from three biblical words: the Old Testament
Hebrew word shQbh and the New Testament Greek words epistrephein
and metanoein . The Old Testament word shQbh appears over one
thousand times and means "to return" or "to turn back."
Conversion in the covenantal context of the Old Testament means a
response to the prophetic call to Israel to turn from its sins
(repent) and return to the God who desires covenant with Israel.
In New Testament Greek, epistrephein denotes "turning to" or
"turning from." Paul and Luke describe Christians as people who
have "turned to God from idols" (1 Thess. 3:19; Acts 14:15). The
other New Testament word corresponding to conversion, metanoein,
refers to the act of change involved in repentance. This change
involves not only a turning from idolatry to God, but also a
fundamental reorientation of the whole person to God, the
ultimate source and meaning of life.
In addition to these words for conversion, two other New
Testament words, justification and regeneration, directly relate
to the processes of conversion. Justification is derived from
legal terminology and refers to the commuting of God' s
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forgiveness to the guilty sinner who trusts in the atoning work
of Christ . Regeneration relates to a real change in the
individual through the work of the Holy Spirit.
These biblical concepts are found in the words and deeds of
the New Testament and provide insights into the processes
involved in conversion. John 3 records Jesus' exhortation to
Nicodemus to "be born again." Luke reports Jesus' call to Peter
to "follow" and become a "fisher of men" (Luke 5:1-11). The
Samaritan woman at the well is invited to receive of the "living
waters" (John 4) . Each encounter demonstrates Jesus'
individualized and contextualized approach to the unique needs of
each person.
In the Book of Acts, numerous conversions are cited that
illuminate different elements in the processes of conversion.
Paul's life illustrates a person hostile to Christians and then
dramatically converted (Acts 9,22,26). The Ethiopian eunuch
(Acts 8) and Cornelius the centurion (Acts 10) demonstrate a
period of preparation preceding the moment of conversion.
Lydia's heart was opened to respond as she heard Paul speak (Acts
16:14ff). The Philippian jailer responds after witnessing a
dramatic miracle (Acts 16:22ff).
Scripture indicates that God uses various avenues to reach
persons and bring them to the authentic experience of Christian
conversion through Jesus Christ. God acts without regard to
gender, personality, cultural background, or one's personal
situation. Conversion involves a period of preparation that may
be short or long. It involves a transformation in the mind and
heart . There are sudden and gradual elements involved in the
experience. Above all. Christian conversion is the work of God
in the human heart and life, and this conversion comes by grace
through faith in Jesus Christ.
From the New Testament record, we move to Augustine's
landmark work. The Confessions of Saint Augustine, which
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articulates his personal pilgrimage from aversion of God to
conversion to God. Augustine traces his struggles of intellect
and will from "wretchedness," "baseness," and confusion (37) to
"a light of utter confidence," in which "all the darkness of
uncertainty vanished away" (146) through the experience of
conversion (147) . Several fundamental characteristics of
Augustine's conversion inform this study. First, whereas some
writers emphasized the acceptance of new beliefs, Augustine
primarily focuses on inner conflict resolution. Second, he
details his preconversion struggle, including his awareness of
his need for conversion in light of his sins and intrapersonal
needs. Third, a long process of preparation occurred before the
actual moment of conversion. This process included people,
conversations, events and personal meditation. Fourth, the
conversion itself is described as a personal, dramatic,
transforming act of God in Augustine's life. Finally, Augustine
articulates his conversion as bringing wholeness and integration
to his intellect, will, and actions. Augustine's in-depth
existential, autobiographical articulation of his conversion
remains a foundational work for the study of conversion
processes .
As Christianity became the official religion of the Roman
Empire and as more people were born into Christianity, Marilyn J.
Harran points out that "Augustine stood at the end of the period
in which conversion preceded baptism for most Christians" (30-1) .
Harran then provides an excellent siammary of the rich and varied
theological contributions related to conversion from Augustine to
Luther. 12 One significant feature from the medieval period to
the late Middle Ages was the change in life from secular to
monastic (52) . Later, a shift occurred, as represented by
12 The following summary is based upon Harran' s research for
her doctoral dissertation on Martin Luther and conversion.
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Francis of Assisi, when conversion meant less an outward change,
certainly one no longer necessarily involving a departure from
the world, and more a change of the heart (53) . During this
period, conversion also occupied an important place in
sacramental theology, most especially in the eucharist, but also
in baptism and penance (53) .
Harran' s work provides insight into a period of history that
provides the background and context for the Protestant
Reformation. In general terms, monasticism and sacramental
theology replaced Augustine's personal experience of conversion.
The Church institutionalized conversion and placed an undue
emphasis upon works of piety rather than faith in Christ as the
requirement for conversion.
In this context, Martin Luther closely examined the
Scriptures and the writings of Augustine. His scholarship
recovered a biblical understanding of faith, grace, and
justification, thus launching an evangelical breakthrough called
the Protestant Reformation. Luther rejected institutional
conversion and repeatedly emphasized conversion only by grace and
through faith in Jesus Christ . Luther spoke of regeneration but
primarily concerned himself with the idea of justification, in
which "the righteousness of God is brought to us without our
merits and our works" (25: 25) through faith in Christ (35: 373).
He states his convictions in his Preface to the Acts of the
Apostles when he writes, "the true and chief article of Christian
doctrine is this: we must all be justified alone by faith in
Jesus Christ, without any contribution from the law or help from
our works" (35: 363).
Luther's primary emphasis was a theological shift from
sacramental conversion to the importance of personal faith and
trust in Christ, which results in the justifying of an individual
before God. While personal transformation was included in
Luther's theology, the greater emphasis was upon the objective
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act of justification that resulted not from works of piety but
from personal faith.
Building upon Luther's work as a reformer, John Calvin
articulated the first systematic theology of the Reformation in
his Institutes of the Christian Rf^l -i g-i nn . His five basic
premises are summed up by the popular TULIP acronym: Total
Depravity, Unconditional Election, Limited Atonement,
Irresistible Grace, and Perseverance of the Saints. Calvin's
focus upon the sovereignty of God places conversion as an
objective event in which God sovereignly elects those who will be
converted independent of anything within the person. For the
elect, they experience irresistible grace through which God
irresistibly draws people to conversion.
Calvin's emphasis on the objective work of the sovereignty
of God is apparent in his chapter on "The Way We Receive The
Grace of Christ," in which he states:
the efficient cause of our salvation consists in God
the Father's love; the material cause in God the Son's
obedience; the instrumental cause in the Spirit's
illumination, that is, faith; the final cause, in the
glory of God's great generosity. (787)
Calvin took Luther's emphasis upon God's work in justification
and interpreted the Scriptures on God's sovereignty to develop
the doctrine of predestination.
Both Calvin and Luther contribute to this study by returning
to the Church an emphasis upon a biblical understanding of faith,
grace, and justification. The Methodist Church in Estonia draws
from the basic tenets of their evangelical, protestant theology.
Although contributing to our understanding of justification,
Luther and Calvin represent an inadequate understanding of grace,
of man' s ability to respond to God in faith, and of the nature of
regeneration. To understand the theology of the Methodist Church
in Estonia, we must now move to the German Pietists.
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German Pietism's founder, Philip Jacob Spener, saw
conversion not only as something done for a person, but also
something done in a person. Luther and Calvin's followers
expanded and developed the basic tenets of the reform movement,
which led to the tendency to identify the Christian faith with
intellectual propositions. Spener and the Pietists reacted
against this creedal orthodoxy and began to focus more upon the
moral and religious experience of the individual. In 1675,
Spener wrote Pia Desideria (Pious Desires) , in which he advocated
a renewed emphasis on biblical preaching and on the experience of
repentance and the new birth. His writings helped reform
pastoral training so that it would place less emphasis upon
scholastic, polemical theology and more emphasis on the
development of a sensitized ministry concerned with the practical
devotion and moral life of parishioners (Erb xiii) . Regarding
the processes of conversion, Spener and the Pietists represent a
move in the direction of experiential Christianity and a focus
upon regeneration. They focused on the language of "rebirth,"
"new man," "inner man," "illumination," and "union of Christ with
the soul." Pietist influence reaches The Methodist Church of
Estonia through two different avenues. One avenue is through the
pietist Moravian movement . When the Moravian church was closed
by the Soviet Union, many Moravians became members of the
Methodist Church. The other avenue is through Methodism's
founder, John Wesley, who was influenced through pietist Moravian
Brethren, particularly Count Zinzendorf.
Wesley's ability to synthesize theological concepts into
pragmatic expressions of ministry distinguishes him as both a
scholar and a leader of practical ministries. Wesley's order of
salvation is the driving force behind Wesleyan theology with its
focus on process, crisis, and progression. This order begins
with God's prevenient grace (Works 6: 512) reaching out to
people, making them receptive to the Gospel and bringing them
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toward repentance. Then, convicting grace and converting grace
bring a person to and through the crisis of justification
(Sermons 1: 112ff) and the new birth (Sermons 1: 280ff; Works 1:
399). Wesley's order of salvation continues with a focus upon
assurance of salvation (Sermons 1: 219ff) and continuing growth
in Christ. Next, Wesley believed it was normative for a second
season of convicting grace that now convinced and prepared the
person for a second crisis work of grace in entire sanctif ication
(Occasions 1: 108ff, 355ff ) . This second work of grace is
followed by more growth toward maturity in Christ until the time
of glorification when a saint of God would leave this life and
enter the glory of heaven. Wesley taught that wherever people
were in the order of salvation, they should seek and expect to
move forward to greater levels of Christian maturity. He urged
people to work through this biblical process, to experience the
points of crisis, and to continue to progress in the faith.
Wesley contributes several important theological emphases.
First, he carefully articulates the doctrine of prevenient grace
which describes the grace that comes before conversion to draw
people to God. This grace begins before a person begins to seek
God and is enabled to progress towards conversion. Second, he
emphasized justification and the new birth in the conversion
experience. And lastly, he taught the doctrine of assurance, in
which God's Spirit bears witness with an individual's spirit that
conversion has occurred (Sermons 1: 219ff ) .
Along with his order of salvation, Wesley' s great
distinction is his pastoral strategy for bringing persons to
faith in Christ. Like many of his theological predecessors and
contemporaries, Wesley could articulate theological truths.
Unlike many of these, Wesley knew how to apply these theological
constructs into practical ministries that yielded dramatic
results. Wesley's strategy is summarized by the following four
points as presented by George G. Hunter:
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1. Awaken people�to the fact of their lostness, their
sins, their need for God.
2. Enroll awakened people in a class (and, in three
months, in a Methodist Society) . Their experiences
within class and society will keep them awake and
prepare them for their justification and new birth.
3 . Teach awakened enrolled people to expect to
experience justification. They would experience, at a
time and in a manner of God's choosing, his forgiveness
and acceptance.
4 . Teach justified people to expect to experience
their sanctif ication in this life. Christians can
expect God' s grace to complete the work begun in their
justification. His grace will free their hearts from
sin's power so that their lives can be motivated by
love and nothing else. (Secular 57)
This strategy of ministry for awakening, and then enrollment of
the awakened in a small group for nurture and education, created
a climate in which persons, in time, experienced conversion. The
number of conversions eventually birthed the Methodist movement,
which currently nimibers at least 68 denominations in 93 countries
and includes the Methodist Church in Estonia.
From Wesley to the present day, conversion in the Methodist
Church in Estonia has been shaped by four primary influences.
The first influence is Wesleyan theology as it came through the
missionary efforts of George Simons. A second stream comes
through the pietist Moravian influence, especially when many
Moravians joined the Methodist Church after the Moravian Church
was closed by the communists. A third influence comes from the
Evangelical Lutheran Church, Prior to Soviet domination and
continuing to the present, the Evangelical Lutheran Church, with
its sacramental perspective on conversion, acts as the unofficial
state church of Estonia. Finally, in recent years a number of
independent Charismatic and Pentecostal influences, especially
the Word of Life movement, have impacted the Methodists.
This review of theological literature provides the
foundation from which to consider other academic disciplines.
From biblical times to the present, conversion remains the
initiation event into the Christian faith. Methodists trace
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their heritage and belief especially through Augustine, the
Protestant Reformation, and through Wesley. A particular
emphasis for the Methodists remains the importance of a personal,
individualized conversion by faith and attended by an assurance
of that conversion. The operation of God's grace provides the
foundation of stages and steps of progression in the process of
conversion. In addition, the actual experience of conversion is
a crisis event which occurs in God's timing and results in both
justification and the new birth. Finally, the conversion process
involves God' s grace both directly and also as it operates
through other persons and groups whom God uses in the conversion
process .
Sociological Literature
Sociological perspectives on conversion are probably the
most extensive and sophisticated of any of the human sciences
(Rambo 148) . Little consensus exists; however, the groundwork is
being laid for the formulation of a theory (or theories) of
conversion which would account for the diversity and complexity
of the phenomenon (Rambo 149) .
The seminal work on the sociology of conversion is the
famous article (Rambo 148) by John Lofland and Rodney Stark,
"Becoming a World Saver: A Theory of Conversion to a Deviant
Perspective." In this paper Lofland and Stark outline a model of
conversion. Their research is based upon a small millenarian
religious cult known as the Divine Precepts (862) . The following
seven steps present a model of the accumulating conditions that
appear to describe and account for conversion:
1 . Experience enduring, acutely felt tension
2. Within a religious problem-solving perspective
3 . Which leads him to define himself as a religious
seeker
4 . Encountering the Divine Precepts at a turning point
in his life,
5. Wherein an affective bond is formed (or preexists)
with one or more converts;
6. Where extra-cult attachments are absent or
neutralized;
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7. And, where, if he is to become a deployable agent,
he is exposed to intensive interaction. (874)
The first three factors represent predisposing factors which form
a necessary background for conversion (864-70) . The final four
characteristics involve situational factors that result from
interaction between potential converts and present members of the
cult (870-74) . Lofland and Stark hypothesize that this model is
general enough and the elements articulated in such a way as to
provide a reasonable starting point for the study of conversion
to other types of groups and perspectives (875) .
A second significant work from the sociological perspective
is Luther Gerlach and Virginia Hine's observations of the steps
in the commitment process . Their research is based upon their
studies of the Black Power Movement and the contemporary
Pentecostal movement . They report the following chronological
steps :
1 . Initial contact with a participant
2. Focus of needs through demonstration
3. Re-education through group interaction
4 . Decision and surrender
5 . The commitment event
6. Testifying to the experience; and
7 . Group support for changed cognitive and behavioral
patterns (110)
Gerlach and Hine view the conversion process as a series of
actions which serve to secure personal and public commitment to
the ideologies and purpose of the group.
Another significant work that builds upon these first two is
Richardson, Stewart, and Simmonds' study of a Jesus movement
group. Using insights from Gerlach and Hine, and Lofland and
Stark, along with other approaches, these researchers developed a
model of conversion which may appear, but is not necessarily,
chronological (256) . Major elements in their general conversion
model include: prior socialization, perceived personal
difficulties, resolving perceived difficulties, loss of
meaningful ties with society, and the "pulling" effect
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(developing affective ties between potential converts and group
members) (257-261) .
These three foundational studies from the sociological
perspective illuminate several important aspects of the
conversion process. First, these studies demonstrate that
conversion can be understood as a series of steps that proceed
logically toward the conversion experience. Second, these
studies observe the importance of intrapersonal struggles with
reality as it is presently perceived and a desire for a different
state. Third, these researchers note the importance of personal
contact and personal affective relationships by which the
converted are able to influence and reach the unconverted. This
would include both the power of the person-to-person relationship
and the power of the person-group relationship. Finally, these
studies demonstrate the power and significance of the commitment
or conversion event which is reinforced by group support.
Psychological Literature
An extensive body of literature exists on the subject of
conversion from the psychological perspective. James R. Scroggs
and William G. T. Douglas assert that, with the possible
exception of mysticism, psychologists of religion have given more
attention to conversion than any other topic (22) . As evidence
of this claim they estimate that over 500 publications exist
dealing with the psychological dynamics of religious conversion
(22) .
Three primary areas of inquiry dominate psychology of
conversion literature: the process of conversion, the age of
conversion, and the debate over whether conversion is gradual or
sudden .
The Pror.PHR of Conversion
Psychologists primarily view the process of conversion in
terms of a problem and a solution. This process is articulated
in William James' classic definition of conversion:
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To be converted, to be regenerated, to receive grace,
to experience religion, to gain an assurance, are so
many phrases which denote the process, gradual or
sudden, by which a self hitherto divided, and
consciously wrong, inferior, and unhappy becomes
unified and consciously right, superior, and happy, in
consequence to its former hold upon religious
realities. This at least is what conversion signifies
in general terms, whether or not we believe that a
direct divine operation is needed to bring such a moral
change about. (186)
James argues for conversion as an experience that rights a
formerly divided, unhappy person into a unified, consciously
right individual. He further suggests that there is a certain
"uniform deliverance" which characterizes all religious
experience consisting of two parts:
an uneasiness and its solution. The uneasiness,
reduced to its simplest terms, is a sense that there is
something wrong about us as we naturally stand. The
solution is a sense that we are saved from the
wrongness by making proper connection with higher
powers. (qtd. in Gillespie, Experience 82)
V. Bailey Gillespie concurs with James by citing conversion as a
process of conflict resolution preceded by antecedents such as a
dissatisfaction with the status quo or lure from an ideal
(Religious Conversion 60) . Leon Salzman explains conversion as
an event that in every case is preceded by a period of incubation
or preparation, with lesser or greater struggle, of the
individual (10) . The conversion occurs when a final triggering
event or confluence of events produces the change. Salzman adds
that conversion cannot be considered a sudden or dramatic change,
but it normally involves a period of struggle before the
alteration to a new state (10) . Starbuck concurs and siammarizes
this basic two-step process of conversion when he states:
To begin with, there are two things in the mind of the
candidate for conversion: The present incompleteness or
wrongness, the "sin" which he is eager to escape from;
and second, the positive ideal which he longs to
compass, (qtd in James, Varieties 171)
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James, Gillespie, Salzman, and Starbuck are representative
of the literature regarding conversion as a process of change in
which the person moves from a troubled, inferior state to a
unified, whole state. Prior to the moment of change there is a
period of intrapersonal struggle that leads to the conversion
experience. This basic two-step process provides a generic
understanding of how people come to the experience of conversion.
Gillespie, as well as C. Daniel Batson and W. Larry Ventis,
expand upon the two-step process and offer further clarification.
Gillespie presents the experience of religious conversion in
three stages:
1, Initial or Preconversion: signified by the tension
and questioning of role and being, including emotions
of anxiety and stress;
2. Crisis: thought of in terms of conviction of sin,
or confrontation with answers to ponderous questions;
3. Postconversion: where answers are found, relief is
felt, release of problems is experienced, and confusion
is lifted. (70)
Gillespie adds that these three points exist in the conversion
that occurs as a sudden climax and also the more gradual form of
conversion .
Batson and Ventis' model of the process of conversion
follows the lead of Bertocci, Clark, Loder, May, and Rugg. It
suggests that James' categories of uneasiness and solution may
proceed through four analogous stages: (1) an existential crisis,
(2) a self-surrender, (3) a new vision, and (4) a new life (82-
87) . The process begins with a dissatisfaction at the
existential level as one grapples with the the way things are
versus the way one wants them to be. Failure to restore
satisfaction within one's existing reality may lead to a point of
self-surrender which is invoked by despair and hopelessness. Out
of self-surrender can arise a new vision which permits a new way
of looking at the elements of the crisis. Gillespie reports that
the new vision often seems to come from a transcendent realm
outside oneself (84). From the new vision comes a new life. The
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vision is actually lived out through practical shifts in
behavior .
People in all societies experience problems for which they
desire solutions. Estonia's postcommunistic society provides the
opportunity for people to experience the general problems of all
humankind and also many new pressures created by the transition
from a controlled to a free society- God is at work amidst these
conditions to bring people to conversion, and undoubtedly God
will use these problems to bring persons to a point of crisis in
which many will look beyond themselves for the solution.
Age of Conversion
The second area of contribution from the field of psychology
to our understanding of conversion involves the age of
conversion. Scroggs and Douglas propose that psychologists have
researched the age of conversions more than any other aspect of
conversion (25) . The central issue in the discussion of the age
of conversion focuses upon whether or not conversion is most
likely to occur at a certain age. Also addressed is the issue of
whether or not there are crisis points in human development that
may represent more likelihood for conversion (25) .
At the turn of the century, about the time of William James'
lectures on conversion, E. D. Starbuck provided the foundational
study on the age of conversion. Starbuck' s empirical research
led him to state:
Conversion does not occur with the same frequency at
all periods of life. It belongs almost exclusively to
the years between 10 and 25. The number of instances
outside this range appear few and scattered . . .
conversion is distinctively an adolescent affair. (28)
Gillespie writes that "empirical methods have tended to
agree as to adolescence being a prominent age for conversion"
(Religious Conversion 77) . He then provides the following
summary of major studies on the age of conversion (Religious
Conversion 78) :
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Researcher Average Age
starbuck (1899)
Coe (1900)
Hall (1904)
Athearn (1924)
Clark, E. T, (1929)
Argyle (1959) study of Literature
1265
1784
4054
6194
2174
16.4
16.4
16.6
14.6
12.7
15.0
While these authorities point to adolescence as the primary
period of life to experience conversion, several other
psychologists point to the later periods of young adulthood and
middle age as prime years for a religious conversion decision,
especially if conversion is termed in its gradual form and
includes turning points and times of decision (Gillespie
197 9:78) . Jung in 1933 pointed to the middle age and after as
prime years for conversion (cited in Religious Conversion 78;
Hiltner 35) . Seward Hiltner states that conversion is most
cultivatable in the thirties rather than being primarily regarded
as an adolescent phenomenon (35) . David Seamands cites young
adulthood as a "second great period" when conversion often occurs
(10) . Walter Conn also recognizes the potential for adult
conversion as one confronts one's depths in the second half of
life (225) . With basic ego tasks having been negotiated, and the
business of child rearing and career planting transacted, a
person may now turn attention to the fundamental meaning of life,
which may result in conversion.
None of these studies addresses the particular dynamics of a
fallen postcommunist society. People of all ages have been
influenced by the communist worldview which has now failed to
deliver its promises of a Utopian society. In theory, this may
suggest statistically more adult conversions as persons seek to
find meaning and truth in life. One aspect of this research will
be to observe the number of conversions at various ages.
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Conversion as Sudden nr Gradual
One of the oldest debates among psychologists focuses on
whether conversion occurs dramatically and suddenly or whether it
can occur as a process of gradual change. Scroggs and Douglas
describe this issue as follows:
are the psychodynamics involved in sudden dramatic
change the same as or so similar to those involved in
gradual change that we are justified in regarding them
as one and the same process, and hence denoting them
with the same name�conversion? If, on the other hand,
these two types of change are different, is the
difference one of kind or merely degree? I.e., is
sudden change an exaggerated and intensified instance
of gradual change, or is it something unique. (23)
Scroggs and Douglas assert that little or no consensus exists on
this issue (23). Contrasting opinions exist among psychologists.
Furgeson typifies those who argue for conversion as a sudden
event (16) . He insists that religious conversion occurs suddenly
at a time of crisis. On the other hand, Pratt argues that
conversion, like all change, involves a "gradual and almost
imperceptible process, with an occasional emotional
intensification" (153) .
One resolution to this debate is the theory that different
personality types cause a person to experience either a sudden or
a gradual conversion. James teaches that "healthy-minded"
persons block out sadness and evil and have a childlike quality
which makes the idea of religion very pleasant to them (78) .
These tend toward gradual conversion. In contrast, "sick-minded"
persons constantly see evil in themselves and the world around
them (114) . These usually experience conversion as radical and
sudden.
Another solution to the sudden versus gradual debate is
proposed by those like Gillespie (Religious Conversion 54) and
Salzman (10) who expand upon earlier works by insisting that
people can experience conversion as either sudden or gradual.
Salzman rightly argues:
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Most change�possibly all� is gradual in its
development, but, since it culminates in a specific
moment of alteration or conversion, it may seem to the
observer to be an instantaneous, unexplained,
mysterious event. However, in every case there has
been an incubation or preparation, with lesser or
greater struggle, and then a final triggering or
precipitating event or confluence of events which
produces the sudden, dramatic, and obvious change.
(10)
In this view, people may experience conversion through either
process . The type of conversion may be related to personality or
it may be related to other factors.
The field of psychology offers an important lens through
which to observe the conversion process. Psychology sensitizes
the observer to intrapersonal struggles, the age of conversion,
and whether a person experiences conversion as sudden or gradual.
In this research project, each of these issues will be examined
within the Estonian context .
Faith Development Literature
Faith development literature provides yet another avenue to
gain insight into the conversion process. This field articulates
various distinctions of faith for various periods of life. The
work of John R. Hendrick, James Fowler, and V. Bailey Gillespie
form the foundation for this relatively new field of inquiry.
Hendrick sets forth five different levels of faith which a
person may experience in the life cycle. The five stages include
infancy, early childhood, childhood, adolescence, and adulthood
(55-69) . Hendrick emphasizes that each person has a unique faith
story (66) and, while the possibility of faith exists from birth
onward, it is only in adolescence and adulthood that a full
mature faith can develop (66) . The three earliest levels are
primarily shaped by external influences . The adolescent and
adult levels of faith development are shaped by more critical
thinking from the individual. In the process of faith
development a person may come to a climax at some particular time
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of decision and commitment, yet that moment is preceded by a long
pre-history and will be followed by future growth (66) .
Hendrick provides insight into the dynamic and developing
nature of faith at different stages of life. He sensitizes us to
understand faith as something that should become more mature.
For Christian faith, this means that a person arrives at a
mature, individual faith that is a personal, relational, centered
act in the person of Jesus Christ (71) .
James Fowler's landmark study hypothesizes six stages of
faith development. Fowler's conclusions are influenced by the
work of Erik Erikson on psychosocial development, Jean Piaget on
cognitive development, and Lawrence Kohlberg on moral
development. Fowler's six stages are intuitive-pro jective faith,
mythic-literal faith, synthetic-conventional faith,
individuative-ref lective faith, conjunctive faith, and
universalizing faith. Faith for Fowler differs from traditional
orthodox faith. He defines faith as "universal," as a feature of
living, acting, and self-understanding of all human beings
whether they claim to be "believers" or "religious" or not (Life
Maps 18) . By his definition, faith is a generic human phenomenon
common to all persons (Stages 33) .
Conversion for Fowler is not a movement from nonfaith to
faith, but rather refers to sudden or gradual changes in the
contents of faith ( Stages 281) . More specifically. Fowler
defines conversion as:
a significant recentering of one's previous conscious
or unconscious images of value and power, and the
conscious adoption of a new set of master stories in
the commitment to reshape one's life in a new community
of interpretation and action. (Stages 281-2)
Conversion by this definition can occur during any of his faith
stages or during any of the transitions between them.
Fowler examines faith from the side of h;aman development not
from divine initiative. His definition of conversion is
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unorthodox yet his understanding of stages of faith development
and of the maturing of faith are helpful in understanding
conversion as a process intimately connected with a person' s
understanding and experience of faith.
Gillespie describes faith development similarly to Hendrick.
His observations describe the faith experience as seen in the
growing person and his insights provide a basis for nurture and
ministry (76) . Gillespie articulates seven major faith
situations which correlate with the life cycle. These include:
borrowed faith-early childhood, reflected faith-middle childhood,
personalized faith-early adolescence, established faith-later
youth, reordered faith-young adults, reflective faith-middle
adults, and resolute faith-older adults (79-84). Gillespie's
model is not a fool-proof method of watching faith emerge, but
rather these steps do offer a general description of the
experience of faith during various ages (82) .
Hendrick, Fowler, and Gillespie articulate that faith is not
a static yes or no event, but rather a dynamic, developing act
involving cognitive and affective elements. Healthy faith
includes sudden and gradual changes that begin early in life and
continue throughout a lifetime. Faith is involved in the moment
or period of conversion, but it also pervades all of a person's
spiritual journey. The contents of faith change as a person
moves through various stages of faith development, which can be
delineated and described. Faith development in a postcommunist
society will play a central role in the processes of conversion.
It is anticipated that many people recognized the bankruptcy of
believing in the communist system as the solution for personal
and social concerns . Other persons may have staked their
intellectual and emotional energies on this system, which has now
collapsed. Those who trusted in communism are left to wrestle
with what they can believe in. One of their options will be the
Christian faith. Faith development accentuates the role of a
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maturing understanding and experience of faith in the context of
the conversion process.
Evangelism Literature
Evangelism literature related to the processes of conversion
ranges from academic presentations to explanatory books and
tracts for seekers and laity- Two classic presentations for
seekers and laity come from the pens of two great evangelists, E.
Stanley Jones and Billy Graham. Jones' book. Conversion,
provides a detailed discussion of conversion, in which Jones
notes that Jesus divided all humanity into two classes: the
converted and the unconverted (15). This book's purpose is to
explore and explain the nature and processes in conversion and
Christian discipleship . In his chapter on the "How of
Conversion," (188ff) Jones describes four stages in the
conversion process. These include (1) the stage of drawing near,
which may take many years or be very short; (2) the stage of
decision, in which a person decides inwardly to become a
Christian; (3) the stage of implementing the decision, when one
actually surrenders one's life to Christ; and (4) the stage in
which a person is emboldened to receive from Christ forgiveness,
grace, power, love . . . everything, especially Himself.
Graham, in his classic work How To Be Born Again, writes
that those who read his book would become "born again" (12) . His
central point is: "Man apart from God is spiritually dead. He
needs to be born again. Only by God's grace through faith in
Christ can this new birth take place" (11) . Graham then builds
his book around a three-point process which involves the problem
of human sinfulness, God's answer through the person of Jesus
Christ, and the essential need for human response by faith in
order to receive the new birth and be born again.
While writing for a non-academic audience, Jones and Graham
provide two different, yet important, avenues for describing the
conversion process. Graham synthesizes the basic Gospel message
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into three clear points: (1) human need; (2) God's provision in
Christ; and (3) human response by faith. Jones provides a
different perspective on the conversion process by looking for
stages of progression. His focus on prevenient grace and the
role of deciding for Christ addresses steps within Graham' s more
general framework. Both of the writers provide a foundation for
further investigation and articulation.
James F. Engel and H. Wilbert Norton's research led to a
detailed model of the Spiritual-Decision Process involved in
conversion (44-56). Engel and Norton's model seeks to integrate
biblical principles of communication with the spiritual decision
process which occurs in a person as one moves from initial
awareness of a Supreme Being to a maturing Christian. Figure 1
on the following page presents the Engel Scale, which includes
God's role, the Communicator's Role, and Man's Response. Edward
R. Dayton offers several important critiques of the Engel Scale.
He states:
the important thing about the scale is not the scale
itself but the understanding that people do have a
movement towards Christ, and we need to have some way
of knowing where they are on their journey so that we
can speak to their needs. (46)
He adds that people at one place on the scale need one message,
while people at another point may need a different message.
Dayton also believes that the Engel Scale does show how many
people of the West move through the process of no awareness of
Christ to becoming propagators of the Gospel; however, in other
cultures and under other circiomstances the "'scale' would be
quite different" (4 6) .
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God' s Communicators
Role Role
Man' s
Response
General
Revelation
-8 Awareness of
Supreme Being but
no Effective Know
ledge of Gospel
Conviction Proclamation -7
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
Initial Awareness
of Gospel
Awareness of Funda
mentals of Gospel
Grasp of Implications
of Gospel
Positive Attitude
Toward Gospel
Personal Problem
Recognition
DECISION TO ACT
Repentance and Faith
Regeneration NEW CREATION
Sanctif ication Follow-up
Cultivation
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5
Postdecision Evaluation
Incorporation Into Body
Conceptual and
Behavioral Growth
Communion with God
Stewardship
Reproduction
Internally
Externally
ETERNITY
Figure 1
The Engel Scale for Spiritual -Decision Making
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Engel and Norton's scale, along with Dayton's critique,
provides important information surrounding the conversion
process . The Engel Scale contributes to our understanding of
both the role and the results of the human and divine instruments
in the process of conversion. This model is helpful in
describing steps and stages in which the activity of God and the
Communicator can be articulated, as well as the response and
reaction of the seeker. While providing an important model, the
Engel Scale is accurately critiqued by Dayton as being
insufficient for describing the process of conversion among all
cultures. Nevertheless, the Engel Scale does demonstrate that
fixed points can be discovered as persons move from no awareness
of the Gospel to followers of Christ. Another limitation of the
Engel Scale is its dominant focus on the cognitive elements of
the conversion process. It does mention the importance of
attitude; however, only limited attention is given to affective
elements of the conversion process.
Dayton also provides his own model of the conversion process
(54-55) . His model focuses upon the people who are being reached
and what evangelistic strategy should be employed. Rather than a
linear model, Dayton describes a circular model that needs to be
repeated over and over again. The circle moves from (1) what
people are to be reached, to (2) what are they like, to (3) who
should reach them, to (4) how should they be reached, to (5) what
will be the result. The process is then repeated by going back
to the question of "what people are to be reached?" Dayton's
strategy for evangelism draws attention to the importance of
steps in the process of conversion which are sensitive to the
identity and needs of the unconverted, as well as to the people
and methods which will be most effective in moving people to
conversion. While lacking the detail of the Engel Scale, Dayton
is helpful in providing a generic model from which indigenous
substeps and stages could be developed.
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Church Growth Literature
Donald McGavran birthed the field of Church Growth when he
published The Bridges of God: A Study in the Strategy of
Missions . In this landmark work McGavran sought to identify how
peoples become Christian (1) . He particularly desired to
understand the dynamics of people movements, in which a "wave of
decision for Christ sweeps through the group mind, involving many
individual decisions but being far more than merely their sum"
(12) . To answer this question, he investigated and analyzed the
history and health of both growing and non-growing congregations
in many lands, cultures and tongues (Grow vii) . He constantly
asked three questions:
1 . What are the causes of church growth where it is
occurring?
2 . What are the barriers that prevent church growth
where it is not occurring?
3. What principles can be taught to leaders who want
their churches to be more effective in evangelical
outreach and discipling? (Grow vii)
A fourth question undergirding McGavran' s research is:
4 . What qualitative field research is required to
answer the first three cjuestions?
McGavran' s research offers a ntmiber of important insights
related to the processes of conversion and how peoples become
Christian (Bridges 4) . First, he developed the "homogeneous unit
principle," as he recognized that "unbelievers understand the
gospel better when expounded by their own kind of people"
(Tinderstanding 167) . McGavran documented that people prefer to
become Christian within their own cultural and subcultural
context without having to cross linguistic and class barriers.
Secondly, McGavran observed a phenomenon that John Wesley
had documented nearly two centuries earlier, namely that
different towns or people groups have varying levels of
resistance and receptivity to the Gospel at different times.
McGavran emphasizes that the Holy Spirit is at work to create
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"receptive populations" of people (Understanding 37) . Edward R.
Dayton has provided the most helpful extrapolation of this
principle by developing a "Resistance/Receptivity Scale (47) .
This scale is presented in Figure 2. This scale generalizes a
people's attitude toward the Gospel (47). The people's level of
resistance or receptivity can then inform an appropriate
evangelistic strategy that is sensitive to the receptivity level
of the people.
HIGHLY RESISTANT
TO THE GOSPEL
HIGHLY RECEPTIVE
TO THE GOSPEL
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Opposed Indifferent Favorable
Figure 2
Resistance/Receptivity Scale
Third, McGavran challenged the Christian world to set
goals (Understanding 265f f ) and to make hard, bold plans
(Understanding 282ff) for accomplishing effective evangelism. He
writes :
It is essential that Christian leaders align their
basic purposes with the eternal purpose of God to save
unbelievers through faith in Jesus Christ. This is the
first step in consecjuent growth and development of the
church. Goal setting helps implement such alignment.
(Understanding 265)
McGavran' s work is essential to understanding the processes
of conversion. His work informs this research project at several
points. First, his observation of the bridges of God will inform
research into the agents whom God is using to bring persons to
conversion. Second, this research will seek to gain insight into
who are the receptive peoples in Estonia. And finally, it is
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anticipated that the results of this research will inform and
stimulate goals and strategies for effective evangelism.
Building on McGavran, C. Peter Wagner developed a model of
evangelism that includes the 3-P's of Presence, Proclamation, and
Persuasion (Grow 134) . Presence involves incarnational ministry
that establishes relevance and credibility of the Gospel message
and lifestyle. Proclamation describes the communication of the
message. Finally, persuasion to become a disciple of Jesus
Christ is the goal of both presence and proclamation.
Wagner's model reinforces that conversion is a process
involving a period of time which generally includes observation
by the seeker of both the Christian's actions and the words. His
model provides a wholistic approach to evangelism, which includes
the impact of the words, deeds, and lifestyle of the witness on
the mind, will, and emotions of the unconverted. Wagner's model
also emphasizes the importance of persuasion until a decision is
reached for the Christian faith.
George G. Hunter (Contagious 41-58) advocates two models of
evangelism based upon Abraham Maslow' s (35-58) hierarchy of human
needs: the inductive-grace and the inductive-mission model. Both
models direct Christians to locate the unconverted on Maslow' s
hierarchy, to discover how the Gospel addresses their felt needs,
and then to initiate ways to share the Gospel . Hunter explains
that this inductive approach is more sensitive to the way
unconverted persons think, live, and reach important conclusions
and decisions in their lives. Hunter significantly contributes
to understanding conversion by focusing upon a relevant
presentation of the Gospel that intersects with the reality of
the unconverted person's felt needs. For conversion to occur,
most persons will want to understand and experience the practical
dimensions of the Gospel. Understanding and addressing felt
needs is a critical component in the conversion process.
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Alien J. Swanson addresses another critical component in the
conversion process in his article "Decision or Disciples" (53ff ) .
Swanson cites a 1896 study which estimated that churches in
Taiwan needed about 20 "decisions" for Christ in order to gain
one "baptism" for Christ (54) . He also presents a 1985 study of
recent converts in Taiwan. The study included in its
investigation the nature and length of contact which they had
with the Gospel prior to the point of decision (53-68) . Swanson
reports that a significant relationship existed between the
length of contact with the Gospel and the degree to which
converts retain or drop out of church participation. Swanson' s
study does not question the validity of the conversion
experience, yet it demonstrates the conversions that lead to
Christian discipleship in the local church are precluded by a
prolonged period of contact with credible Christians.
Win Arn concurs with Swanson' s observations from his
research based primarily on North American Christianity. He
states :
The more times a person is exposed to the gospel prior
to a Christian commitment, the more likely he or she is
to understand the implications of commitment to Christ.
The fewer the Christian exposures prior to commitment,
the greater likelihood that the person has not
understood and will later drop out. (118)
Arn and Swanson demonstrate the importance of linear time and
substantial contact with the Gospel during the preconversion
period. Their research implies that a genuine conversion
includes a significant period of preparation for the actual
conversion experience.
McGavran, Wagner, Hunter, Swanson, and Arn represent the
literature in the church growth field in understanding the
conversion process. Building on this foundation. Hunter recently
published an important application of church growth principles to
secular Western culture. Hunter succinctly states.
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The question that increasingly haunts God's ambassador
in North America and Europe is "How do we effectively
communicate the message of reconciliation and life to
the secular unchurched people who have no Christian
background, memory, or vocabulary, the millions of
"ignostics" who do not know what we are talking about.
(Secular 73)
Hunter' s work may be very important for postcommunist countries
because a similar condition exists all across the former Soviet
Union where communism sought to create a "secular" society which
was ignorant of the presence and activity of God.
Hunter's book , How To Reach Secular People, represents 30
years of observation and thousands of interviews with secular
people. Hunter provides several categories of information that
are highly relevant for the conversion process in postcommunist
Estonia. First, he draws upon a rich behavioral science research
tradition based upon "the diffusion of innovations" (76) and
presents his modification of the six stages people experience in
adopting Christianity and experiencing conversion. The steps
include: (1) Awareness,
(2) Relevance, (3) Interest, (4) Trial, (5) Adoption and
(6) Reinforcement. These steps provide handles for understanding
the progression of the communication process among secular
peoples .
A second contribution from Hunter involves his detailed
profile of secular persons, his list of themes and strategies for
reaching secular people, and his profile of both individuals and
groups who reach secular people. Hunter does not provide a
linear stage or step model; however, he does provide a researched
conceptual framework for understanding the secular mindset and
the methods and strategies which God is using to reach secular
persons. Hunter also insightfully recognizes that the Christian
witness reaches the unconverted through both individuals and
groups. The research design of this dissertation project will
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reflect this important principle by documenting both the persons
and groups whom God is using to reach people for conversion.
Hunter provides a third valuable contribution by examining
four different models of evangelism with secular people, which he
cites as "departing from stereotypical evangelical methods" (81) .
Hunter first discusses John Wesley's strategy, which was examined
during the review of theological literature. Next, he presents
Agnes Liu's model based upon her research among the secular
working class in Hong Kong (83-4) .13 Liu departs from the
conventional evangelical wisdom summarized in the Engel Scale
because her "interview data forced the reluctant conclusion that
the essence of conversion for this population was not the
transfer of theological beliefs, especially in the early phases
of conversion" (84) . The resulting Liu Scale is a triangle whose
three sides are (1) attitudes, (2) experiences, and (3)
theological knowledge. Figure 3, on the following page, presents
the Liu Scale.
While theological knowledge is the base of the model it is
actually last in the life history of the converts. Liu's
research indicated that conversion among secular Chinese working-
class people in Hong Kong begins with the development of positive
attitudes toward Christians, Church, and Jesus. These attitudes
prepare the unconverted for a series of pivotal experiences in
their life histories which may include answered prayer, a
demonstration of power and an experience of Jesus as the Lord who
forgives. Following a change in attitude and several positive
experiences, people then begin to appropriate theological
knowledge and commitment to Christ. Liu discovered that the
content of the Gospel message was not the reason that people were
13 Discussion of Agnes Liu's model is informed by Hunter,
but based upon her taped lecture at a Church Growth Conference
sponsored by the Methodist Church of Singapore; October 1988.
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becoming Christians, but rather, content or theological knowledge
was coming after commitment .
Content after Commitment
Figure 3
The Liu Scale^^
Hunter himself provides the third breakout model, which is
best represented by a series of four concentric circles arranged
like a four-ring target for throwing darts (85) . The center
bull' s eye represents the goal of total commitment as a disciple
of Jesus Christ. Each of the circles represents a barrier which
the secular person must cross in order to reach the goal of total
discipleship .
The secular person begins the process of conversion outside
the circles. He or she must then cross the image barrier, the
culture barrier, the Gospel barrier, and finally, the total
commitment barrier. Hunter's final model is the Multiple
Conversations model which contrasts with traditional evangelism' s
14 The Liu Scale is author designed and based upon her taped
lecture at a Church Growth Conference sponsored by the Methodist
Church of Singapore; October 1988.
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"single confrontation" model (8 9) . This method recognizes that
conversion is a process that requires many opportunities for
conversion which includes reflecting and asking questions. A
series of conversations may takes weeks, months, or even years
before the process of conversion is completed.
Hunter's conclusions have been presented in some detail
because he represents the most recent, thorough presentation of
the implications of the conversion process when applied to highly
secularized persons. It is expected that Estonia's postcommunist
society will share a number of factors in common with Western
secular society. Hunter challenges traditional, confrontational
models of evangelism and presents indigenous strategies and
models which are research developed. Similar research in the
former Soviet Union is in early infancy. Hunter provides a
number of models and insights that can inform research in these
parts of the world.
Missiological Literature
Anthropologist and Methodist missionary Alan R. Tippett
developed a model of the process of conversion based upon his
extensive field data in the island world of Oceania. In
particular he sought to describe the general structure of total
group movements into Christianity (203). Tippett' s model is
defined by a series of periods and points as illustrated on the
following page in the Figure 4.
The first period in this schematic involves some awareness
of the Gospel as an option. This awareness may be due to a
number of factors, including natural causes, imposed pressures or
directed programs. Without the awareness of a possible context
shift from the old context to a new context, conversion is not
possible (208).
The Point of Realization (R) culminates the Period of
Awareness . Individuals and groups arrive at this point when it
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is realized that the Gospel offers not just an idea but an option
with particular relevance (212-14) .
Old Context
Period of Awareness Period of Decision
New Context
Period of Incorporation C Period of Maturity
Figure 4
The Conversion Process (Tippett 1977:207)
The next movement is to a Period of Decision. Four results
may occur: rejection, total acceptance, modification, or fission
(209-210) . The Period of Decision climaxes in a Point of
Encounter (E) . In the group conversion, this is the point at
which individual differences have been satisfied by discussion
and the group is ready to act in unison. The act itself must
leave no doubt that a complete break with the old context has
occurred (213) .
The third Period of Incorporation, the next Point of
Consummation (C) , and the final Period of Maturity represent
postconversion experiences. Incorporation involves the
establishment of a fellowship group. Consummation or
confirmation refers to a specific work of sanctifying grace in
the Wesleyan sense. Finally, these stages and points are
followed by a Period of Growing Maturity -
Charles Kraft, Cedric B. Johnson and H. Newton Maloney , and
David Lattimer developed revisions of Tippett' s model. Kraft's
presentation of "Christian Conversion as a Dynamic Process" (328-
344) depicts the process of conversion as a multitude of
decisions by persons interacting with God. Each decision
contains a point of stimulus, a period of awareness, a point of
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realization, a period of consideration, a point of decision, a
period of incorporation, and a point called "new habit" (335-
337) . Another contribution from Kraft is his discussion of the
difference between a true conversion which results in a genuine
relationship with God, and a cultural conversion, which simply
converts to the culture of the witness without developing a
saving relationship with God (340) .
Johnson and Maloney revise Tippett by drawing upon the field
of psychology- They challenge the "tendency in Western
Evangelical Christianity to see conversion as a private, static,
once-for-all event divorced from a cultural context" (22) . They
present conversion as a dynamic sequence of events influenced by
culture and defined directionally, rather than by crossing set
boundaries (22) . Their model includes a period of growing
awareness which ends with a point of realization, the period of
consideration that climaxes in a point of encounter, and a period
of incorporation.
Lattimer' s research led him to accept Tippett' s model but to
include in Tippett' s Period of Awareness an emphasis upon a
person's attitude toward the Gospel. Lattimer writes,
persons not only need to become aware of God and the
basic teachings of the gospel in order to become
Christians, but they must also have a positive attitude
toward what they know. (67)
Tippett, Kraft, Johnson and Maloney, and Lattimer provide
significant insight into the processes of conversion. While
Tippett' s foundational model was based upon his work on group
conversions in Oceania, the model is dynamic enough to apply to
other cultures and to individuals . The revisions of Tippett
attempt to clarify and expand certain components. The
delineation of periods culminated by specific points is critical
to understanding the conversion process. Kraft is helpful in
understanding the complexity of decision-making. Lattimer
contributes by emphasizing affective elements in the conversion
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process. Certainly, God is at work using periods of time to
prepare both persons and groups for specific points of decision
and encounter . A proper understanding of conversion will
docimient and articulate these periods and points.
Kraft's distinction between conversion and cultural
conversion may become more significant in postcommunist Estonia
as well as in other regions of the former Soviet Union as
Christianity becomes more influential in society. Under
communism, cultural Christianity was unlikely because of
persecution or the threat of persecution. Independence has ended
government persecution of Christians, thus creating more
potential for cultural Christianity. As one young Methodist in
Estonia remarked, "Without the persecution it is not as easy to
know who has been truly converted and who simply enjoys being
part of the fellowship . "is
Another significant contribution to understanding the
processes of conversion comes from Paul G. Hiebert's distinction
between conversion as defined by "bounded sets" and "centered
sets." In his article, "Conversion, Culture, and Cognitive
Categories", Hiebert points out that the traditional Western
description of conversion as a clear boundary with specific
standards is an artifact of Western culture (24) . He
argues for a more adequate definition of conversion based on
conversion as a dynamic movement toward a center (Jesus Christ) .
The key distinction is whether conversion is a boundary to be
crossed or a center to be acknowledged. Hiebert argues that,
with the "centered set" understanding of conversion, a clear
division between the Christian and the non-Christian remains;
however, less stress is placed on maintaining the boundary in
order to preserve the existence and purity of the category. He
15 Conversation with a member of the Tallinn Methodist
Church; August 1993; Tallinn, Estonia.
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continues.
There is less need to play boundary games and to
institutionally exclude those who are not truly
Christian. Rather, the focus is on the center and
of pointing people to that center. (28)
According to Hiebert's distinctions a certain experience of
conversion can become a bounded set. Heibert's insights
influence the conversion process by pushing the focus to a
centered relationship with God in Jesus Christ rather than a
predefined ascription to certain standards. The research project
for this dissertation is biased for the "centered set" definition
of conversion. It will focus on those who have pointed
themselves toward Christ and testify to having trusted in the
saving grace which Christ offers.
A third area of significant contribution from missiological
studies involves the relationship between worldview and
conversion. Kraft defines worldview as:
the central systemization of conceptions of reality to
which the members of the culture assent (largely
unconsciously) and from which stems their value system.
The worldview lies at the very heart of culture,
touching, interacting with, and strongly influencing
every other aspect of the culture. (Culture 53)
Hiebert describes the process of conversion as an actual change
in worldview wherein persons or groups reject the old and adopt
the new (insights 4 9) . The new worldview is centered in the
Lordship of Jesus Christ. Kraft describes this change in
worldview as a paradigm shift as one' s ultimate allegiance shifts
from the world and its values to God and His Kingdom (Power 84) .
Hiebert and Kraft represent the literature on worldview and
conversion. They demonstrate the encompassing nature of the
conversion process and the dramatic shift of allegiance from
other conceptions of reality to the truth of a living God who is
incarnate in the atoning work of Jesus Christ.
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Conclusion to the Review of Related Literature
This review of related literature has examined seven
academic disciplines which address the process of Christian
conversion. The theological review traced conversion from the
primary biblical data to the current theological streams which
influence Methodism in Estonia. Theology demonstrates that God's
grace causes a process involving various means over time to bring
persons to Christian conversion. This conversion is not limited
to, but includes, justification and a new birth. The other six
academic disciplines seek to understand and explain this
operation of God's grace in the human life.
Several key insights appear in various forms among several
of the remaining disciplines. For example, sociological research
demonstrates that conversion involves a niomber of stages and
steps that could be identified. The fields of faith development,
evangelism, and missiology concur with this finding. Psychology
emphasizes the role of intrapersonal problems that seek solutions
through the conversion experience. Church growth notes a similar
observation when recognizing the importance of responding to felt
needs. Likewise, sociologists realize that conversion becomes
more a possibility when the unconverted person perceives a need
for reality to be different than what is presently being
experienced .
Another overlapping conclusion involves the fields of
evangelism and faith development. Evangelism researchers note
the importance of stages and steps in the decision-making
process. Faith development scholars recognize a similar
phenomenon for belief, including observations involving how
decisions and faith in Christ change at different ages and stages
in life. Missiology and church growth approach several similar
issues from different perspectives. Both recognize the
importance of culture and the fact that the Gospel spreads best
among persons and groups who have or have had a similar
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worldview. Both indicate the importance of indigenous ministries
and the transforming character of conversion upon a person' s
heart, mind, and lifestyle.
While not exhaustive, this summary indicates that conversion
is a complex process, yet some agreement exists when insights
from various academic disciplines are cross-referenced. The goal
of this research project is to assimilate the best insights from
each discipline in order to docioment the primary processes which
are occurring in the conversion process in postcommunist Estonian
Methodism. Of particular concern will be the documentation of
the general time frame of the conversion process and the primary
agents and intrapersonal issues which God is using to draw people
to conversion. Particular attention will be given to any general
model of conversion which arises from the data. In addition,
worldview will be explored in order to gain insight into the
cognitive and affective issues in the spiritual decision-making
process and to shifts in thinking and behavior as a result of
Christian conversion in the postcommunist context. Finally,
specific insights are anticipated which will assist the Methodist
Church in Estonia in the continuing development of effective
evangelism ministries with the result that many people will
experience Christian conversion.
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CHAPTER 3
Review of the Research Problem
The literature review demonstrates that Christian conversion
is a multifaceted process of God's prevenient grace involving
people, places, circumstances, intrapersonal concerns, time
periods, crises, and transitions. God uses these things and more
to draw people to conversion. The Methodist Church in Estonia
has been and continues to be an effective instrument of God in
bringing persons to the experience of Christian conversion. With
Estonia's independence, TMCE is no longer oppressed by communism
and its prohibitions on evangelism ministries. The Methodists
desire to march forward with the result that masses of people
will experience God's glorious converting grace. In order to
assist this forward movement of evangelism ministries, TMCE will
benefit from understanding more about the processes that God is
using to bring persons to conversion among both Estonian-speaking
congregations and Russian-speaking congregations. This knowledge
can assist the development of indigenous strategies and
methodologies of evangelism. For these reasons, this exploratory
study documents and analyzes the primary processes of conversion
in The Methodist Church of Estonia during the years 1991-1994.
Research and Operational Questions
Five areas define the research and operational questions of
this exploratory study. The first research area gathers general
biographical and demographic data on those who are responding to
the Gospel and are professing Christian conversion. The second,
third and fourth areas investigate issues related to the dynamics
of the preconversion, the conversion, and the post-conversion
periods, respectively- Finally, the fifth area of exploration
builds on the first three to provide data on the time line of the
conversion process, from first significant contact with the
Christian faith through the conversion experience, including
attention to specific periods, transitions, and crises in the
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processes of conversion. The following are the research and
operational questions guiding this study.
Research Question 1
What are the general biographical data of those who are
responding to the Gospel and who report experiencing conversion?
Operational Questions.
1 . Who are the persons reporting to have experienced
conversion in each of the local congregations?
2. What are their present ages?
3 . What is the gender distribution?
4 . What are the nationalities?
5. What are the occupations?
6 . What are the highest levels of formal education?
7 . What Methodist Churches are they presently
attending?
8 . How long have they been attending a Methodist
Church?
9 . Approximately how many worship services are they
attending each month?
10. Were the converts attending a church during the
preconversion period?
a. If yes, what churches were being attended?
b. How long had they been attending these
churches?
churches?
How often had they been attending these
11. Approximately, what month and year was conversion
experienced? Also, include the day of this event if possible.
12 . How many were raised in Christian homes?
13. At the time of experiencing conversion, who in the
home were Christians, if any?
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Research Question 2
What do respondents report as their experience during the
preconversion period?
Operational Questions .
1 . What do respondents report as their first
significant contact with the Christian faith and the event that
they now see as the beginning of their journey toward Christian
conversion?
a. What is their memory of that event?
b. At what age do they report having this event?
c. On what date did this event occur, approximate
if necessary?
d. Who, besides the respondent, was involved in
this special event?
e. How important does this event seem now?
2 . What do respondents report as the most important
parts of their spiritual journey from this event until just prior
to their experience of conversion?
3. Who are the agents, both persons and groups, if
any, God is using to influence persons for conversion?
a. What person or persons (up to three in order
of influence), if any, most influenced the respondents' desire to
experience conversion?
(1) Who are the persons that most influenced
the desire to experience conversion?
(2) When was contact established?
(3) How was contact established?
(4) What characteristics of these persons
most influenced the desire for conversion?
b. What group or groups (up to three in order of
influence), if any, most influenced the respondents' desire for
conversion?
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(1) Which groups most influenced the desire
to experience conversion?
(2) When was contact established?
(3) How was contact established?
(4) What characteristics of these groups
most influenced the desire for conversion?
4 . How was God intrapersonally preparing the
respondents for conversion?
a. Looking back, how do respondents now see that
God was personally preparing them for conversion?
b. Did respondents sense that God was real and
revealing Himself before the actual conversion experience? If
yes, how and when?
c. What kinds of supernatural experiences, if
any, do the respondents report in the years before becoming
Christians?
d. What needs or problems do respondents report
during this preconversion period that they thought could be met
or solved through the Christian faith?
e. What fulfillment of spiritual needs, if any,
were respondents seeking prior to conversion?
f. What part of the Gospel message do respondents
remember as most influencing their desire to become Christians?
Research Question 3
What do respondents report as their experience during the
time of their conversion?
Operational Questions.
1. Who are the agents, both persons and groups, if
any, who most directly led the converts to experience conversion?
a. Which person or persons (up to three in order
of influence) , if any, most concretely influenced respondents
during the time of their conversion experience?
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(1) Who specifically are the persons that
most concretely influenced respondents at the time of their
conversion experience?
(2) When was contact established?
(3) How was contact established?
(4) What characteristics of these persons
most concretely influenced at the time of conversion?
b. What group or groups (up to three in order of
influence) , if any, most concretely influenced respondents during
the time of their conversion experience?
(1) who specifically are the groups that
most concretely influenced respondents at the time of their
conversion experience?
(2) When was contact established?
(3) How was contact established?
(4) What characteristics of these groups
most concretely influenced at the time of conversion?
2. What do respondents report as their actual
experience of conversion?
a. What do respondents report as their memory of
their conversion experience?
b. When did respondents experience conversion?
(1) At what age did respondents experience
conversion? (Approximate if necessary)
(2) Was there a specific point in time or
period of time in which respondents trusted in Christ,
experienced conversion, and became Christians? If yes,
approximately what month and year did respondents experience
Christian conversion? (Also, include the day of this event, if
possible)
(3) Was the conversion sudden, gradual, or
described in some other manner?
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c. What expression normally describes the
conversion experience?
d. What was the physical setting at the time of
the conversion experience?
e. What was the social setting at the time of the
conversion experience?
f . Was the conversion experience mostly emotions,
mostly insight, mostly irresistible, mostly a conscious choice or
some combination of these?
g. What feelings, emotions, or insights were most
important to the conversion experience?
h. How do respondents now view themselves, their
lives, and their world differently than before?
i. What now is in the respondents' life that it
takes Jesus Christ to explain?
j . From what has Jesus set the respondents free
or is setting them free?
Research Question 4
What is the general experience of the respondents since
conversion?
Operational Questions.
1. What are the highlights of the respondents'
spiritual journey since conversion?
2. What additional significant crises of faith have
been faced? (Provide up to three)
3. What additional significant faith experiences have
been experienced? (Provide up to three)
4 . What verses of passages in the Bible are most
significant now?
5. What lifestyle changes have occurred?
6 . What kinds of supernatural experiences have been
experienced since becoming Christians?
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7. As Christians, what are the respondents' greatest
longings and desires today?
8. In the opinion of the respondents, what would TMCE
have to do today for more people like themselves to experience
conversion?
Research Question 5
What is the time line of the conversion process from the
respondents' memory of that first significant event that they now
see as the beginning of their journey toward conversion through
the actual conversion experience, including attention to specific
periods, transitions, and crises in the process of conversion?
Qperational Questions.
1 . Did respondents experience an event which they now
see as the beginning of their spiritual journey toward
conversion?
a. If yes, what is the approximate month and year
of this event? If remembered, what is the day of this point in
time?
b. How does this event correlate with information
provided in Research Questions 1-4?
2 . Did respondents experience a point of awakening in
which they realized that God existed, loved them, and desired for
them to experience conversion?
a. If yes, what is the approximate month and year
in which this point of time began? If remembered, what is the
day of this point in time?
b. How does this period of time correlate with
information provided in Research Questions 1-4?
3. Did the converts experience a period of time during
which they considered whether or not to become Christians?
a. If yes, what is the approximate month and year
in which this period of time began?
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b. How does this period of time correlate with
information provided in Research Questions 1-4?
4 . Did the converts experience a point in time or a
period in time in which they trusted in Christ, experienced
conversion, and became Christians?
a. If yes, what is the approximate month and year
in which this point of time began? If remembered, what is the
day of this point in time?
b. How does this period of time correlate with
information provided in Research Questions 1-4?
Methodology
The multicultural, multilinguistic character of this study
required two qualified research assistants, Margit Sepp and Olga
Gorjainova, who were introduced in Chapter 1. Sepp and
Gorjainova' s respective expertise in Estonian and Russian
language and culture, the English language, and Christian
theology ensured that the instrumentation and data collection
procedures would preserve the accuracy, reliability, and validity
of the data.
In addition to Sepp and Gorjainova, Chapter 1 also
introduced a select group of motivated seminary students who
received training, assisted with pretesting, and participated in
data collection. Thirty students, representing both men and
women of various ages from both Estonian and Russian-speaking
Methodist Churches, participated. The students included six
pastors and a number of leading lay persons from various
congregations. The students, along with Sepp, Gorjainova, and
the author, formed the Research Team (RT) . Leadership from every
member contributed to the quality and quantity of the research.
The research team is listed in Appendix C.
The remaining sections of this chapter provide detailed
information on the population and sample, instrumentation, data
collection, and independent variables.
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Population and Sample
The population for this study is persons defined by the
following criteria:
1. Persons who are age 15 and above.
2 . Persons who profess to have experienced conversion
during the period 1991-1994.
3. Persons who are active in a local church of TMCE- as
evidenced by attending at least two worship services a
month for the last two months .
4 . Persons who complete the New Convert Information
Questionnaire .
Data collection with the NCIQ yielded 234 responses that met
the criteria of the population. Respondents included 92 persons
from 13 Estonian-speaking congregations and 142 persons from all
6 Russian-speaking congregations. By gender, females respondents
totaled 77.4 percent, and males respondents totaled 22.6 percent.
Ages varied from 15 to 84.
Research design called for a stratified optimum allocation
random sample (Miller 62) of the population. Standard sampling
procedures required dividing the population by language group,
gender, and age. The Research Team would then conduct interviews
with those persons selected for the sample. However, standard
sampling procedures required modification because of the
complexities of Estonia's post-communist context. Barriers
included difficulties in systematically relocating NCIQ
respondents and the hesitancy of some persons to provide more
detailed information about their Christian faith.
Despite these difficulties, one common denominator provided
the possibility of arranging interviews with the PCI. All
Research Team members regularly attended four or more worship
16 Many persons lack telephone service making phone contact
limited. In addition, most of the Research Team, like society in
general (above seventy percent) , rely upon public transportation
making travel more complicated and difficult. Finally, some NCIQ
respondents were willing to be interviewed with the NCIQ but were
not willing to provide their address and telephone number on the
NCIQ.
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services at their local church each month and 93.6 percent of
NCIQ respondents also attended worship services at their local
church an average of three or more times per month, i'' Thus the
Research Team had regular contact with a large percentage of the
research population through worship services in their local
churches. This contact provided opportunities to make
appointments for PCI interviews.
To overcome these barriers and yet achieve a stratified
sample, the author instructed the Research Team in the
philosophy, procedures, and importance of a stratified sample.
Each Research Team member was then instructed to interview
personally a stratified sample whenever possible. Using this
method, positive results were achieved as 43 persons from
Estonian-speaking congregations and 48 persons from Russian-
speaking congregations were interviewed. By gender, female
respondents totaled 64 or 70.3 percent of the total, and male
respondents totaled 27 or 29.7 percent. By age, a broad spectrum
is represented.
In summary, modifying standard sampling procedures yielded a
sample which included men and women of various ages from both
language groups . Appendix G provides more detailed analysis and
information on the sample.
Instrumentation
Two instruments were used to gather data: the New Convert
Information Questionnaire (NCIQ) and the Processes of Conversion
Interview (PCI) . The NCIQ gathered basic demographic and
biographical information, and determined the population of the
study- The PCI probed more extensively the processes that God is
using in conversion in TMCE.
17 This data was gathered from a survey of research team
members and data from the NCIQ.
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All questions in both instruments were critiqued both in the
development of the instrument and during various levels of
pretesting based on the following criteria developed by Floyd J.
Fowler :
1. Is this a question that can be asked exactly the
way it is written?
2. Is this a question that will mean the same thing
to everyone?
3. Is this a question that people can answer?
4. Is this a question that people will be willing to
answer, given the data collection procedures? (101)
New Convert Information Questionnaire . 18 The NCIQ is a short
questionnaire designed to gather basic demographic and
biographical information in response to 13 issues. The
instrument can normally be completed in five to ten minutes and
is designed to encourage broad participation from persons
reporting conversion during the research period. Investigative
areas include the respondent's name, age, gender, nationality,
occupation, level of formal education, local church, length of
attendance and frequency of attendance in that local church,
attendance at any local church prior to conversion, and
confirmation of experiencing Christian conversion including
approximate date of conversion. In addition, the questionnaire
provides data on whether or not respondents were raised in a
Christian home and, at the time of the respondent's conversion,
who in the home were Christians.
To prepare the NCIQ for data collection, Sepp and Gorjainova
translated the NCIQ from English into Estonian and Russian.
Then, on September 20, the NCIQ was introduced and pretested
among the research team. Team members completed the NCIQ in
their native language. Then the author taught the team the
fundamentals of pretesting. Each research team member privately
critiqued the instrument. Sepp and Gorjainova then gathered- the
18 See Appendix A for copies of the NCIQ in English,
Estonian, and Russian.
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research team into their two respective language groups and
worked through each question, checking for accuracy of
translation, cultural adaptation, meeting Fowler's criteria (101)
for survey questions, and layout of the instrument. During this
period of small group critique, the author moved between both
groups, working to refine the NCIQ.
Following these steps, the author, Sepp, and Gorjainova
worked closely on modifications of the NCIQ for consistency and
accuracy between the languages, and accuracy of the layout. One
week later the revised NCIQ was again pretested by the research
team and further revised. Some research team members pretested
the NCIQ with additional persons . No additional revisions were
made, and the NCIQ was ready for distribution.
Processes of Conversion Interview . J-9 The extensive PCI
instrument included open, moderate, high, and highly standardized
components (Stewart and Cash 69) involving open and closed
questions (Stewart and Cash 79-82) . The instrument is
researcher-designed and draws from elements of Dr. Ron Crandall' s
Conversion Interview Survey and Ray Jones's Conversion
Questionnaire .
The lengthy PCI required research team members two to four
hours to complete, providing a more extensive, exploratory
understanding of the specific processes that God is using in
conversion in TMCE. In particular, the PCI researched the
dynamics of the preconversion, conversion, and post-conversion
periods, including attention to time periods, transitions, and
crises in the time line of the conversion process.
To prepare the PCI for data collection, Sepp and Gorjainova
translated the instrument from English into Estonian and Russian.
After the author trained the research team in proper interview
19 See Appendix B for a copy o� the Processes of Conversion
Interview instrument in English and the first five pages in
Estonian and Russian.
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methodology, the PCI was introduced and pretested among the
research team one section at a time. During the first round of
pretesting, the research team individually completed a section
and then met with Sepp and Gorjainova in their appropriate
language group. The PCI was then reviewed one question at a
time, checking for accuracy of translation, cultural adaptation,
meeting Fowler's criteria (101) for questions, and layout of the
instrioment . Modifications were made when necessary. During this
period of small group critique, the author moved between both
groups working to refine the PCI .
Following these steps, the author, Sepp, and Gorjainova
worked closely on PCI modifications for consistency and accuracy
between the languages, and accuracy of the layout. The next step
of preparation of the PCI involved a second pretest of the PCI
instrument and a review of each research team member' s quality of
interview. Members of the research team, using the revised PCI,
interviewed another member of the research team. During these
interviews the author, Sepp, and Gorjainova rotated among the
interviewers and interviewees critiquing and strengthening the
ability of each research team member to conduct quality
interviews, as well as noting areas of the PCI that needed
modification .
The second round of pretesting concluded with the research
team members meeting in small groups with Sepp and Gorjainova.
The author rotated between the two groups, assisting in the
refinement of the PCI . Minor revisions were made .
During this round of pretesting, the quality of the
interview of each research team member was carefully monitored.
Some team members were required to conduct additional
interviewing until their interview methodology yielded quality
data.
Following this round of pretesting interviews, the PCI was
again reviewed by the author, Sepp and Gorjainova, checking for
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accuracy of translation, cultural adaptation, meeting Fowler's
criteria (101) for questions, and layout of the instrument.
Minor modifications were made when necessary. The PCI and the
research team were ready for data collection.
Research Team Training
To prepare the research team to use both instruments, the
author trained the students in the various research methodologies
necessary to accurately gather data with the NCIQ and the PCI.
Emphasis was placed upon the ability and willingness of research
team members to learn the proper interview techniques, the
importance of a non-threatening and pleasant personality, and the
ability to listen and remain neutral to the interviewee's
responses (Stewart and Cash 158) . A combination of lectures and
demonstrations, exercises and role playing, and supervised field
experience (Floyd J. Fowler 116) was utilized during the
training, especially for the PCI. The Research Team Training
Manual (RTM) is included in Appendix D and provides detailed
instructions of the training rationale and procedures . It proved
impossible to fully translate the RTM into the indigenous
languages; however, through simultaneous translation the research
team members were instructed in the principles and practice of
interview methodology. To assist team members with the PCI, a
synopsis of principles and specific instructions were translated
into both Estonian and Russian and distributed to team members.
These instructions appear in Appendix E.
Training for research team members was held every Tuesday
for one hour and 15 minutes, beginning September 13, with the
exception of Thursday, October 20, when a special three-hour
training session was held for training the team and pretesting
the PCI. Appendix F provides the complete schedule of research
team training sessions.
The research team received supervision from the author,
Sepp, and Gorjainova, both in the training and interviewing
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periods to ensure standardized interviewing, a high quality
performance from the interviewer (Fowler and Mangione 120), and
minimal interviewer-related error (Fowler and Mangione 141) .
Data Collection
The research team provided a quality, motivated vehicle to
assist in data collection. With the support of Superintendent
Olav Parnamets and Supervising Elder of Russian Ministries, Georg
Lanberg, all churches were urged to participate. Some
apprehension surrounded this study, since prior to Estonia's
independence in August 1991, the Soviet KGB was the organization
that wanted names and information about persons attending
churches. As data collection began with the NCIQ, the author was
present when both Rev- Toomas Pajusoo, Estonian Congregational
Pastor of the Tallinn Methodist Church, and Rev. Georg Lanberg,
Russian Congregation Pastor of the Tallinn Methodist Church,
strongly urged their congregations to support the beginning of
scientific research for the Methodist Church of Estonia. 20 strong
support and encouragement from leaders in TMCE calmed most
anxieties and resulted in a significant and immediate number of
respondents. The study gained wide acceptance with 19 of 22
churches providing respondents, yet some persons remained
unwilling to participate primarily because of fears dating back
to the days of communist oppression . 21
New Convert Interview Questionnaire. After pretesting the
NCIQ, the author and research team developed a strategy to gather
research from as many churches as possible. Team members were
assigned to gather data from specific congregations, typically
20 The Tallinn Methodist Church is comprised of both an
Estonian-speaking congregation and a Russian-speaking
congregation. This is one of the largest Methodist Churches in
Europe with over 900 members.
21 Church conference records indicate that those churches
not providing respondents have experienced limited or no growth
in recent years .
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the congregation that the team member normally attends. In five
instances, a cover letter and several copies of the NCIQ were
sent to the pastor of a congregation because a team member was
unavailable to gather data from that congregation . 22 An adequate
supply of the NCIQ was distributed to each research team member.
Data collection began on Thursday, October 6, and continued until
Monday, October 24. During this period, which included three
Sundays, 211 persons who met the criteria completed the NCIQ. On
the first Sunday of NCIQ data collection, 168 persons who met the
criteria completed the NCIQ. After the October 24 deadline, a
decision was made to extend data collection until December 1 in
order to provide the opportunity for additional respondents and
for more churches to have additional opportunities to
participate. At the close of the December 1 deadline, 234
persons meeting the criteria for the study had completed the
NCIQ, including 92 persons from 13 Estonian-speaking
congregations and 143 persons from all 6 Russian-speaking
churches .
To assist the author in preparation for data analysis, Marko
Priks (Russian and Estonian responses) and Helle Saluraid
(Estonian responses) entered data into the NCIQ computer database
according to predetermined coding of the data. 23 Analysis of the
data collected is presented in Chapter 4.
22 Churches that were sent a cover letter and copies of the
NCIQ were all churches that have experienced very limited growth
in the last four years. Only a small response, if any, was
expected from these churches , Three churches did respond with
four respondents.
23 Marko Priks and Helle Saluraid are students at the EMK
Theological Seminary and members of the research team. Marko is
bilingual in the Estonian and Russian languages. He also has
some competency in the English language. Helle is Estonian and
fluent in the English language. Both of these persons had
previous computer experience. They were trained in data entry
and supervised during the data entry process. Data was entered
into a Macintosh FileMaker Pro 2.1 database.
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Processes of Conversion Interview. Following pretesting of
the PCI, the research team received instruction in the principles
of a stratified random sample. The research team was given
access to the NCIQ respondents' list and were asked to interview
at least four persons from the NCIQ database. Whenever possible,
each research team member was asked to interview persons within
their language group and of various ages and genders. Some team
members were only able to complete two or three interviews
because of the length of their interviews or difficulty in
locating persons from the NCIQ database to interview.
Data collection began on Thursday, October 27, and continued
until December 1, 1994. During this time the research team
completed 91 interviews, including 43 interviews of persons from
Estonian-speaking congregations and 48 persons from Russian-
speaking congregations.
To assist the author with labor-intensive preparation for
data analysis, the author contracted with four persons in
addition to Sepp, Gorjainova, and the author to enter data and
translate the narrative portions of the interviews. Marko Priks
entered the preceded data into the PCI computer database. Pritt
Tamm and Helen Piirsalu-Kopolov assisted in translation and in
entering the narrative data. 24 During data entry, Andreas
Rahuvarm provided expertise and assistance for entry of all
data. 25 Analysis of the data collected is presented in Chapter 4.
24 Pritt Tamm is a student at the University of Tartu
Theological Seminary. He is Estonian and fluent in the English
language. Helen Piirsalu-Kopolov is graduate of Cliff College in
England with a Certificate of Evangelism. She is bilingual in
Estonian and Russian and fluent in the English language.
25 Andreas Rahuvarm is a graduate of Ledar Institutet i FKF
Bible School in Vasa, Finland. He is Estonian and fluent in
Swedish. He also has competency in Russian and English. He
provided expertise in the management and entry of data into a
Macintosh FileMaker 2.1 database.
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TniippenHpnt Variables
The general biographical and demographic data, along with
the other research questions, provide profiles of persons who are
responding to the Gospel and are experiencing Christian
conversion. These profiles provide dociomentat ion among a number
of important variables, including gender, age, nationality, time
of conversion, and primary language of the local church. In
addition several sub-culture variables are also identified
including level of formal education, occupation, and whether the
respondent was raised in a Christian home.
Data from the NCIQ is analyzed according to the population
as a whole, and in respect to the primary variables of primary
language of the local church, gender, age, and year of
conversion. Data from the PCI is analyzed according to the
sample as a whole and in respect to the two language groups .
Local Church (primary language) . TMCE includes both Russian
and Estonian congregations. Each uses its primary language and
is affected by distinct cultural norms.
Gender . Data is be collected and analyzed according to
gender and the primary language of the local church.
Age . The age of respondents is dociomented and analyzed in
relation to the primary language of the local church.
Year of Conversion. The year in which respondents report
experiencing conversion is documented and analyzed in relation to
the primary language of the local church.
Christian Home. Whether or not the converts were raised in
a Christian home is documented and analyzed in relation to the
primary language of the local church.
Snhcul ture . Three areas of subcultures in each language
group are documented: nationality, level of formal education, and
occupation .
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Data Analysis
Consistent with the nature of this exploratory study,
descriptive statistics are used to analyze the data. To explore
the significance of the data, charts and graphs, along with the
raw data were examined according to relevant variables for each
research question.
NCTO Data
Research question one is addressed by the NCIQ. Each area
of inquiry is quantified and presented in tables in Appendix G.
Raw data is examined according to the total sample, the two
language groups, and relevant sub-variables. Chapter 4 presents
the findings of data collection.
PCT Data
Research questions two to five are addressed by the PCI .
PCI data is divided into two categories: (1) preceded,
quantitative data, and (2) narrative, qualitative data. The
following is a description of data analysis for each category.
Precodedf Quantitative Data. Preceded, quantitative data
was tabulated and is presented in tables in Appendix I. Data is
presented according to the total sample and according to the two
language groups . When relevant the raw data is condensed into
fewer categories. The data for primary agents is not only
condensed into fewer categories, but it is also compiled by
adding together the frequency of influence by primary, secondary,
and tertiary agents. For example, the influence of church
leaders in preconversion is the sum of all primary, secondary,
and tertiary church leaders .
Narrative. Qualitative Data. Narrative, qualitative data
was entered into a FileMaker Pro 2 . 1 database . The responses
were then sorted by language group, last name, and first name,
and coded with a respondent number. Next, the responses were
printed and grouped according to the preconversion period,
conversion period, and postconversion period.
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After several readings of the narrative data, the author
inductively developed definitions of the major themes or
components for each period in the conversion process. Individual
respondent statements were then coded according to the major
themes or components that were discovered in the data. By
design, in each period one or two primary questions investigated
the central issues of that period. Additional secondary
questions were designed to triangulate data of the primary
question (s) and to further explore secondary issues of that
period.
In order to validate the author's coding of the narrative
data, the primary question (s) of each period were validated by
the following process. 26 The respondents' statements were printed
on slips of paper according to coding of the data. From each
category of response, twenty statements were randomly selected.
Five volunteers were then provided with the definitions for each
category and asked to match the respondents' statements with the
definition of a primary theme or component. Validation required
eighty percent or higher agreement with the author. Illustrating
validation methodology with the conversion period, respondent
statements of PCI question #21 were divided into 254 statements,
representing one of four categories. From each of the four
categories, 20 statements were randomly selected. Volunteers
were then provided the definition of each category and were given
the statements (totaling 80 statements) . They then matched the
statements with a definition. Chapter 4 presents the findings.
26 Validation questions include: preconversion, PCI
questions #14 and #15; conversion, PCI question #21; and
postconversion, PCI question #41.
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CHAPTER 4
Research Question One: NCIQ Analysis
The NCIQ addressed the first research question exploring
the general biographic and demographic data of those who
responded to the Gospel and reported experiencing Christian
conversion. The NCIQ profiled 234 persons from 13 Estonian-
speaking congregations and all 6 Russian-speaking congregations . 27
Estonian-speaking congregations totaled 92 persons representing
39.3 percent of total respondents, and an average of 7.08
respondents per congregation. Russian-speaking congregations
totaled 142 persons, representing 60.7 percent of the respondents
and an average of 23.67 respondents per congregation. 28 Graph 1
on the following page presents respondents by local congregation.
NCIQ Nationalities
Within the two language groups, Estonian and Russian, 12
different nationalities were represented. Estonian-speaking
responses totaled 96 or 41.0 percent. Russian-speaking
respondents totaled 93 or 39.7 percent. The remaining 45
responses or 19.2 percent represented 10 additional nations that
were a part of the former Soviet Union. The combined 11 Russian-
27 In reporting the data, the word "Estonian-speaking" is
used to refer to Estonian-speaking congregations. "Russian-
speaking" is used to refer to Russian-speaking congregations.
Used in this manner the terms refer to the primary language of
the local congregation and are not direct references to
nationality.
28 Estonian-speaking responses by congregation and frequency
included Haapsalu (9), JShvi (4), Karsa (9), Kuressaare (2),
Narve (2), Parnu (11), Rakvere (1), Rapina (3), Reekaia (7),
Ruusmae (1), Tallinn (33), Tapa (15), and Tartu (2). Russian-
speaking responses by congregation and frequency included JShvi
(52), Keila (13), Kohtla-Jarve (5), Kunda (7), Paldiski (8), and
Tallinn (57) .
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speaking nationalities reflected Soviet policy' s attempt to
destroy national culture by forced, multi-nation integration . 29
NCIQ Similarities by Language Group
By gender, formal education, and average worship attendance,
only small differences were noted in the frequency of response by
percentage among the language groups. By gender, female
respondents totaled 77.4 percent. Male respondents totaled 22.6
percent. 30 By formal education, 2.6 percent completed four
classes, 22.6 percent completed eight classes, 58.1 percent
completed secondary or secondary specialized, and 15 . 9 percent
are unfinished university or have completed one or more
university degrees. 3i By the average niomber of worship services
attended per month, 78.6 percent of all respondents attended four
or more times per month, 15.0 percent attended three times per
month, and 6.4 percent attended at least twice per month. 32
Two additional areas with high degrees of similarity were
whether or not the respondent was raised in a Christian home, and
at the time of conversion, who in the home, if anyone, were
Christians. Regarding respondents raised in a Christian home,
the data revealed that 30.8 percent were raised in a Christian
29 Russian-speaking responses by nation and frequency
included Armenia (3), Bulgaria (1), Finland (11), Germany (6),
Jew (3), Latvia (1), Poland (1), Russia (93), Tatar (3), Ukraine
(9), and Belarus (6).
30 See Table 3 in Appendix H for complete data. The range
of differences is less than 1.0 percent between the language
groups for gender.
31 See Table 4 in Appendix H for complete data. The range
of differences is less than 10.0 percent between the language
groups for formal education.
32 See Table 5 in Appendix H for complete data. The range
of differences is 2.0 percent between the language groups for
those attending worship three or more times per month.
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home and 66.2 percent were not . 33 when considering those who were
Christians in the respondent's home at the time of conversion,
approximately 50.0 percent of Russian-speaking respondents and
44.5 percent of Estonian-speaking respondents had a Christian in
the home. Eleven categories were represented with mother (27.4
percent) and grandmother (13.2 percent) being the two primary
responses . 34
NCIQ Differences by Language Group.
Shifting to areas that document differences by language
group, the data on occupation revealed that, among total
respondents, 23,5 percent were students, 3.0 percent were
unemployed, 6.0 percent were homemakers, 29.1 percent were
pensioners, and 37.6 percent were workers. However, by language
group, students represented 41.0 percent of Estonian-speaking
respondents, but only 12,0 percent of Russian-speaking
respondents. Conversely, pensioners reflected 35.9 percent of
Russian-speaking respondents, but only 18.5 percent of Estonian-
speaking respondents . 35 The differences by occupation are
probably attributable to differences by age.
By age, the data profiled a wide range of respondents, from
15 to 84. The data is presented according to ten-year increments
in Graph 2 on the next page. Among Estonian-speaking
33 See Table 9 in Appendix H for complete data. The range
of differences is less than 6,0 percent between the language
groups for those raised in a Christian home,
34 See Table 10 in Appendix H for complete data, A caution
is required in the interpretation of data for this issue. The
percentages listed are based upon both the "no one" category and
the "no response" category reflecting no Christians in the home
at the time of conversion. There is an argument by silence
particularly among the Russian respondents in which 68 or 47.9
percent indicated "no response" while only 3 or 2.1 percent
indicated "no one." It appears that the combination of the two
categories presents a more accurate profile.
35 See Table 6 in Appendix H for complete data.
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congregations, 53.3 percent were between ages 15 and 24,
indicating a high level of response in this age group. Among
Russian-speaking congregations, the frequency of response was
more equally distributed. From age 15 to 74, when responses are
considered by ten-year increments, the range for each increment
was between 15 and 30 responses, with an average of 23.2
responses per increment .
Responses By Age and Language Group (n=234)
15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84
^Estonian H Russian
Graph 2
NCIQ Respondents by Age and Language Group
Another area of difference by language group involved the
number of reported conversions according to year and language
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group. Full data was available for 1991 through 1993.
For 1994, data existed only from 1 January 1994 until 14 August
1994. Graph 3 presents the findings.
Conversions by Year and Language Group (n=234)
1991 1992 1993 1994*
^Estonian ^Russian
Graph 3
NCIQ Respondents by Year of Conversion and Language Group
*1994 only through 14 August 1994 (8.5 months)
The data indicated that conversions among Estonian-speaking
congregations have steadily declined during the last four years,
from 38 responses to 32 responses to 18 responses to 6 responses,
respectively. At the same time conversions among Russian-
speaking congregations increased from 23 in 1991 to 38 in 1994.
Extrapolating for the remainder of 1994 would suggest the
possibility of approximately 54 Russian-speaking conversions.
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This would indicate the possibility of an over 100.0 percent
increase in reported conversions over 1991.
Sunmary of NCIQ Data
Summarizing the NCIQ data, a high degree of similarity
existed between the language groups regarding gender, formal
education, average worship attendance, whether or not respondents
were raised in a Christian home, and in Christians in the home
at the time of conversion. By occupation, some differences were
apparent between the language groups, but these were probably
directly attributable to the difference in response by age.
More noticeable differences occurred when considering the
number of respondents, age, and conversion by year. When
considering the average response per congregation, Russian-
speaking responses were approximately three times greater, and
reflected the two largest niomber of respondents by congregation,
Johvi (52 respondents) and Tallinn-R (57 respondents) . Russian-
speaking responses were also influenced by four newly
established, growing congregations. The Estonian-speaking
response included one large church, Tallinn (33 respondents), one
new church plant, Karsa (9 respondents) and 11 other existing
congregations . One factor affecting the lower Estonian-speaking
response rate could be a greater reluctance among Estonians to
participate in the survey, particularly among older persons.
Despite factors possibly affecting total response rate, an
important finding was related to the graph of reported
conversions per year. Total Estonian-speaking responses declined
annually while Russian-speaking responses increased annually.
Both the size of the decline and the size of the increase were
significant. Extrapolated Estonian-speaking response in 1994
represented only 22.2 percent of the total of 1991. Conversely,
extrapolated Russian-speaking response for 1994 represented a
134.8 percent increase over the 1991 response rate.
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Research Question Two: The PreconverRi nn Period
The PCI addressed research questions two through five. This
instrument collected extensive data on the preconversion,
conversion, and postconversion periods through 51 different areas
of inquiry. Interviewees responded primarily to two types of
questions. First, they provided answers to 31 closed, preceded
questions. Second, 20 open questions invited respondents to
share their personal experiences, thoughts, and insights. Each
section of the PCI included both preceded and open questions.
PCI interviews were completed by 91 persons, providing a
significant and intricate voloome of data.
Data analysis was affected by two primary concerns. First,
the size of the sample was significant, yet below optimum
standards. Second, the research problem focused on Christian
conversion's primary processes. Therefore, data analysis focused
upon the most salient and reliable aspects and discoveries of
data collection. Discoveries the author considered more ordinary
and judged less significant are summarized. Discoveries the
author considered informative and more significant are presented
in greater detail. Discoveries that appeared unreliable because
of the size of the sample or stratification of the sample are
either unreported, except in the raw data, or presented with
notation . 36
First Significant Event
The PCI began with exploration of the preconversion period.
This section opened with an inquiry into the event that
respondents considered as their first significant contact with
the Christian faith and the beginning of their journey toward
Christian conversion. Theologically, God's prevenient grace has
36 Appendix I presents PCI raw data and, when significant,
the condensed or compiled versions (or views) of the data. To
avoid repetition, distinctions between Estonian-speaking and
Russian-speaking respondents are only reported when their
differences or similarities are significant.
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always been at work in the life of every respondent . The inquiry
at this point was to identify when and how God' s grace intervened
into the life of the respondents such that the respondents can
now look back and recognize God's activity in their life and the
beginnings of their spiritual journey -
The importance of this event was reflected by the 85.4
percent of respondents who characterized the event as significant
or very significant . 3^ Respondent descriptions demonstrated the
rich variety of ways in which God was at work bringing people to
Christian conversion. Respondents fell into two general
categories: 18.7 percent, or 17 respondents, who were raised in
Christian homes, and 81.3 percent, or 72 respondents who were
not . Those raised in Christian homes and those with Christians
in their extended family normally indicated Christian influence
from childhood. For those not raised in a Christian home, focal
points existed over a broad spectrum of experiences, from
intrapersonal issues, such as loneliness to shifts in government,
such as the coup in Moscow leading to independence in Estonia, to
answers to simple prayers . In response to 17 different
possibilities of primary agents (persons) involved in this event,
all options received some responses. Summarizing the findings,
persons involved included church leaders (17.9 percent), friends
(26.4 percent), family (40.0 percent), God alone (8.6 percent)
and other (7.1 percent) .38 The date of this event was documented
and will be addressed in research question five.
Preconvers-ion Spiritual Journey
Next, the PCI addressed the spiritual journey from this
first significant event to just prior to the conversion
experience. Respondents again reported a vast array of personal
experiences influencing and preparing them to experience
37 See Table 15 in Appendix I for complete data.
38 See Tables 14 and 16 in Appendix I for complete data.
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Christian conversion. Each person's spiritual pilgrimage was a
unique testimony to God's prevenient grace.
Introduction to Primary Agents. Primary agents were one
important concern of the preconversion and conversion time
periods. Investigation included both persons and groups, if any,
who influenced respondents for conversion. Consideration was
given not only to the primary agent, but also to the impact of
multiple agents. Respondents were asked to list, in order of
influence up to three persons and groups, if any, who positively
influenced them during preconversion.
Data for primary agents by persons are presented in three
different forms: (1) the raw data; (2) the condensed version or
view; and (3) the compiled version or view. First, the raw data
are presented according to the preceded interview question. A
total of 18 different categories of response were possible.
Second, the data are presented in a condensed version in which
the 18 categories are condensed into five general categories.
Table 1 presents a description of the condensed view.
Description of the Condensed View of Primary Agents by Person
Table 1
Condensed Version Raw Data
1. Church leaders Pastor, Youth Leader,
Visiting Evangelist, Sunday
School Teacher
2. Friends Friends, Neighbor, Other Church
Member
3. Family Mother, Father, Mother and
Father, Brother, Sister, Other
Relative, Spouse
4 . God Alone
5 . Other
God Alone
Other, Stranger
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Third, the data are presented in a compiled version in order
to determine the influence of multiple agents upon the
preconversion and conversion periods. Respondents were asked to
provide up to three agents of influence. The compiled version
represents the total frequency of responses for each category of
the condensed view. For example, the compiled view of the data
for influence of church leaders is the sum of all primary,
secondary, and tertiary responses by respondents. Or in other
words, some respondents indicted church leaders as their first
agent of influence. Other respondents indicated churches leaders
as their second or third agent of influence . The compiled
version compiles or totals all first, second, and third agents of
influence to provide a value (frequency of response) for agents
of influence. Table 2 presents a description of the condensed
version for primary agents by person.
Table 2
Description of Compiled Version of Primary Agents by Person
Compiled Version
1 . Sum of All Responses
2 . Sum of All Responses
3. Sum of All Responses
4 . Sum of All Responses
5 . Sum of All Responses
Condensed Version
Church Leaders
Friends
Family
God Alone
Other
Since this research focused upon processes and the impact of
multiple agents, primary consideration is given to the compiled
view throughout the remaining data analysis . When considering
primary agents by groups, the compiled version is a compilation
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of the raw data since the raw data for groups is not presented in
condensed format.
Primary Agents by Person. For primary agents by persons in
preconversion, a condensed view of the data indicated that church
leaders (17.8 percent), friends (28.9 percent), family (37.8
percent), God alone (11.1 percent) and other (4.4 percent) were
primary agents. 39 When considering multiple agents by person, the
condensed view recorded that 86.8 percent of respondents
indicated two primary agents and 46.2 percent indicated three
primary agents. 40 The coitpiled view documented church leaders
(25.6 percent), friends (26.1 percent), family (32.7 percent),
God alone (7.1 percent) and other (8.5 percent) -4i Graph 4, on
the next page, presents the compiled findings.
A distribution shift did occur between the singular primary
agent view and the compiled multiple view. The compiled view
reflected an increase in the influence of church leaders (from
17,8 percent to 25,6 percent), a decrease among friends and
family (from 66.7 percent to 58.8 percent), a decrease in God
alone (from 11.1 percent to 9.8 percent), and an increase in
other (4.4 percent to 8.5 percent).
When considering primary agents by language group, the data
suggested a difference may exist. The influence of friends may
have been more important for Estonian-speaking respondents (34.4
percent when compared to Russian-speaking respondents (22.5
percent. Conversely, Russian-speaking responses suggested the
39 See Table 18 in Appendix I for complete data. When
friends and family are considered together as the primary agent
they represent 66,7 percent of the responses. This percentage
correlates with research into the primary agent of influence
conducted in the United States by Dr. Ron Crandall. Crandall
reports that friends and family represent 67.6 percent.
40 See Table 17 in Appendix I for complete data.
41 See Table 19 in Appendix I for complete data.
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possibility of more influence by God alone (9.8 percent compared
to 5.4 percent) .
Graph 4
Preconversion Primary Agents by Persons, Compiled Version
Examining how contact was established with primary agents, a
compiled view indicated that 53.3 percent of responses were from
two categories: natural family contact (33.7 percent) and regular
church event (19.6 percent). The remaining responses were spread
across ten other ways in which contact was made with primary
agents . 42
Characteristics of primary agents included eight categories
of influence upon respondents reflecting a broad range of
responses. 43 The two primary categories emphasized the agents'
relationship to God/Christ that was obvious (21.5 percent) and
the agents' ability to explain the Bible or Gospel message (21.0
percent) . Table 3, on the following page, presents preconversion
characteristics of primary agents by person.
42 See Tables 20 and 21 in Appendix I for complete data.
43 See Tables 22 and 23 in Appendix I for complete data.
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Table 3
Preconversion Characteristics of Primary Agents
by Person, Compiled Version, PCI Q #9
Person Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
a 22 11.3 11 11.7 11 11.0
b 42 21.5 23 24.5 19 19.0
c 16 8.2 6 6.4 10 10.0
d 12 6.2 7 7.4 4 4.0
e 24 12.3 10 10.6 14 14.0
f 16 8.2 12 12.8 4 4.0
g 41 21.0 14 14.9 27 27.0
h 22 11.3 11 11.7 11 11.0
Total 195 100.0 94 100.0 100 100.0
a. Something about his/her personality or character that was attractive
b. Something about his/her own relationship to God/Christ that was obvious
c. Something about his /her Christian lifestyle
d. Something about how he/she cared for other people
e. Something about how he/she cared for me
f . His/her friendship
g. His/her ability to explain the Bible or Gospel message
h. His/her insistence that I needed to become a Christian
Primary Agents by Groups . Shifting from persons to primary
agents by groups, 76.9 percent of respondents indicated a primary
group of influence, 38.5 percent continued with a secondary group
of influence, and 15.4 percent even indicated a third group. 44 a
difference among the language groups occurred when considering
the number of persons who indicated a primary and a secondary
group. The data reported by percentage of respondents:
44 See Table 24 in Appendix I for complete data.
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Language Group Primary Group Seoondary Group
Estonian-speaking
Russian-speaking
67.4
85.4
30.2
45.8
The data suggested that the role of the group may have been more
influential among Russian-speaking respondents.
A compiled view of primary agents by group revealed nine
different categories. The top three responses included
worshipping congregation (26.1 percent), youth group (17.6
percent) and home fellowship group (16.0 percent). The most
important difference between the language groups occurred in the
category of worshipping congregation in which by percentage
almost twice as many Russian-speaking respondents indicated
significant influence by the worshipping congregation.
Conversely Estonian-speaking responses indicated greater
influence in youth group, choir, and Bible Study group. 45
Considering how contact was established with groups,
respondents reported 12 different categories. In the compiled
view, the two most frequent responses were a regular church event
(28.2 percent) and a natural family contact (13.7 percent). 46
Moving to the primary characteristic categories, nine areas
were reported, with the two most influential categories being
confidence in trusting God (22.5 percent) and the ability to
explain the Bible or Gospel message (19.2). When examined by
language group, the single largest Estonian-speaking response was
a positive effect by the group's friendship (26.0 percent). In
this same category the Russian-speaking response was only 5.7
percent . 47
Summary of Preconversion Primary Agents. Summarizing
primary agents of the preconversion period, it was clear that God
45 See Table 24 and 25 in Appendix I for complete data.
46 See Table 26 and 27 in Appendix I for complete data.
47 See Table 28 and 29 in Appendix I for complete data.
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was using many persons and numerous groups to prepare people for
Christian conversion. As anticipated, more responses were
reported for persons than groups, yet in both cases it was
demonstrated that, for most respondents, at least two persons and
one to two groups influenced their preparation for conversion.
Among the language groups, similarity existed. Differences also
occurred. For example, the data suggested a stronger emphasis
upon the importance of friendship and a variety of groups among
Estonian-speaking respondents, and a stronger emphasis upon the
impact of God alone and the worshipping congregation on Russian-
speaking respondents.
Preconversion Spiritual Needs. Moving to another area of
inquiry, the PCI used a closed question to investigate spiritual
needs seeking to be met by the Christian faith. Respondents were
asked to indicate all needs that they were seeking to be met from
among twelve categories. Estonian-speaking respondents provided
3.5 responses per respondent while Russian-speaking respondents
registered 3.1 responses per respondent, indicating multiple
spiritual needs per respondent. Graph 5, on the next page,
presents the data for the top seven responses by percentage for
both language groups . Primary Estonian-speaking responses
included seeking peace of mind (55.8 percent) and forgiveness of
sin/removal of guilt (51.2 percent). The primary Russian-
speaking response involved seeking meaning and purpose (45.8
percent). Only 9.3 percent of Estonian-speaking respondents
reported this scume need. These differences appear related to
culture and the impact of society' s transition from Soviet to an
independent, free republic's
48 See Table 33 in Appendix I for complete data.
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1. Peace of mind 5. Power to cope with life
2. Forgiveness of sin/removal of guilt 6. Reach heaven
3. Filling a void/eitptiness 7. Meaning and Purpose
4. Personal relationship with God
Graph 5
Preconversion Spiritual Needs Seeking To Be Met
By the Christian Faith, PCI #18
Four Components of Preconversion
Continuing analysis of research question two, PCI questions
#1, #5, #14 to #17, #19, and #20 suggested four significant
components or themes of preconversion: (1) relationships with
Christians; (2) exposure to God's word; (3) struggles with life's
problems; and (4) direct encounters with the Living God.49 These
4 9 Tables 30 and 31 in Appendix I provide frequency of
direct response of these four themes for PCI questions #14 and
#15. Additionally, Table 32 addresses the frequency of response
related to PCI questions #16 and #17. This data correlated with
narrative data in questions #1 and #5, and with the preceded data
related to primary agents. In addition to direct responses,
numerous indirect evidence was also evident in the narrative
data .
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four issues directly influenced the respondents' spiritual
journey -
Relationships with Christians. Preconversion normally
involved one or more important relationships with Christian
persons and groups. The discussion of primary agents has already
been documented. The narrative data correlated with the preceded
data emphasizing this important component of preconversion. The
relationship typically involved friendship. Christian testimony,
concrete actions, and the general lifestyle of the Christian
person or group. Some respondents grew up in relationship (s)
with Christians. For other respondents, a relationship with a
Christian marked a significant, definite event moving the
unbeliever toward conversion. One respondent indicated, "I met
Christians who supported, guided, and helped me" (E 5) .so Another
respondent reported, "He (God) gave me communication with a
believer" (R 2) .
Exposure to God's Word. A second important component of
this period was exposure to God' s Word through reading of the
Bible and through listening to teaching and preaching. Defining
characteristics included increasing knowledge and increasing
understanding of the basic tenets of the Gospel message and of
the Christian faith in general. For the respondent from a highly
secular background, this component was particularly important and
revelatory. Niimerous respondents specifically indicated when
they first started to read the Bible . Others indicated how God' s
word was opened through a primary agent, leading to knowledge and
understanding. One representative respondent wrote.
The Lord opened to me through the Scriptures. The
minister at the church told us about Jesus and His
life. Little by little I started to realize why Jesus
had come on this earth, what His purpose was. Until
50 Direct quotation of respondent's statements are
parenthetically documented using an "E" for Estonian-speaking
respondents and an "R" for Russian-speaking respondents followed
by the alphabetical rank order of respondents by language group.
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then I did not know anything about God, because of that
I did not want to think about Him. But when I started
to understand God, something started to happened to me.
I wanted to get closer to God, to receive His love and
blessing. (R 8)
As God's Word influenced the respondents both intellectual
knowledge and spiritual insight positively affected the spiritual
journey .
Struggles with the Problems of Life. A third preconversion
theme revealed that God uses the struggles, problems, pain,
hardships, and burdens of life to bring people to conversion.
Dominate characteristics included circumstances, intrapersonal
issues, and the direct results of sin and sinfulness. Personal
health and painful interpersonal relationships, particularly in
families, appeared with frequency. One respondent reported,
"Everything went as bad as it could go . . . why should I lead
this kind of life . . . bad self-feeling, stress, feelings of
being rejected, humiliation, being offended, accusations,
pressures" (E 37) . Another indicated, "the difficulties taught
me" (E 19) . A third respondent summarized how God was using
struggles along with relationships with believers.
I was lost in this world and in this rush. I was
sinking in sin. After the fellowship meetings, I
started to understand that not everything was lost yet .
That there was still room for something extraordinary
and valuable to live for. I wanted to struggle out of
this bog that was cracking with such force�the further
the worse. But I understood that it was impossible
with hviman capacities . God revealed Himself to me
through these believers . . . Jesus occurred to be the
only way out of the difficult situations. (R 7)
The reality of the life's struggles led many respondents to seek
solutions to their physical, emotional, and spiritual needs. God
used these struggles to draw respondents closer to Christian
conversion .
Direct Encounters with the Living God. The fourth primary
theme documented in the data revealed the importance and
frequency of direct experiences with the Living God. Usually the
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beginning point was an awareness of the reality of God, that in
time grew to a conviction of God' s love and activity in this
world, and in the personal life of the respondent. Responses
normally focused upon levels of "seeing" and "feeling" God
through a variety of experiences, particularly answered prayer
and supernatural experiences of positive emotions such as peace,
joy, and love. This component focused upon God's direct
revelation to the respondent. Representative summary examples of
the data included:
I felt God comforting me. (R 39)
I received unearthly joy and peace. (R 12)
I prayed . . . and when it happened I felt that God was
real and revealing Himself to me. (E 2)
By this (a solution to a crisis) God affirmed His
reality and presence, (E 29)
God attracted me to Himself, (R 42)
Often this data reflected a mystical element that was
particularly evident among Russian-speaking respondents , si For
both language groups, an important part of the spiritual journey
to conversion was acknowledging the reality of God followed by
some level of personal encounter with God, As respondents
personally experienced God, they were being prepared for
Christian conversion.
Summary of Research Question Two
Summarizing data analysis for research question two, God was
clearly using a dynamic variety of experiences, people, groups,
circumstances and stimuli to bring persons toward Christian
conversion. Important similarities existed among the language
51 Tables 30 and 31 in Appendix I report a frequency value
of 51 direct statements among Russian-speaking respondents
compared with 30 direct statements among Estonian-speaking
respondents. Additionally, Table 32 in Appendix I indicates 30
direct responses to supernatural experiences during preconversion
among Russian-speaking persons and 21 responses among Estonian-
speaking respondents .
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groups. For example, throughout the entire sample, four themes
revealed components of the primary processes of preconversion.
These related to the value of relationship with Christians, the
influence of God's Word, the redeeming capacity of problems, and
the reality and activity of the Living God.
Differences among the language groups were also apparent .
For example, by percentage, the evidence suggested that among
Estonian-speaking respondents the role of friendships was more
important. For Russian-speaking respondents the data indicated
that by percentage the role of groups may have been more
important . Both groups dociimented a mystical component during
this period, yet it was more pronounced among Russian-speaking
respondents .
Research Question Three: The Conversion Period
The PCX's second section examined the conversion period and
documented responses to both six open and 16 closed interview
questions. The inquiry focused upon the processes at work during
the actual experience of Christian conversion.
Primary Agents by Persons
One important area of investigation involved the primary
agents, if any, including both persons and groups. Like the
preconversion period, respondents were asked to document up to
three persons and groups in order of influence. Regarding
primary agents by persons, 96.7 percent of respondents documented
a primary person of influence, 70.3 reported a second person, and
30.8 percent reported a third person. 52 when considering the
compiled view, respondents indicated the following levels of
influence: church leaders (42.8 percent), friends (22.2 percent),
family (13.9 percent), God alone (11.7 percent) and other (9.4
percent) .53 Graph 6, on the next page, presents the findings.
52 See Table 34 in Appendix I for complete data.
53 See Table 36 in Appendix I for complete data.
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Primary Agents by Person, Conversion Period (n=180)
I a. Ch leader 42.8%
Hb. Friend 22.2%
Graph 6
Primary Agents by Person Positively Influencing Respondents
Conversion Experience, Compiled View, PCI Q #22
Distinctions arose between the language groups. Estonian-
speaking respondents reflected greater influence from friends
with 29.8 percent compared to 15.6 percent for Russian-speaking
respondents. Conversely, family was indicated as a stronger
influence among Russian respondents by a margin of 16.7 percent
to 10.7 percent. For both language groups it was clear that at
the time of the conversion experience the single most common
influence was the role of church leaders, 41.7 percent for
Estonian-speaking respondents and 43.8 percent for Russian-
speaking respondents . A shift did occur from the preconversion
to the conversion period. The role of church leaders increased
from 25.6 percent to 42.8 percent while a significant decrease
occurred from family (32.7 percent to 13.9 percent) and a small
decrease simong friends (26.1 percent to 22.2 percent. The God
alone response also increased slightly from 7.1 percent to 11.7
percent .
Considering how contact was established, the compiled data
indicated that among 12 categories the primary points of contact
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with groups are regular church events (30.0 percent) and natural
family contacts (22.5 percent). The data indicate that God was
using a wide variety of ways to establish contact with persons as
the remaining 47.5 percent of the respondents indicated ten
additional categories of contact. 54
Examining characteristics revealed that 49.1 percent of the
primary agents influenced the respondent either by something
about his or her own relationship to God/Christ that was obvious
(25.8 percent) or by his or her ability to explain the Bible or
Gospel message (23.3 percent). Similar results were indicated by
primary agents in the preconversion period. The remaining
responses reflected six other character traits influencing
respondents . 55
Primary Agents bv Groups
Shifting to primary agents by groups, the data reported that
68.1 percent of respondents indicated a primary group of
influence, 33.0 percent indicated a second group of influence,
and 14.3 percent indicated a third group of influence. 56 These
percentages corresponded with the same data in the preconversion
period. One important difference did occur among the language
groups, indicating that the role of the group was more
influential among Russian-speaking respondents. When considering
a single group of influence, 81.2 percent of Russian-speaking
respondents indicated a primary group of influence while only
53.5 percent of Estonian-speaking respondents indicated the same.
A similar dynamic occurred when considering a second group of
influence with 41.7 percent of Russian-speaking respondents
reporting compared to only 23.3 percent of Estonian-speaking
54 See Table 38 in Appendix I for complete data.
55 See Table 40 in Appendix I for complete data.
56 See Table 41 in Appendix I for complete data.
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respondents. This data corresponded with the similar data for
the preconversion period.
Among groups the data reported nine categories of response.
The three primary agents included worshipping congregation 2 9.5
percent), youth group (21.0 percent) and home fellowship group
(19.0 percent). These three responses totaled 69.5 percent of
responses. The remaining 30.5 percent were spread across six
categories . S7 Differences among the language groups occurred in
influence by the youth group and the worshipping congregation.
Estonian-speaking respondents indicated stronger influence from
the youth group (2 6.3 percent compared to 17.9 percent) while
Russian-speaking respondents indicated stronger influence from
the worshipping congregation (34.3 percent compared to 21.1
percent) . These differences may have been affected by the
program of ministry. For example, youth group ministry is just
presently being developed among some of the new Russian-speaking
congregations, thus it was eliminated as an option for some
respondents .
Regarding how contact with these groups was established,
respondents indicated 12 categories of response, with the two
primary contacts being a regular church event (35.7 percent and a
natural family contact (17.3). Other responses were distributed
among the ten remaining categories. When comparing the two
language groups, Russian-speaking responses and Estonian-speaking
responses were different in several areas. Table 4, on the next
page, presents these differences. Russian-speaking respondents
demonstrated stronger influence from regular church events,
natural family contacts, and one time meetings. Estonian-
57 See Table 42 in Appendix I for complete data.
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speaking respondents reported stronger influence from small group
meetings and retreats or camps . 58
Table 4
Primary Differences Between Language Groups in How Contact Was
Established with Groups Positively Influencing Respondents'
Conversion Experience, Compiled Version
Contact % Est % Russ
Natural Family Contact 5.7 23.8
Regular Church Event 25.7 41.3
Retreat or Camp 11.4 0.0
Small Group Meeting 20.0 6.3
A One Time Meeting 2.9 11.1
Other
Percent of Total 65.7 82.51
Examining characteristics revealed a distribution among nine
categories with the two primary characteristics being the group' s
confidence in trusting God (23.5 percent) and the group's ability
to explain the Bible or Gospel message (18.6 percent). These
findings correlated with data in the preconversion period. The
remaining 57.9 percent of responses were distributed among seven
categories . 59
58 This data, like the data for primary agent by group, was
subject to direct influence from the program of ministries for
both language groups. For example, Estonian-speaking ministries
have a long established ministry of camps and retreats
particularly in their youth ministries, age 15 to 30
(international age category) . As Russian-speaking camp and
retreat ministry continue to develop, the author anticipates that
they will have greater influence. Both language groups are
presently developing a broader base in their program ministries
across the denomination.
59 See Tables 46 in Appendix I for complete data.
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Summary of Primary Agents
Sximmarizing primary agents, the data reveal that God was
using a variety of persons and groups to reach persons for
Christ. As anticipated, more responses were dociomented for
persons than groups, yet in both cases it was reported that for
most respondents at least two persons and one group contributed
to the conversion experience. For both language groups the role
of church leaders increased from 25.6 percent in preconversion to
42.8 percent in the conversion period. The role of friends was
stronger for Estonian-speaking respondents (29.8 percent) than
Russian-speaking respondents (15.6). When considering primary
agents by group, the data reported greater influence of the group
among Russian-speaking respondents (81.2 percent) than Estonian-
speaking respondents (53.5 percent). When considering the
primary characteristics of both persons and groups, correlation
existed with the preconversion period. Primary characteristics
focused upon the agents' confidence or trust in God and the
agent's ability to explain the Bible or Gospel message.
General Description of Conversion Experience
Five other areas of inquiry were explored with closed
questions related to the conversion period including: (1) the
terminology normally used to describe the conversion experience;
(2) the physical setting; (3) the social setting of conversion;
(4) a categorized description of the conversion experience; and
(5) the significant feelings, emotions, and insights of the
conversion experience.
Conversion Terminology. Beginning with the terminology
normally used to describe conversion, respondents confirmed ten
of 12 possible categories. The top three Estonian-speaking
responses were "saved" (58.1 percent), "accepted Christ" (16.3
percent), and "opened my life/heart" (9.3 percent). The primary
Russian-speaking responses were "born again" and "surrendered"
(both 18.8 percent), "believed" (14.6 percent), and "saved"
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(14.6). Several differences in terminology were present between
the language groups as presented in this brief description. 60
Physical Setting. The physical setting of conversion was
summarized by two primary categories: at the respondents' local
church (54.9 percent) or at their own residence (18.7 percent).
Responses were also indicated in seven other categories. By
language group 64 . 6 percent of Russian-speaking respondents
experienced conversion at their local church while 44.2 percent
of Estonian-speaking respondents indicated this location.
Additionally, 11.6 percent of Estonian-speaking respondents
indicated a camp or retreat setting as the place of their
conversion, while this response was entirely absent among
Russian-speaking respondents . si
Social Setting. Documentation on the social setting of
conversion revealed that a regular worship service (38.5 percent)
and alone (20.9 percent) were the two primary categories.
Respondents also reported four other categories. When considered
according to language group, "with a small group" represents 20.9
percent of Estonian-speaking respondents, but only 4.2 percent of
Russian-speaking respondents. Conversely, Russian-speaking
respondents indicated higher responses at regular church services
(47.9 percent to 27.9 percent) and at special services or
crusades (18.8 percent to 4.7 percent). 62
General Description. When asked to describe their
conversion experience according to four categories and given the
60 See Table 47 in Appendix I for complete data.
61 Camp and retreat ministries have been in existence and
have been developed for a longer period of time among Estonian-
speaking congregations. They are a newly developing part of
Russian-speaking ministries. See Table 48 in Appendix for
complete information.
62 See Table 49 in Appendix I for complete data.
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option to indicate all appropriate expressions, respondents
provided 116 responses. Mostly conscious choice (41.8 percent),
mostly irresistibility (38.5 percent), mostly insight (30.8
percent) were the primary responses. Mostly emotions (16.5
percent) was also reported. Among Estonian-speaking respondents,
insight (41.9 percent) was the primary description. Among
Russian-speaking respondents both a conscious choice (54.2
percent) and irresistible (47.9 percent) were the primary
descriptions . ^3
Feelings. Emotions, and Insights. The final area of inquiry
with a closed question involved any significant feelings,
emotions, and insights that were most important to the
respondents' conversion experience. Respondents included all 16
categories of description in their responses, indicating a wide
range of experiences . The primary responses reflected positive
feelings, emotions, and insights. The top five categories by
percentage included joy/happiness/excitement (17.6 percent),
relief /release/freedom (11.0 percent), peace/relaxation/
contentment (11.0 percent), experiencing God's presence (11.0
percent), and crying�unsure why (9,9 percent ).S4
Four Components of the Conversion Experience
Moving to analysis of open questions, four primary stages
were evident. These included: (1) an increasing awareness of the
personal need for conversion, (2) an external catalyst, (3) the
actual Christian conversion experience, (4) initial evidence of
63 See Table 50 in Appendix I for complete data.
64 See Table 51 in Appendix I for complete data.
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Christian conversion. These four directly influenced the
conversion period. ^5
Increasing Awareness of Personal Need for Christian
Conversion . As respondents moved toward the point in time or
period of time in which they experienced conversion, there was an
increasing awareness of the personal need for Christian
conversion. This category represented a culmination of the
preconversion period in which the respondent becaune increasingly
aware of personal sinfulness and God's provision of salvation by
faith through Jesus Christ. Respondents' statements included an
increasing awareness of:
sin, sinfulness, and that the respondent is a sinner
conviction of personal sinfulness and the need for
forgiveness
God's love, God's promises, God's gift of salvation
hunger, thirst, desire for God.
The focus of this category is upon the intrapersonal preparation
of the respondent for repentance and faith. Representative
statements by respondents included:
At the end of that I understood that I was a sinner,
and that God was really there. (R 23)
I had problems. I was stuck. I had come to a crisis
in my quest for God, I knew that I was a terrible
sinner, , , . That was the time in my life when I
prayed the most. (E 31)
The process of my growth in the knowledge of the Gospel
and Jesus Christ continued. We gradually moved closer
to the conversion. (R 20)
I got a calling in my heart that I would like to become
a child of God, I read the Bible. It was like bread
for me that I wanted to eat. (E 19)
65 Tables 52 and 53 in Appendix I provide frequency of
direct response of the four components of the conversion process
based primarily upon PCI Q #21. Secondary data exists in other
open questions which correlate with PCI Q #21. In addition to
direct responses, indirect evidence was also present in the
narrative data.
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The Lord tended my heart so much that I could not
resist and I did not want to because I was also
searching for Him. I wanted to quench the thirst that
I had. (R 37)
As the respondents moved closer to the actual conversion
experience, personal awareness of the need for conversion
increased. As knowledge and felt needs increased, the option of
Christian conversion became more eminent.
An External Catalyst. An important influence in the
conversion period was an external catalyst that directly
influenced the respondents for conversion. This catalyst
included an event, a person or persons, a specific message, or an
invitation. Events included regular or special worship services,
various other forms of ministry like small groups, or some
crisis . Persons included individuals or groups or the influence
of God alone. Specific messages included sermons, Bible studies,
and devotions. Invitations included various forms of challenge,
call or invitation to repent and believe, with the result of
experiencing conversion. Respondents indicated that catalysts
may occur singularly or in clusters. The focus was upon some
external stimulus that directly triggers the respondents to move
to conversion. Representative statements included:
By invitation of a Christian friend I went to church.
I listened to a sermon and heard the call for
repentance. In my heart I experienced the call of God.
I understood that I had to repent just that day- (R
29)
Misha and Ljuda asked us at our home, "Would you like
to call on the name of the Lord and invite Him into
your lives as your personal Savior?" (R 21)
Me and my mother went to the cinema to watch "Jesus". .
. . We just went to watch an interesting film about an
historical person related to Christmas and Easter . . .
all this went deep into my heart. (E 9)
At that time I was invited to a Christian Conference to
Pskov. Over there brother Harald Dyseland was
preaching and during that sermon I felt like he was
talking to me, I answered an altar call. (R 3)
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It was the seventh of August 1994. On that day I was
going to the worship service and I did not think that I
would repent. But after the sermon, the pastor called
for repentance. (R 10)
That time there were guests from Tapa Methodist Church,
the pastor with his son and his daughter-in-law who are
members in Oleviste church. At the end of the service
they asked if there was anyone who hadn't received
Jesus yet. They asked if I wanted to be saved, I
answered positively. ( (E 10)
The external catalyst served to directly influence for conversion
by a specific stimulus that united with other factors, like the
increasing awareness of personal need for conversion, with the
result that conversion was eminent . The role of the catalyst and
the stage of increasing awareness of personal need for conversion
often overlapped. In these cases, the catalyst was used by God
to bring to culmination the awareness of personal need and the
desire to experience conversion.
The Actual Christian Conversion Experience. At a specific
point in time or over a period of time, respondents experienced
the miracle of Christian conversion. The conversion may have
been experienced gradually, suddenly or unexpectedly, or some
combination of these . Primary emphases included repentance and
forgiveness, faith�trust�belief, and water baptism. The focus
was upon the fact of Christian conversion occurring within the
respondents. Representative statements included:
We prayed. I also prayed aloud ... I received Jesus
into my heart. (E 5)
During the prayer I felt a heavy burden of sins upon
me . All the evil deeds of my past ran before my eyes .
I was prayed for many times more before I felt some
sort of release and deliverance. This moment changed
my life totally. (E 32)
The only way for me was God. I can't tell the exact
date of my conversion, since it was a process. (E 33)
I prayed that Jesus would come to my heart and then I
got saved. (E 8)
I consciously repented. I understood that life became
new and I became new. (R 28)
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I asked forgiveness from Jesus Christ, and I accepted
Him as my personal Savior. (R 18)
I repeated the prayer that was said to me�the sinner's
prayer. And then they laid their hands on me. During
the prayer, ... I experienced that my heart was
deeply moved, somehow I felt like crying, , . . I had
become a child of God, (E 10)
The conversion was gradual and natural, I was one
person and after a while I realized that I was a
completely different person. I was free and alive in
the love of Jesus Christ. (R 19)
My life changed when I received water baptism and I
consider it the beginning of my Christian journey.
When I came out of the water I was overwhelmed with the
feeling of assurance and God's grace. (R 9)
Christian conversion reflected God's converting power. Whether
gradual or sudden, conversion was an actual, concrete experience.
This threshold, when crossed, transformed the respondents ,
Initial Evidences of Christian Conversion � Following the
conversion experience, respondents' statements reflected initial
evidences of conversion, the first fruits of conversion. Typical
statements articulated various feelings, insights, knowledge,
behavior and actions. The focus was upon an assurance that the
respondents had in fact experienced Christian conversion.
Representative statements included:
Only on my way home did it dawn on me that something
special had happened to me, something that had never
happened before . I became so glad that I would have
liked to jump. I received the sure knowledge that God
was with me. I thank Him for that. I understood that
I was saved from the world and evil. (E 30)
I felt that I was free from sins and I received peace
in my heart. (E 36)
I felt that a heavy load, that had been on my
shoulders, had been lifted from me. These had been
sins that God had forgiven me. (R 13)
And straight away I received great joy and peace in my
spirit. (R 18)
After a while, the same night, I felt peace flowing to
my heart accompanied by knowledge that I had become a
child of God. (E 10)
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At that moment I felt that I was really a Christian,
that Jesus was really in my heart and that I had become
His own. I cried and felt that my heart was set on
fire. (E 21)
I also had the confidence to testify to my brothers and
sisters. (E 2)
My will was changed. I wanted to be together with God
and to go to church. There was a one hundred percent
turn in my life and lifestyle. (E 25)
My heart was telling me "I am finally here." (R 43)
Respondents often reported an initial evidence of Christian
conversion through personal experiences of feelings, insights or
knowledge, or actions. These experiences provided an initial
assurance of conversion.
The Conversion Experience: Gradual or Sudden
PCI question #32 inquired as to whether the respondents
considered the conversion experiences to be gradual, sudden, or
some other description. Respondents were also asked to explain
their answer. Quantifying the data yielded the following
responses: gradual (47 respondents or 51.6 percent), sudden (22
respondents or 24.2 percent), combination of these two (6
respondents or 6.6 percent), other (11 respondents or 12.1
percent) and no response (5 respondents or 5.5 percent). Closer
examination of the open data revealed a wide range of
interpretations of the closed categories. For example, some
respondents included preconversion as part of the gradual nature
of their conversion. Other respondents limited their gradual
response to the conversion period proper. It was significant
that approximately half of the respondents reported their
conversion as gradual. Representative statements included:
Gradual . I cannot tell the exact date when the
knowledge of being a child of God mounted to a
conviction. It could have taken a week or a couple of
months. (E 10)
Gradual. I was sure that God existed in 1989. I went
to church. I felt the longing to know more about God.
God answered my prayers. I read the Word. I finished
confirmation courses in 1991 and was active in youth
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evenings. In October 1992, I was sure that God had
saved me. (E 17)
Very gradual. God was talking to me for a long time.
(R 32)
The sudden response was indicated by approximately one-
fourth of respondents . At least another 6 respondents also used
the word "sudden" to describe part of their conversion experience
who indicated a "both" response. Russian data provided a
particular insight through the translation and interpretation of
the term "sudden." In the Russian language, the same word is
used for the English words "sudden" and "unexpected."
Translation of Russian data, including use of the word in
narrative data, often reported the conversion as "unexpected."
The narrative data reflected that the conversion experience was
not expected but it happened. Representative statements of the
conversion experience as either sudden or unexpected included:
Sudden experience. I thought that I was a sinner; that
it was (not) possible at all for me to receive Jesus
but when I came to the church then I was converted by a
sudden experience. (E 19)
My conversion happened very quickly- My mind did not
understand much of it, but in my heart there was a
change . When I stood up then I knew I was saved; I was
new. (R 47)
Unexpected. I experienced and felt a change within me
after I had prayed the prayer of repentance. (R 7)
The data clearly indicated conversions which respondents now
consider as both gradual and sudden, or unexpected, experiences.
In all cases, the end result of Christian conversion was
definite. The difference occurred in whether the conversion was
experienced gradually, suddenly (unexpectedly), some combination
of these or by another completely different description.
Summary nf the Conversion Period
Suitimarizing data analysis for research cjuestion two, God was
clearly using a dynaunic variety of experiences, people, groups,
circumstances and stimuli in the experience of Christian
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conversion. The data indicated four primary stages. Two stages
occurred before the conversion experience: a growing awareness of
the need for conversion and stimuli from some external catalyst.
These stages were followed by the actual conversion experience
and initial evidences of Christian conversion.
While many similarities existed among the language groups,
some differences also occurred. Similar to the preconversion
period, an emphasis existed for Estonian-speaking respondents
upon the importance and value of friendships while for Russian-
speaking respondents a stronger influence by the group was
evident, especially involving the worshipping congregation. For
both language groups, the role of church leaders was more
influential in the conversion period than during the
preconversion period. In another correlation with the
preconversion period, the characteristics of primary agents, for
both persons and groups, reported that the two most influential
characteristics were the agent's faith or confidence in God and
their ability to explain the Bible or Gospel message.
Research Question Four: The Postconversion Period
The PCI's third section explored the postconversion
spiritual journey through two closed and six open questions.
Data analysis revealed four significant components including: (1)
foundational experiences; (2) general growth as a Christian; (3)
specific crises of faith; and (4) future desires.
Fnundat.i nnal Experiences of the Christian Faith
Five foundational experiences of postconversion were
reported including: (1) water baptism; (2) baptism in the Holy
Spirit; (3) church membership; (4) confirmation; and (5) holy
communion. The first two were primary and indicated by numerous
respondents. The last three were mentioned less frequently, but
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represented the normal experiences of many new Christians in
TMCE . 66
Two Primary Experiences Water baptism documented the first
primary foundational experience. A closed question inquiry into
postconversion faith experiences indicated that 51 . 6 percent of
respondents experienced water baptism. 67 Narrative descriptions
correlated the importance and significance of this event. For
Russian-speaking respondents water baptism was often closely
associated with the conversion experience. Some respondents even
reported their conversion as being simultaneous with their water
baptism.
Baptism in the Holy Spirit (27.5 percent) was the second
most frequently cited foundational experience. A difference was
reported among the language groups with 39.5 percent of Estonian-
speaking respondents indicating baptism in the Holy Spirit while
only 16.7 percent of Russian-speaking respondents reported the
same . The Estonian-speaking narrative data usually reported the
gift of tongues in correlation with the baptism of the Holy
Spirit. S8 The gift of tongues was unreported in the Russian-
speaking data.
Three Secondary Foundational Experiences. Church
membership, holy communion, and confirmation were indicated as
66 Closed questions did not include a specific response
option for the three secondary foundational experiences . These
experiences would be normative for most new Christians based on
the author's observation and participation in TMCE. The author
suspects that a specific option in the closed questions would
have yielded a higher frequency of response.
67 Only a small difference exists between the language
groups: Estonian-speaking respondents (51.2 percent) and Russian-
speaking respondents (52.1). See Table 55 in Appendix I for
complete data on postconversion faith experiences .
68 PCI question #41 documents respondents' open statements
on the postconversion spiritual journey. Twelve direct
references to baptism in the Holy Spirit are mentioned. For 9 of
these, the gift of tongues is also mentioned.
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secondary foundational experiences . "The presence of God in Holy
Communion" was included in the closed question on postconversion
primary faith experiences. Estonian-speaking respondents (20.9
percent) and Russian-speaking respondents (10.4 percent) both
indicated special experiences during holy communion. References
were also included in the narrative data. Another foundational
experience, church membership, was not included in the closed
data but was documented 6 times in the narrative data. Finally,
3 Estonian-speaking young adults indicated confirmation as an
important part of postconversion. Confirmation among this age
group was a rite of passage.
General Growth in the Christian Faith
The processes of personal growth in the Christian faith were
evident through repeated narrative statements emphasizing prayer,
the Bible, fellowship with Christians, Christian service (various
ministries) and continuing references to personal encounters with
the Living God. Quantitative analysis of this category was based
on each direct reference in the narrative text of PCI question
#41 with one frequency of response per respondent per category.
The words "Bible" or "Word" were stated by 30 respondents. The
words "pray," "prayer," or "praying" are reported by 42 persons.
The importance of prayer was also demonstrated by the 64 . 8
percent of respondents who indicated "answered prayer" in their
closed primary postconversion faith experiences . The word
"fellowship" was documented by 18 respondents. In addition, for
these three categories, numerous indirect statements occurred in
the data. The fourth category. Christian service or ministries,
reflected direct references to ministries of teaching,
testifying, singing, and serving, with 33 respondents documenting
this category. Concerning personal encounters with the Living
God, PCI question #46 documented 36 Estonian-speaking respondents
and 34 Russian-speaking respondents who described supernatural
encounters since becoming a Christian. Eighteen respondents
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indicated "healing, " including one paralytic who was healed while
a ministry team was singing (E 30) . Representative statements
for the five categories of general growth in the Christian faith
included:
Pray, read the Bible, growth through it. There is also
growth through testimonies and small fellowship groups .
(E 4)
After conversion I started meeting brothers, praying,
reflecting on the Word of God. There appeared a need
to read the Bible both in the mornings and in the
evenings. . . . Fellowship with brothers, common
prayers, and conversations, let the strength flow.
Spiritual growth, experiencing the presence of the Holy
Spirit. (R 29)
To get closer to the Lord, to become perfect in Him.
Willingness to learn to know the Word of God and apply
it; change my lifestyle. (E 15)
The Lord is teaching me and sanctifying me. (R 37)
God taught me that I needed to be in a permanent
fellowship with Him and faithful to Him in order to be
even more strongly rooted in Him. (E 21)
God blesses and protects my family, I feel it strongly
Racketeers (mafia) tried to extort $4000usd from my
husband. Thanks to prayers, the racketeers (mafia)
forgot about us. Praise God. (E 28)
Everyday I meet new problems which are solved by the
Lord. (R 9)
The most important thing since my conversion is that I
have learned to know God' s will . Now we have the
opportunity to serve the Lord, to pray, to share, to
show our love and to test ourselves. (R 11)
Respondents' statements reflected the ongoing process of
sanctif ication and spiritual formation through the exercise of
traditional spiritual disciplines and through continuing direct
encounters with the Living God. While limited data existed on
the postconversion time line, the data did indicate that personal
growth is a process involving time and multiple contacts in at
least these five categories.
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Crises of Faith
A third significant component of postconversion focused upon
various crises of faith. Responding to closed inquiry,
respondents indicated all options which they had experienced,
yielding 179 responses (88 Estonian-speaking; 92 Russian-
speaking) . Two primary responses were documented: (1) do;ibt and
confusion (54.9 percent); and (2) disillusionments with
Christians (52.7 percent). Only a small difference existed
between the language groups . ^9 Approximately one of every two
respondents struggled with these issues.
Three other secondary categories were also documented.
Responses included: (1) marriage/family/personal issues (26.4
percent); (2) backsliding and recommitment (22.0 percent); and
(3) God's call on my life (16.5 percent). Only a small
difference existed between the language groups except in the
category of backsliding and recommitment . Estonian-speaking
respondents (30.2 percent) indicated this response approximately
twice as often as Russian-speaking respondents (14.6 percent).
Desires for the Future
The fourth informative area revealed in the open narrative
data documented respondents' greatest longings and desires for
the future . This data suggested the future direction of the
postconversion spiritual journey. Analysis of the data indicated
two primary themes .
Growth in Christian Character. Respondents desired to grow
in Christian character. Estonian-speaking respondents (34 or
79.1 percent) and Russian-speaking respondents (35 or 72.9
percent) described a longing for growth in Christian thoughts.
69 See Table 54 in Appendix I for complete data.
70 Data analysis of PCI question #47, greatest longings and
desires, was exempted from standard validation procedures of
narrative data because the data readily divided itself into the
two primary categories.
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attitudes, and actions. Respondents desired to experience more
intimate levels of fellowship with God and to become more
Christlike. Representative statements included:
That I could learn God, to know Him as He is. To walk
with God. To study more the Word of God. To be
available and usable by God. To be more like Christ.
(E 26)
To live a godly life. (E 3)
I want to follow the Lord and not stiomble over
temptations . I want to become strong and bear
everything. I want the Lord's patience. I want to
serve Him my whole life. (R 8)
To grow in God and that He would grow in me. (R 21)
To be filled with the power of the Holy Spirit as the
first Apostles. To be totally sanctified so that it
would be no longer me, but Jesus who lives in me. (R
48)
Respondents' statements reflected a desire to grow in knowledge
and grace with the result of greater maturity in Christ.
Spread of Christian Conversion. Eighteen Estonian-speaking
respondents (41.9 percent) and 16 Russian-speaking respondents
(37.2 percent) expressed a direct desire that other persons
experience Christian conversion, especially their friends and
family- Representative statements included:
A longing that other people would come to know Jesus .
That they could come to know the great love of God. E
17)
To win as many people as possible to Christ. (E 3)
I want that all my friends and family would be saved.
(E 18)
That as many people as possible come to Christ and be
saved. (R 12)
Having experienced conversion, respondents now desired that
multitudes of other people would also experience conversion.
Motivated by the love of Christ, respondents longed to see the
spread of Christian conversion.
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Snmmary r.f Pnstnonversion Period
The postconversion period documented four primary
components. Foundational experiences revealed normative special
events, including several rites of passage for new Christians,
General growth in the Christian faith documented the natural
processes of growth toward Christian maturity. Crises of faith
provided insights into the struggles and problems encountered by
the respondents. Finally, respondents' desires for the future
projected the possible direction of these new Christians. The
postconversion data revealed forward movement in both internal
thoughts and attitudes, and external actions reflecting a growing
relationship with God. The focus of this period was upon present
and future experiences of increasing maturity in the Christian
life.
Research Question Five: Time Line of the
Conversion Process
Research question five addressed the time line of the
conversion process from respondents' memory of that first
significant event which they now see as the beginning of their
spiritual journey toward conversion through the actual conversion
experience, including attention to specific periods, transitions,
and crises in the process of conversion. Analysis began with
consideration of an exact or approximate date of the the event
which respondents saw as the event which began their spiritual
journey to conversion. Estonian-speaking respondents (41 or 95.3
percent) and Russian-speaking respondents (47 or 97.9 percent)
provided an account and date of this event, thus documenting an
important point in the conversion process time line. A second
critical date was the exact or approximate time of the conversion
experience. As determined by the sample criteria, all
respondents professed experiencing conversion during the study
period. Regarding the date of the conversion experience, all
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respondents indicated an exact or approximate date. This
provided a second point of reference on the time line.
The PCI instrximent also sought to gather information on the
possibility of a point of spiritual awakening and a period of
decision. To gather this information, two closed questions were
asked in the final section of the PCI instrioment. In addition,
the narrative data of the preconversion and conversion periods
was expected to provide additional data and insight . Analysis of
closed questions yielded 66 respondents (72.5 percent) indicating
a point of awakening and 30 respondents reporting a period of
decision (32.9 percent). However, closer observation of the data
indicated that these findings are inconclusive. Among those
documenting a point of spiritual awakening, at least 39
respondents (over half of those indicating a point of spiritual
awakening) either incorrectly understood the question or answered
too generally to provide quality data. One common response was
to indicate the same date as conversion. Another common response
was to provide dates that were too general, for example providing
only a year. Among those documenting a period of decision, 14 of
the 30 responses manifested these same complications . Several
factors possibly contributed to this inconclusive data, including
insufficient pretesting on these two last questions, insufficient
interviewer training on this issue, and finally, interviewee
fatigue at the end of a lengthy interview. Examination of the
narrative data provided indications that both the point of
spiritual awakening and the period of decision exist for many
respondents; however, the narrative data was also inconclusive on
this specific issue. To answer these questions, more specific
and careful inquiry must be performed.
Despite inconclusive data when considering a point of
spiritual awakening and a period of decision, important reference
points were provided by the approximate or exact date of the
event seen as the beginning of the spiritual journey and the
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approximate or exact date of the conversion experience. Table 56
in Appendix I provides the raw data.^i Graph 7, on the next page,
presents the findings by language group and four month
increments .
Three primary periods are evident in Graph 7 . The first
primary period is comprised of 18 respondents (19.8 percent) who
experienced conversion within 4 months of the first significant
event. The second primary period consists of an 8 month period,
from 9 to 16 months, in which the 23 respondents (25.3 percent)
documented the time frame. Finally, the third primary period
docviments 23 respondents (25.3 percent) for whom the time period
from first significant event to conversion is greater than 60
months . ^2
Three secondary periods were also evident : 5 respondents
(5.5 percent) reported the 5 to 8 month category, 12 respondents
(13.2 percent) indicated the time period from 17 to 28 months,
and 6 respondents (6.6 percent) reported a time period from 29 to
56 months.
Approximately one-fourth of respondents took longer than 60
months (5 years) to move from the first significant event to
conversion. Some of these are persons who documented their first
significant event from childhood. Another one-fourth took
approximately 1 year (�3 months) to reach the conversion
experience. Then, another twenty percent took 4 months or less.
Considering the data from another perspective, 64.3 percent
of respondents took 28 months or less to move from the first
significant event to conversion. Between the language groups,
only a small difference existed.
71 Throughout the remainder of this discussion, "first
significant event" refers to the event which respondents view as
the beginning of their spiritual journey toward conversion.
72 See Table 56 in Appendix I for complete data. Graph 7
indicates 24 persons in the 57-60+ months category. Twenty-three
of these respondents are actually in the 60+ category.
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Specific components or themes, transitions, and crises in
the process of conversion have been addressed in the analysis of
research questions two and three. Correlating this data with the
time line of the conversion process, the preconversion period
begins with the first significant event . The four primary
themes, along with other stimuli, caused movement toward the
conversion experience. After some time, from one month to many
years, the preconversion period culminated and an external
catalyst intersected in the respondent's life. Now the
conversion period was entered. Conversion was imminent, whether
it occurred gradually or suddenly (unexpectedly) . Following
Christian conversion, respondents typically experienced the
initial evidences of conversion. As the time line continued, the
postconversion period began, which included foundational
experiences of the Christian life coupled with continuing growth
toward Christian maturity -
Summary of Data Analysis
Data analysis of the NCIQ and PCI instruments provided
dociomentation and answers to the five research questions guiding
this study. The NCIQ provided general biographic and demographic
data on 234 persons who were actively attending a local
congregation of TMCE and who professed to have experienced
Christian conversion during the study period. The PCI provided
extensive data from a sample of NCIQ respondents on the
preconversion, conversion, postconversion periods, including
information on the time line of the conversion process. Through
closed and open inquiry, the primary processes of Christian
conversion were documented and presented in this analysis,
including information on primary agents by both persons and
groups, and primary components or themes for each period.
Conclusions and implications of the analysis are presented in
Chapter 5 .
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusions and Implications
Karin's parents were not Christians. Christianity was never
discussed in her home, yet she did have a grandmother who
believed. Throughout her childhood, contact with Christians was
primarily at funerals. In 1989, a high school classmate became a
Christian. He was inviting people to attend church. After
rejecting several invitations, Karin finally attended a worship
service. This was her first time to a worship service. She felt
uncomfortable and did not understand some of the things that
happened. She also discovered that a friend from another school
had become a Christian and was attending this church. After the
service, Karin decided not to attend again, but the next week her
friend invited her. She did not want to disappoint him, so she
reluctantly agreed.
The second service was somewhat different from the first
one. This time a special choir sang several beautiful songs.
Karin thought she recognized one or two of the people who sang.
The pastor's sermon spoke to Karin personally. He was talking
about how God can solve a person's problems. Karin remembered
the pastor telling everyone to take their problems to God in
prayer. People were generally friendly.
After the service, Karin agreed to attend the birthday party
of a church member. At the birthday party, some people shared
Christian testimonies. One of Karin's new friends presented her
with a Bible as a gift.
A year passed as Karin found herself becoming more regular
in church events. A weekly prayer group became especially
meaningful as Karin experienced God through answered prayers.
More and more, she began to realize that she needed to have
Christ in her life like her friends in the church. Sometimes in
a service, she became very aware of her sins. One particular
Sunday, the pastor preached on becoming a Christian. He
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explained everything clearly. At the end of the service, Karin
bowed her head and asked God to make her a Christian, too. Karin
did not sense any particular change in her life immediately
following that prayer .
Over the next three weeks, Karin read several books in the
Bible. She continued her daily prayer that God would save her
and make her a Christian. New thoughts came. More prayers were
offered. Little by little, more insight was received.
One day Karin realized that she had become a Christian. She
was sure of it. Her attitude was different. Her thoughts were
new. Her heart felt clean. Now, she loved people that before
she did not like. She was not sure of the exact time or place,
but she was certain of God's grace touching her life. A week
later, at a birthday party, others were testifying to Jesus.
Finally, there was a pause. Karin spoke, "Let me tell you about
what Christ has done in me . "
Vladimir had been a good communist . As a member of
Komsomol, the Young Communists League, he had ardently professed
the Soviet creeds. Independence in Estonia changed Vladimir's
world. Many questions now arose in his heart about the meaning
and purpose of life. He had based his life on a system and
ideology that failed to live up to its promises.
Vladimir worked as a binder of books . All types of books
were brought to him for repair.. Occasionally, someone brought a
Bible. This was Vladimir's initial contact with the Christian
faith .
One day an elderly woman brought in a tattered Bible for
rebinding. Vladimir wondered what mysteries this book contained.
He wondered why this book was so worn from use. His curiosity
increased. Cautiously, he opened the pages and read the first
few pages. No one had come into his shop, so he opened to a
section two-thirds into the book. Now, it was speaking about
Jesus. While he worked on the new binding, he would occasionally
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stop his work and read more about Jesus Christ. Inevitably a
question began to weigh on his mind, "Is God actually real?"
One day a man picked up a Bible that Vladimir had bound. He
asked Vladimir, "Have you ever read the Bible?" Vladimir
hesitantly admitted, "Yes, but only a little bit; only a few
times." The man, a believer, shared with Vladimir about God and
how God had completely transformed his life. When he finished,
he invited Vladimir to a worship service. Vladimir discovered
himself agreeing.
On Tuesday night, Vladimir met his new friend at the
appointed time and place. Together, they entered the church.
The service began with a few songs . A man then stood up and read
from the Bible. He explained the passage and told how God had
answered a recent prayer. Another person stood and shared about
how God had saved him six weeks ago. This person also told of
all the positive things that had happened because of God.
Two more songs were sung, then the pastor opened his Bible.
He moved from passage to passage talking about how people need to
repent from their sins and ask Christ into their hearts .
Vladimir noticed the love in the pastor's eyes as he spoke. When
the pastor finished speaking, he invited people to come to the
front of the church for prayers of repentance. Four people went
forward.
Vladimir's heart started beating faster. Unexpectedly, a
profound sense of sinfulness came upon him. Another person stood
and walked forward. Vladimir found himself rising from his
chair . He too walked to the front . Kneeling in front of the
pastor, he began to pour out his heart before God. A gentle hand
was laid on his shoulders . Other men surrounded him and began to
pray as well. The pastor offered to lead Vladimir in the
sinner's prayer. As they prayed a heavy burden lifted off his
shoulders. Joy, happiness, and peace filled him. Standing to
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his feet and looking at his friend, he exclaimed, "Something just
happened to me . I feel that I am a new man . "
Karin and Vladimir represent hundreds of persons who have
experienced the life-changing power of Christian conversion since
Estonian independence. Their stories portray composites, based
upon actual testimonies reflecting some of the primary processes
of conversion in postcommunist Estonia. ^3 Chapter 4 provided
documentation and analysis of these primary processes. Now, in
this chapter, primary conclusions and implications are presented.
These include: (1) documentation of a contemporary movement of
God; (2) a dynamic variety of similar and distinct factors that
contribute to the conversion process; (3) an indigenous model of
the conversion process; and (4) implications for evangelism
strategy and methodology in TMCE. Consideration will also be
given to the theological implications of this research and its
correlation and contributions to current literature on the
processes of conversion.
Documentation of a Contemporary Movement of God
The data presented in this research study documents many
aspects of the conversion process. The sum total documents one
simple fact: God is at work in postcommunist Estonia bringing
people to the experience of Christian conversion. This movement
can now be more clearly described, is directly effected by new
church planting, and suggests the possible future of conversion
growth in TMCE.
General Description
This research project documents and describes nine primary
characteristics of this contemporary movement of conversion
growth . The first six characteristics define the most general
73 The testimonies of Karin and Vladimir, which begin this
chapter, are based upon a compilation of numerous actual
statements from persons interviewed in this study. The names and
stories reflect no particular person, yet they are representative
composites .
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aspects of this movement including:
1 . Two primary language groups
2 . Twelve nationalities
3. By gender distribution: 77.4 percent women and
22 . 6 percent men
4. By age distribution: over 50.0 percent of
Estonian-speaking respondents were age 15 to
24; Russian-speaking respondents were more
equally spread from age 15 to 74
4. Various educational and occupational backgrounds
5. Two-thirds of respondents came fxom non-Christian
homes
6. Postconversion average worship attendance of four
or more times per month by 78.6 percent of
respondents
Along with these general characteristics, three additional
conclusions are evident :
7. Average conversion growth per congregation:
Estonian-speaking congregations was 7 . 08 people per
congregation; Russian-speaking congregations was 23.67
people per congregation
8. Graph of conversion growth: Estonian-speaking
response decreased approximately 78.0 percent;
Russian-speaking response increased 134.8 percent
9. New church planting directly influenced both the
rates of response and the graph of growth for both
language groups
These nine characteristics describe the basic biographic and
demographic profiles of conversion growth in TMCE from 1991
through 1994. The research design provide data to generally
describe this movement, but it did not always provide
instrumentation to fully describe the causes of the movement.
Nevertheless, one important cause related to the significant
Russian-speaking response is evident: the church planting factor.
The Churrh Planting Factor
The number of new churches planted since 1990 among both
language groups affected the number of persons reporting
conversion. Among Estonian congregations, one church was planted
in 1990 (Karsa), another congregation in a small village
(Ruusmae) was resupplied with a pastor in 1993, and a third
church was started in the city of J6hvi in April 1994 and a
fourth in V5ru in October 1994. Karsa provided 9 respondents
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which reported conversion in 1991 or 1992. The more recent work
in Ruusmae provided 1 response . The recent work in J5hvi
provided 4 responses. And, the new work in V5ru, which began
during the data collection period, was too recent to influence
this study. Estonian-speaking response from these congregations
totaled 14, with only 5 of the respondents indicating conversion
in 1993 or 1995.
During this same period, Russian-speaking congregations also
expanded by four congregations: Paldiski (1992), Kohtla-
Jarve(1992), Keila (1993), and Kunda (1993) .74 These four
congregations contributed 33 respondents including 15 of the 38
responses for 1994. By percentage, these new congregations
provided 39.5 percent of the 1994 Russian-speaking responses.
The data clearly indicates that one factor in the larger Russian-
speaking response was the new churches which were planted after
independence. In the future, both language groups are planning
to plant new, evangelistic churches. The influence of new
congregations will impact present and future conversion growth.
Projections for the Future:
The Graph of Growth
The graph of conversion growth for both language groups
provides critical data which documents the research period, and
also projects the future. Graph 3 on page 79, Chapter 4,
presented the graph of growth. The single most significant
observation from this figure was the decline of conversion growth
among Estonian-speaking congregations and the increase of
conversion growth among Russian-speaking congregations. Both the
size of the decrease and the size of the increase were
significant .
74 The date indicates the year in which this congregation
began meeting, not when it was officially registered as a local
church .
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Among Estonian-speaking ministries, the data indicated that
conversion growth dropped from 36 in 1991 to an extrapolated 8 in
1994. The decline suggests, that without some change, conversion
growth among Estonian-speaking peoples will be relatively small
in the near future. For existing Estonian-speaking churches,
changes are needed which will result in a positive graph of
growth for conversion. A positive influence will be the impact
of the recently started Estonian-speaking congregations; however,
both existing churches and new churches need to understand recent
trends and respond appropriately.
Estonia' s context reflects rapid changes at all levels of
society and has created an atmosphere of self-sufficiency for
Estonian-speaking people after over 50 years of Soviet
domination. Average Estonians now sense that they can control
their lives. This rise in self-sufficiency appears to have
affected receptivity to God and the Gospel. Not only the
Methodists, but the Lutherans and the Baptists also report that
after initial increases in attendance they are experiencing
declines .
Transitions in Estonian society need a contemporary response
from the Christian community including a fresh Gospel hermenuetic
which intersects the reality of independent Estonia. Changes in
ministry methodology may yield an increase in receptivity to the
Gospel leading to increased conversion growth for the future.
More contemporary and indigenous approaches may be critical to
reaching Estonians presently and in the future. One strategic
initiative would be to understand and respond to present felt
needs. For example, documentation indicated that "peace of mind"
amidst the societal transitions was a primary concern of Estonian
people. Greater intersection between unbelievers and the Gospel
as it relates to felt needs may also yield a greater response to
Christian conversion.
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The research data clearly confirmed God's active, seeking
grace among Estonian people. All respondents testified to
personal encounters with God. Interviewees documented a present
day movement of God among Estonian people. Unquestionably, God's
is at work bringing people toward Christian conversion. The key
to future conversion growth may depend on how Estonian Christians
respond to the current conditions of Estonia' s societal
structures .
Among Russian-speaking ministries, a different picture is
presented. The graph of growth indicates a significant increase
in Christian conversions from 1991 through 1994. The combination
of four new congregations, along with the two largest responses
from existing congregations, Tallinn (57) and JOhvi (52), provide
a graph of growth that increased 134.8 percent. If the current
trend continues, then a significant nimber of Russian-speaking
persons will experience conversion in the future. The shift from
communism to independence has revealed a high level of
receptivity among many Russian-speaking people. The data from
preconversion needs indicated that the average Russian-speaking
person is now searching for "meaning and purpose." Formally,
many people trusted in the Soviet system. It collapsed. Now
people are searching for answers to their questions about the
meaning and purpose of life. Currently, an evangelistic
opportunity exists among Russian-speaking people. Utilizing
fully this moment in history to reach Russian-speaking people for
Christ is critical. The data demonstrated the importance of new
churches as a tool for evangelism as well as all methods
presently being used. Continued growth in existing churches,
continued growth in newly established churches, and continued
church planting will result in many people experiencing Christian
conversion. Certainly, God's grace is bringing many Russian-
speaking people toward Christian conversion. In this particular
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moment, the harvest force must work very actively in the harvest
field among Russian-speaking people.
A Dynamic Variety of Factors Contribute
to the Conversion Process
Along with documenting the fundamental principle that a
contemporary movement of God is occurring in postcommunist
Estonia, the data provided insight into the nature of this
movement. The data revealed that each Christian conversion is a
unique, personal experience involving a rich, dynamic variety of
factors contributing to that common experience.
A Wide Variety of Factors
The PCI provided documentation on a wide variety of factors
and combinations of factors influencing Christian conversion.
For example, excluding the "other" response, respondents
indicated 16 different primary agents by person and eight
different primary agents by group in both the preconversion and
conversion periods. They also indicated that most people were
significantly impacted by two to three people and one to two
groups in both periods as well. In addition, respondents
indicated at least 11 different possibilities for establishing
contact with the primary agents, and also, at least eight
different characteristics of the primary agent. The same wide
range of experiences was evident in needs seeking to be met by
the Christian faith, conversion feelings/emotions/ insights, and
postconversion faith experiences and crises of faith. Nine
different physical settings, six social settings, and ten
different terms also were reported in the data. Then, there was
the narrative data which provided the personal account of each
respondent's spiritual journey. Every story was unique,
reflecting that there are many ways, not just one way, on the
spiritual journey to conversion. The rich, dynamic variety of
spiritual journeys reflect the personal nature of God' s love
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reaching to people through different circumstances, situations,
personalities, primary agents and stimuli.
While each respondent's spiritual journey was unique and
unrepeatable, the data also clearly revealed several common
themes and similar experiences, which were experienced by the
majority of respondents in both language groups. Furthermore, in
addition to those insights which were similar for both language
groups, important distinctions were also evident among Estonian-
speaking and Russian-speaking people.
Significant Similarities Between
the Language Groups
Although Estonian-speaking and Russian-speaking respondents
represented different languages and cultures, numerous
significant similarities existed between the language groups
demonstrating a high correlation of the primary processes of
conversion among both language groups. In particular,
significant agreement existed on certain issues related to
primary agents by persons and groups, the primary themes or
components of the conversion process, and several specific areas
of general description.
Primary Agents by Persons and Groups . Several areas of
agreement existed regarding primary agents by persons and groups.
First, both languages demonstrated a principle of multiple
contacts when considering primary agents. Much research into the
primary agent by person has been docimiented in evangelism and
evangelism-related literature; however, this research project
clearly demonstrates, that in postcommunist Estonia, multiple
persons and groups influenced the respondents. This influence is
evident as most respondents reported significant influence from
two to three persons and one to two groups. Second, the role of
primary agents by person demonstrates, that in the preconversion
period, friends (26.1 percent) and family (32.7 percent) were the
greatest influences followed by church leaders (25.6 percent) and
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God alone (8.5 percent) . In the conversion period, a shift
occurred with church leaders (42.8 percent) exerting the greatest
influence followed by friends (22.2 percent) and family (13.9
percent), and then God alone (11.7 percent). Third, both
languages concur that for persons and groups the two primary
characteristics, in both preconversion and conversion, were: (1)
their confident faith in God; and (2) their ability to explain
the Bible or Gospel message. The influence of the person or
group's faith in God strongly affected respondents. Likewise,
the importance of clearly explaining the fundamentals of the
Christian faith from the Bible, including the Gospel, helped
enable people to experience Christian conversion.
Primary Themes and Components. Another area of similarity
involves the primary themes or components of the conversion
process in the preconversion, conversion, and postconversion
periods. Both language groups documented four primary components
of the preconversion period including relationships with
Christians, exposure to God's Word, struggles with life's
problems, and personal encounters with the Living God. Likewise,
the data indicated four components of the conversion period
including an increasing awareness of the personal need for
conversion, an external catalyst, the actual conversion
experience, and initial evidences of Christian conversion.
Finally, both languages demonstrated in the postconversion period
the central nature of normative foundation experiences and the
importance of general growth in the Christian faith.
These primary themes and components provide a general
framework for understanding the processes of conversion which are
common to the two language groups . In the next section of this
chapter, these elements will be discussed more fully as a
specific model of the conversion process. For the present
discussion, the focus is upon the similarity of the two language
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groups in relation to these primary themes or components of the
conversion process.
General Descriptions of the Conversion Process . The data
reveal several additional similarities among the language groups.
First, both languages agreed that the two primary physical
settings of the actual conversion where normally at the
respondents' local church (54.9 percent) or at their own
residence (18.7 percent). Second, similarity existed on the
social setting of conversion with a regular worship service (38.5
percent) or alone (20.9 percent) reflecting the two most common
answers. A third area of consensus involves the issue of whether
conversion is a gradual or sudden (unexpected) experience. Both
language groups demonstrated that the actual conversion
experience can be either of these two or both. In addition, some
respondents in both languages provided other categories of
response to this issue. Finally, a fourth area of similarity,
involved the time line of the conversion process. Graph 7 in
Chapter 4 presented the data by language group and four month
increments . The data reveals that no significant difference
existed in the time line of the conversion process. Both groups
demonstrated three primary time frames: (1) four months or less;
(2) one year (� three months); and (3) longer than five years.
Summary of Similarities Between the Language Groups . The
data concludes that significant agreement in the conversion
process occurs between the Estonian and Russian language groups.
Multiple primary agents, including both persons and groups,
directly influenced preconversion and conversion for both
languages including unanimous agreement on the primary
characteristics of influence for both the preconversion and
conversion periods . The conclusions on primary themes and
components arose inductively from analysis of both language
groups reflecting a common experience in these general
categories. Finally, in a number of basic descriptive
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categories, the data concludes that the conversion process is
experienced similarly when considering the physical and social
settings, the gradual and/or sudden (unexpected) experience of
conversion, and the time line of the conversion process.
Important Distinctions Between
the Language Groups
Along with similarities, the data dociomented several
important differences between the Estonian-speaking and Russian-
speaking respondents. Distinctions were documented in four
categories including primary agents, preconversion spiritual
needs, general description categories, and the mystical in
Christian conversion.
Distinctions in Relation to Primary Agents. Several
tendencies reoccur in the data related to primary agents and
language groups. First, the data suggested that the role of
personal friendships was a stronger influence for Estonian-
speaking people when compared to Russian-speaking people. The
role of friends was significant for both languages; however,
Estonian-respondents indicated more emphasis in the preconversion
period by 34.4 percent as compared to 22.5 percent, and in the
conversion period, by 29.8 percent as compared to 15.6 percent.
Second, the data suggested that the role of the group is a
stronger influence among Russian-speaking people, particularly
the influence of the worshipping congregation. When considering
the frequency of response for primary, secondary, and tertiary
groups of influence in both the preconversion and conversion
periods, Russian-speaking respondents reported higher frequencies
of response. For example, in the conversion period, 81.2 percent
of Russian-speaking respondents indicated a primary group of
influence as compared to 53.5 percent of Estonian-speaking
respondents .
In summary, the role of friends and the role of groups was
significant for both languages; however, when comparing levels of
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influence among language groups, the influence of friends was
stronger for Estonian-speaking people, while the role of groups,
especially the worshipping congregation, was stronger for
Russian-speaking people. Cultural differences certainly
influence these distinctions. By nature the normally
introspective Finno-Ugric Estonian-speaking person places a high
value upon personal relationships. Intimacy in relationships is
usually required before significant influence is achieved. In
contrast, the more normally extroverted Russian-speaking person
is more influenced by the emotion and dynamics of the group. As
a seminary student emphatically stated recently during a
discussion on church growth, "Russian people like to follow
strong leaders. Look at our history, we have always gathered
together and rallied around leaders. Today, we need leaders in
the church around whom we can rally." For Estonians, the quality
and depth of personal relationships are the keys to significant
influence. For Russian-speaking people, personal relationships
are important, yet there is a distinct openness to influence
through larger groups. Important decisions for Estonians would
culturally tend to be made alone or with a few close friends.
Russian-speaking people tend to be more willing to make important
decisions connected with large group experiences .
Preconversion Spiritual Needs. Among both language groups
respondents indicated an average of more than three preconversion
spiritual needs which they were seeking to be met through the
Christian faith. Twelve categories were represented in the data.
From among the top seven categories, several distinctions occur.
First, in four categories, Estonian-speaking respondents scored
approximately fifteen percentage points higher by frequency of
response per language group. These four categories include: (1)
peace of mind; (2) forgiveness of sin/removal of guilt; (3)
personal relationship with God; and (4) reach heaven. In a fifth
category, meaning and purpose, the Russian-speaking respondents
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scored significantly higher. By percentage, 45.8 percent of
Russian-speaking respondents indicated this need as compared to
only 9.3 percent of Estonian-speaking respondents.
Data collection and analysis did not determine the cause of
these needs; however, the differences are again probably related
to the individual culture of each language group, and also, the
impact of the shift from communism to independence. For example,
Russian-speaking people must now adjust to the fall of the social
system in which many people believed and trusted. They now
struggle with the meaning and purpose of life in the wake of the
communism's collapse. In contrast, Estonian-speaking people have
their independence. A restored sense of meaning and purpose
exists, yet the present day is also a time of great social
transition. Concerns and anxieties are prevalent; thus,
respondents are looking for peace of mind in the midst of these
sometimes turbulent transitions.
General Categories , Several general categories describing
the conversion period indicate important distinctions among the
language groups. First, this data continues to confirm the
influential role of the group on Russian-speaking respondents.
In both the physical setting and social setting of the conversion
experience, Russian-speaking respondents more frequently reported
the role of the local church (64.6 percent to 44.2 percent) and
the regular worship service (47.9 percent to 27.9 percent) when
compared to Estonian-speaking respondents . The same dynamic was
reported for special services (18.8 percent compared to 4.7
percent) . Conversely, Estonian-speaking respondents reported a
higher influence from the more intimate setting of a "small
group" (20.9 percent compared to 4.2 percent).
Second, a distinction arises when considering a general
description of the conversion process by the categories of mostly
a conscious choice, mostly irresistibility, mostly insight, and
mostly emotions. For these categories, respondents selected all
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responses that applied. For both languages, mostly emotions was
indicated less than 20.0 percent of the time. For Russian-
speaking people, irresistibility and a conscious choice were
selected approximately twice as often by Estonian-speaking people
(47.9 percent as compared to 27.9 percent, and 54.2 percent as
compared to 27.9 percent, respectively). Conversely, Estonian-
speaking people indicated the significance of insight twice as
often as Russian-speaking people (41.9 percent as compared to
20.8 percent). Similar to previous sections, the data documented
the findings, but did not identify the reasons for the responses.
Again, the differences in culture among these language groups
probably influenced these responses. Russian-speaking
respondents seem more open to the influence of God's active will
irresistibly drawing them to conversion. In addition, the
respondent's own conscious choice, and act of the will,
influences the conversion experience. For Estonian-speaking
people, insight, perhaps born out of reflection and dialogue,
provides the stronger influence .
The Mystical in Christian Conversion . Manifestations of the
mystical components of Christian conversion represent another
area of differences in the language groups. One evidence of a
significant mystical component was the high percentage of persons
who provided data about supernatural experiences. In addition,
respondents' reports continually focused on personal encounters
with the Living God. Distinctions arise as to the manifestation
of these mystical experiences among the language groups. For
Russian-speaking respondents, the data reported the influence of
dreams, visions, and mediums (extrasensitives) . These
phenomena were almost entirely absent from Estonian-speaking
75 Insights for this discussion are informed by the author's
own observation, conversations with Russian-speaking people, and
specific inquiry with Russian Research Assistant, Olga
Gorjainova .
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data, particularly in preconversion. A common proverb among
Russian speaking people refers to the "mystic soul of the
Russian." This mystic soul is exemplified as a thread throughout
the writings of classic Russian writers such as Tolstoy,
Dostoevski, Kuprin and Chekhov. Although religion was prohibited
under communism, spiritualism flourished among common people.
Credence was given to dreams and the counsel (practice) of
spiritual mediums . This dynamic appears to have especially
prepared the Russian soul to be receptive to mystical encounters
with God.
Mysticism and encounters with the supernatural were also
apparent among Estonian-speaking respondents; however, the form
or manifestation of expression was different. Estonian-speaking
respondents tended to encounter the mystical through answered
prayer, through the gaining of spiritual insights. Then later in
the conversion process, respondents reported even more explicit
encounters with God's power, particularly through the baptism of
the Holy Spirit, often including the gift of tongues, and through
miracles of healing. Protestant rationalism may be a stronger
factor among Estonian-speaking people in which initial encounters
with God are processed more on the level of knowledge and insight
than on a feeling level.
For both language groups, the mystical in Christian
conversion is reflected by responses to a number of the PCI
cjuestions, especially the narrative responses. The data was
clear that manifestations of the mystical occur in both
languages . The difference appeared in how the mystical was
manifested.
Summary of Important Distinctions Among the Language Groups.
The data revealed a number of important distinctions between the
language groups. In particular, Estonian-speaking respondents
indicated a stronger influence from friends and small, intimate
groups. Estonian-speaking respondents also reported stronger
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emphasis upon insight in the conversion process. In contrast,
Russian-speaking respondents indicated stronger influence from
groups, particularly the worshipping congregation. Russian-
speaking respondents also reported stronger influence from two
distinct categories: irresistibility and a conscious choice.
Both groups demonstrated a mystical component; however, the
manifestation of the mystical was different . Russian-speaking
respondents, in preconversion, demonstrated openness to the
mystical through dreams, vision, and mediiuns. These phenomena
were absent from Estonian-speaking respondents. However,
Estonian-speaking respondents reported concrete expressions of
the mystical after gaining basic insight into the Christian
faith. Experiences included answered prayer, healings, spiritual
insight and the gift of tongues .
An Indigenous Model of the Conversion Process
To this point, research conclusions have focused on two
important principles: the fact of a contemporary movement of God
in postcommunist Estonia; and the primary similarities and
distinctions among the Estonian and Russian language groups. The
discussion now turns to a general model of the conversion process
occurring in TMCE. The discussion focuses upon the three primary
periods investigated by the PCI: (1) preconversion; (2)
conversion; and (3) postconversion. Following presentation of a
model for each period, the model will be compared and contrasted
with relevant models of the conversion process presented in the
review of related literature. In addition, the most significant
theological insights and implications of this indigenous model
will be offered.
The Preconversion Period
Four primary components, under the direct and indirect
influence of the Holy Spirit, define the preconversion period:
(1) relationships with Christians; (2) exposure to God's Word;
(3) struggles with life's problems; and (4) personal encounters
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with the Living God. Chapter 4 presents a more detailed analysis
of these four components. These four form the foundation of the
preconversion period model.
TMCE Preconversion Period Model . Preconversion functions
like a funnel in which the life of the seeker is channeled by
God's grace, working through the four primary components, toward
the actual conversion experience. As time progresses, the Holy
Spirit works in and through the four primary components bringing
focus and clarity to the spiritual journey- Multiple cognitive
and affective experiences occur with the result that the future
convert draws closer and closer to the actual time of Christian
conversion .
Although material in a funnel usually flows directly from
the large end to the small end, the preconversion spiritual
journey is not a static, linear experience in which each specific
step is predictable and experienced by all persons in. exactly the
same way. Rather, a dynamic process occurs in which
intrapersonal concerns along with external factors work in
concert with the Holy Spirit to prepare the future convert. The
time line will include stages of progression, and may also
include periods of apparent stagnation or regression.
Specific details as to how each person experiences the four
primary components varies from person to person, from group to
group, and from culture to culture. Nevertheless, most people,
in some way, are prepared for conversion through multiple
relationships with Christian people and Christian groups;
exposure to God' s Word through personal reading and through
listening to preaching and teaching; struggling with life's
problems and understanding God's love, support, and answers
during difficult times; and personal encounters with the Living
God which prove God' s existence, love, and plan for redeeming
humanity- Figure 5, on the following page, presents this
process .
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TMCE Preconversion Period Model
TMCE Preconversion Period Model and Related Literature. The
preconversion period in TMCE strongly correlates with several
primary findings of the literature on conversion. First, TMCE
Preconversion Model confirms findings that preconversion is a
process, over a period of time, that involves a variety of
cognitive and affective concerns. The review of related
literature in Chapter 2 provided discussion of this principle,
particularly in the fields of sociology, faith development,
evangelism, church growth, and missiology. Second, the
importance of relationships with Christian persons and groups
correlates particularly with Donald McGavran' s writings on the
"bridges of God." A relationship with a credible, witnessing
Christian provides an important link between God and the future
Christian. Third, the intersection of the Gospel and a person's
felt needs is clearly represented as people struggle with life's
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problems and discover God as they seek solutions. Fourth, this
model suggests a changing worldview which more accurately
understands the person and purposes of God as people personally
encounter the Living God. Fifth, the data confirmed the work of
those who advocate that Christian conversion is normally preceded
by multiple exposures to the Christian faith which prepare people
for Christian conversion.
The data does not provide sufficient evidence, except in a
general sense, to correlate with either the Engel Scale or with
Tippett' s Model of the Conversion Process. The fact of
progression over a period of time is clear; however, the data did
not provide specific details related to the spiritual decision
making process, and points of awakening and periods of decision.
The data does, however, provide indication that relationships and
attitudes directly influenced by cultural norms do significantly
contribute to preconversion. This finding correlates with Liu,
and Johnson and Maloney, and Lattimer whose research demonstrated
the influential role of affective relationships and culturally
informed attitudes of openness to Christians and the Gospel.
The primary contribution of this model to current literature
on the conversion process is the emphasis upon critical, multiple
relationships which influence preconversion. From the
perspective of the unconverted, these relationships include: (1)
relationships with Christians; (2) a relationship with God's
Word; (3) a relationship with God by seeking solutions to the
problems of life; and (4) a growing personal relationship with
God based on direct, personal encounters. As the unconverted
matures in these four relationships. Christian conversion becomes
more likely. Lack of relationship with these four, or stagnation
of these relationships, may inhibit or prevent a person from
experiencing conversion and becoming a Christian. Specific
attention to these four in ministries of evangelism will enable a
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growing number of persons to experience Christian conversion in
the future .
Theological Reflection on TMCE Preconversion Period Model.
Theologically, this model reflects key elements of the nature of
God who comes "to seek and to save that which was lost" (Luke
19:10) . First, the model reflects God's prevenient grace that
operates personally for every person through the four primary
components with the result that people are drawn to Christian
conversion. God's love does not require that everyone walk the
exact same path. Instead, God meets each person at the point of
his or her particular circumstances, personality, and level of
intellect . Then, God draws that person forward in the spiritual
journey toward conversion through a personalized spiritual
journey influenced by cultural norms.
Second, this model reflects the Christian witness's great
privilege and responsibility. The data clearly illustrated that
God's usual agent is a Christian or Christians who are willing to
establish a credible, witnessing relationship with the
unbeliever . Occasionally, the data reflected God alone as the
primary agent; however, normally the agent was a person and/or
group whom God used to influence another person for conversion.
This principle reflects the responsibility of Christians to
witness for Christ through words, deeds, and signs. It also
demonstrates the great privilege which God has granted to
Christians: the privilege of bearing the life-changing message of
the Gospel,
Third, TMCE Preconversion Model clearly illustrates God' s
active self-revelation through personal encounters with the
unconverted. While God uses Christian witnesses as a critical
component of preconversion, the Christian witness is not alone,
God also directly reveals God's love, plan, and purpose. Each
person's spiritual journey includes encounters with the Living
God who personally seeks to bring people to the experience of
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Christian conversion. These encounters may include answered
prayer, special knowledge or feelings, or even dreams and
visions. These encounters may be through various agents.
Irregardless of the type of manifestation, the end result is that
the unconverted clearly understands the reality of God and an
increasing knowledge of the truth of the Gospel .
Fourth, this model reflects the principle of multiple
exposures to the Christian faith prior to conversion. This model
rejects the idea that preconversion is limited to a single
witness presenting the Gospel one time to a person who then
readily accepts the Gospel message and experiences Christian
conversion. Rather, the normative experience of most people who
become Christians is multiple exposures to the Gospel through the
four primary components, presented in the model, over a period of
time. The number of exposures and types of exposures vary from
person to person, and perhaps vary from culture to culture.
Nevertheless, God's usual means for preparing people for
conversion is through multiple experiences over a period of time
of God's prevenient grace.
�Summary of TMCE Preconversion Model . The preconversion
funnel represents how different combinations of the four primary
components intersect with the uniqueness of each individual
person resulting in a person moving closer and closer to
Christian conversion. While not articulating specific steps in
the spiritual decision-making process, nor carefully defining
specific periods and points of preconversion, the model does
reflect the dynamic nature of preconversion and identifies four
primary components or relationships which influence the
preconversion process. Throughout preconversion, the data
reflected both the indirect and direct influence of God' s seeking
love which desires to bring all people to the experience of
Christian conversion {1 Tim. 2:3b).
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The Conversion Period
As the conversion experience becomes imminent, the
conversion period begins. Primary components defining this
period include: (1) an increasing awareness of the personal need
for Christian conversion; (2) an external catalyst; (3) the
actual Christian conversion experience; and (4) initial evidences
of Christian conversion. Chapter 4 presents a more detailed
analysis. These four combine to create the conversion period
model .
TMCE Conversion Period Model . The end of the preconversion
period and the beginning of the conversion period are not
separated by a clear division. Rather, a dynamic flow exists
from one period to the next, bridged by a culminating of the
preconversion period that results in an increasing awareness of a
personal need for conversion. This awareness involves varying
degrees of knowledge and feelings related to personal sinfulness
and God's provision of salvation by faith in Jesus Christ. The
unconverted is in final preparations for a personal act of
repentance and belief leading to Christian conversion.
At some point in this process, an external catalyst
stimulates a dynamic reaction, eventually resulting in the actual
Christian conversion experience. This external catalyst may
include a regular or special event, a person or persons
(including God alone) , a specific message, and/or an direct or
indirect invitation for Christian conversion. God uses this
stimulus synergistically to influence the entire being of the
unconverted. Final preparations are completed. The unconverted
is ready to experience Christian conversion.
Moving to the actual conversion experience, the person
experiences the profound reality of Christian conversion. The
actual conversion might be experienced gradually over a period of
time or suddenly (unexpectedly) at a specific point in time, or
the conversion may reflect some combination of these two
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elements. The physical setting might include a church sanctuary
and a worshipping congregation, or it may occur in the solitude
of a private experience at home. The social setting might
include a crowd, a few intimate friends, or alone. Special
feelings, emotions, or insights will be experienced. The person
experiencing conversion may be any age. The exact combination of
factors is infinite because no two people are exactly alike and
no two conversions are exactly alike.
While every conversion is personalized and unique, every
conversion also contains certain general, repeatable components
that are common to most experiences of conversion. All Christian
conversions are encounters with the life-changing power of God
through repentance and faith. And, all who experience Christian
conversion become united in the body of Christ, the family of
God, through this common experience.
Following the actual conversion experience, the new
Christian experiences the first initial evidences of Christian
conversion. This phase in the conversion process involves
special feelings, special insights or knowledge, and particular
behaviors or actions confirming to the new Christian that, in
fact. Christian conversion has taken place. This initial
evidence or evidences are considered the first fruits of
conversion, or in some cases, a distinct assurance that Christian
conversion has occurred.
Figure 6, on the following page, provides a general
schematic of the conversion period. This diagram reflects an
increasing, concentrated awareness of the personal need for
conversion coming out of the funnel of preconversion. An
external catalyst intersects the unconverted person's life,
resulting in final preparation for Christian conversion. Using
the analogy of birth, the unconverted can be described as "full
term" and awaiting the time when the "new birth" will occur . The
actual conversion experience is reflected by a large heart with a
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cross in the center. This symbol reflects the divine transaction
in which the unconverted receives a "new heart" from God. The
various lines passing through the heart indicate that conversion
can be experienced suddenly (or unexpectly) or gradually, or some
combination of these two. Some lines follow a quicker route.
Other lines are longer, taking more time to complete. All lines,
regardless of their length, represent legitimate paths for
Christian conversion. All lines represent people who actually
experience Christian conversion. Following the conversion
experience, the new Christian experiences personal confirmation
that, in fact, conversion has occurred. First fruits are evident
and symbolized in the schematic by various fruits of feelings,
knowledge, behaviors, and insights.
Figure 6
TMCE Conversion Period Model
TMCE Conversion Period Model and Related Literature . TMCE
Conversion Model correlates with the primary literature on the
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conversion in a number of important areas. First, the model
concurs with the scholars discussed in Chapter 2 who emphasized
that conversion is a process involving cognitive and affective
elements . For this period, as the influences of preconversion
culminate, final preparations for the actual conversion
experience are completed. An external catalyst intersects.
Christian conversion occurs, followed by initial evidences of
conversion. Second, the model addresses the concern from
psychological literature as to whether conversion is gradual or
sudden. This data confirmed the findings of those who recognize
that conversion can be experienced by either of these two or some
combination of the two. The data revealed that a better
description of the sudden category is often "unexpected." Both
sudden and unexpected reflect a conversion that is experienced at
a point in time or very short period of time. The unexpected
response reflects that Christian conversion was not premeditated,
but rather occurred like a pleasant surprise. Third, the model
addresses the issue of age at conversion which is also primarily
discussed in psychological literature. This model reflects that
conversion can occur at any age. In the data, the Estonian-
speaking congregations correlated with those who advocate that
conversion is primarily an adolescent experience. The Russian-
speaking data reflected that presently the conversion experience
is occurring through a wide range of ages . Finally, the model
reflects an emphasis upon the work of regeneration in Christian
conversion. The symbol of the heart with a cross in its center
reflects the primary emphasis of the data and correlates with
models of conversion which focus upon the real internal and
external changes that occur in a person during Christian
conversion. This emphasis correlates with theologians including
Spener and Wesley who emphasized a "new birth" through Christian
conversion. This emphasis also correlates with missiologists,
including Kraft, who make a distinction between Christian
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conversion versus a cultural conversion, including a shift in
worldview to the Lordship of Jesus Christ.
The primary contribution that the model makes to existing
literature on the conversion process is the specific treatment
and attention given to the external catalyst. Conversion models
discussed in the literature review, typically ignore the
importance of an external catalyst just prior to the conversion
process. Research data on TMCE clearly indicate that an external
catalyst is one of God's significant instruments during the
conversion period. The catalyst may be a primary agent by person
or group, or this stimulus may be an agent coming from a specific
message, event, or invitation. In any case, the external
catalyst has a specific influence which leads directly to the
time of conversion. This area of research should be explored
more extensively in the future in order to define and articulate
the role, characteristics, and influence of the external
catalyst . Strategic evangelism ministries should intentionally
develop a wide variety of ministry options that God can use as
catalysts for conversion.
Theological Reflection on TMCE Conversion Period Model . The
Scriptures clearly indicate that God desires that "all people to
be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth" (1 Tim. 2:4) .
Further, the Scriptures state that God is always ready to receive
(John 1:12) and transform, through Christian conversion, the
lives of people who will repent and believe. God is always
ready; however, people are not. Therefore, people undergo a
process through which they are influenced by God, Christians, and
the Christian faith. Preconversion preparation of cognitive and
affective components culminates at the point that the unconverted
realizes the need for personal conversion and God's provision for
conversion through repentance and faith. Influenced by an
external catalyst, the actual conversion occurs followed by
additional stages and steps in the conversion process. Central
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to the general experience of Christian conversion is a focus upon
conversion as a process, whether long or short, that includes the
actual time of the conversion experience. Like preconversion the
conversion period reflects the intricate, personalized work of
God bringing a person to the Christian faith.
A second important area of reflection regards the report of
new Christians on the nature of the conversion experience. A
dominant theme in the data reflected the real change of
regeneration or the new birth. While the issue of what Christ
has done for the respondents (including justification and
adoption) is occasionally mentioned, respondent statements
typically focused upon what Christ had done in the respondents.
In particular, respondents usually emphasized a distinct
awareness of the forgiveness of sins and of the actual changes
within the new Christian's life. This present movement of God
reflects lives that are being transformed through Christian
conversion. This transformation of heart and worldview includes
cognitive changes, shifts of allegiance from the rule of oneself
to the rule of God, and changes in moral character and actions.
Two primary theological influences are evident in the experience
of TMCE. First, TMCE reflects reformation theology's rejection
of sacramental conversion and recovery of apostolic teaching on
the nature of God's grace and the importance of personal faith.
Christian conversion was marked by an emphasis upon salvation by
grace and through faith in Jesus Christ. Second, TMCE reflects
Wesleyan theology's emphasis upon regeneration and the "new
birth" of Christian conversion. While justification and adoption
are occasionally acknowledged, the regenerating and transforming
nature of Christian conversion is emphasized.
Finally, a third primary issue for theological reflection
involves the role of the external catalyst. Conversion
literature has documented that God uses various persons, events,
messages, and other external factors to influence people for
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Christian conversion. However, the external catalyst in the
model is a specific stimulus that directly leads to the actual
conversion experience. An examination of Scripture supports the
external catalyst principle. For example, Paul's external
catalyst was his experience on the Damascus Road (Acts 9:3ff).
For those converted in Jerusalem on Pentecost, the catalyst was
Peter's preaching and invitation (Acts 2:14ff). Other examples
abound. Christian conversion, for most people, involves this
external catalyst whom God uses as a direct agent of influence.
The stimulus varies from person to person, and when combined with
the internal factors at work within the unconverted person,
creates a catalytic reaction leading to the actual experience of
Christian conversion.
Summary of TMCE Conversion Period Model. The Conversion
Model represents the primary processes at work among Estonian-
speaking and Russian-speaking people in TMCE. This model begins
as Christian conversion becomes imminent. Prior to the actual
conversion experience two primary components are highlighted
which include the internal growing awareness of personal need for
conversion and an external catalyst. These two unite to directly
influence and move the unconverted person to Christian
conversion. Two other components include the actual Christian
conversion experience and the initial evidences that Christian
conversion has occurred. This model reflects the common
experiences of most people who become Christians. It also
provides the flexibility needed to represent the variety of
authentic paths which God uses in Christian conversion.
The Postconversion Period
Following the conversion period, the new Christian enters
the postconversion period characterized by (1) foundational
experiences; (2) general growth in Christian maturity; (3) crises
of faith; and (4) desires for the future. Chapter 4 presents a
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more detailed analysis. These four combine to create the
postconversion period model.
TMCE Postconversion Period Model. The Postconversion Period
Model is characterized by an inverted funnel opening from the
conversion period. The funnel opens quickly representing the
rich, wide range of experiences in the Christian life. Within
the funnel, four general experiences are reflected.
The four primary components are listed singularly; however,
in reality, they are intertwined with one another. Typically,
the foundational experiences occur relatively early in the
postconversion period. The foundational experiences most
frequently reported include water baptism, baptism in the Holy
Spirit, church membership, holy communion, and confirmation.
Since these reflect the basic experiences common to most new
converts, this general component of postconversion is placed in
the center of the figure and closer to the apex.
General growth in Christian maturity, a second primary
component, focuses primarily upon the continuing practice and
experience of prayer, God's Word, Christian service, and
continuing encounters with the Living God. This component is
listed twice, on both sides of the foundational experiences,
reflecting the significance of ongoing spiritual formation and
the development of a maturing Christian lifestyle.
The third general component, crises of faith, represents a
variety of specific crises that provide an opportunity for
struggle and growth in the Christian life. Particular crises may
include doubt and confusion, disillusionments with other
Christians, and marriage/family/personal issues. Some crises
represent growth points that reach resolution. Other crises may
reoccur repeatedly if no resolution is achieved. Additionally,
some crises will appear at different times and phases of the
Christian life.
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The fourth general component reflects the two primary
desires of new Christians : growth in Christian character and the
spread of Christian conversion. Growth in Christian character
includes maturing levels of Christ-like thoughts, attitudes, and
actions. The spread of Christian conversion reflects the desire
of new Christians that other people would also experience
conversion. These desires help provide direction and motivation
as the new converts progress in their spiritual journeys. Figure
7 presents the postconversion model.
Figure 7
TMCE Postconversion Period Model
TMCE Postconversion Period Model and Related Literature.
Most literatures related to the conversion process either end
their discussion with the conversion period or provide limited
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information related to postconversion. Two models which do
provide treatments of postconversion include the Engel Scale and
Tippet's Model of the Conversion Process. Engel emphasizes a
number of specific steps reflecting the process of
sanctif ication, beginning with a postdecision evaluation and
continuing to maturing levels of internal and external
reproduction. Tippett 's model reflects the postconversion
process through a period of incorporation, a point of
consummation (a specific work of sanctifying grace) , and a final,
ongoing period of maturity. Both the Engel Scale and Tippet's
model correlate with the general findings of TMCE Postconversion
Model which reflects the ongoing process of postconversion
spiritual formation including the identification of a number of
specific steps or stages in that process.
A primary contribution of TMCE Postconversion Model to
literature on the conversion process is the specific
identification of important foundational experiences, the role of
crises, and the potential of future desires. Foundational
experiences serve to ground the new Christian in the Christian
faith, and in some instances, serve as rites of passage within
the Christian community. The role of crises represents an area
which is underdeveloped in literature directly related to
evangelism. Greater understanding of the crises which new
Christians encounter will help inform ministries, especially
during the early stages of postconversion. Finally, the
importance and value of new Christian's future desires reflects
the present reality and dynamism of Christian conversion and
suggests an important agenda for enabling Christian service and
personal growth as a witness for Christ.
Thpningical Reflection on TMCE Postconversion Perinri MnH^I
TMCE Postconversion Period Model reflects the progressive nature
of the Christian faith, which includes the actual conversion
experience and continues throughout a person's life. The data
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clearly reflected that the actual conversion is not the final
step, but rather a primary formative experience which launches
the new Christian into another stage of the spiritual journey.
The process of growth as a Christian now begins and includes a
myriad of factors and influences, both external and internal,
which shape the character and quality of the new Christian' s
life. While early postconversion is underdeveloped in the
literature, some theologians do address this period of time. In
particular, Wesley emphasized a pastoral theology which enabled
growth in the spiritual journey of new Christians. Through an
emphasis upon the means of grace, fellowship in small groups, and
mutual accountability, Wesley nurtured an evangelistic movement
that eventually influenced people in most countries in the world.
An important component of this new Christian life are the
foundational experiences including several rites of passage, or
common experiences, of those who have experienced Christian
conversion. Water baptism, baptism in the Holy Spirit, church
membership, holy communion, and confirmation represent the most
frequently reported experiences of most new Christians in TMCE.
As a denomination influenced by Wesleyan theology. Christian
conversion is not usually synonymous with church membership or
confirmation, but normally precedes these rites of passage. In
relation to water baptism. Christian conversion was occasionally
mentioned as synonymous particularly among the Russian-speaking
respondents, but normally water baptism, like baptism in the Holy
Spirit, followed the actual Christian conversion experience.
Christian conversion does not solve all problems or remedy
all difficulties. Future crises will be encountered and reflect
one means which God uses to cause growth in Christian character.
Romans 5:1-5 states this principle:
Therefore having been justified by faith, we have peace
with God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom
also we have obtained our introduction by faith into
this grace in which we stand; and we exult in hope of
the glory of God. And not only this, but we also exalt
in our tribulations, knowing that our tribulation
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brings about perseverance; and perseverance, proven
character; and proven character, hope; and hope does
not disappoint , because the love of God has been
poured out within our hearts through the Holy Spirit
who was given to us.
Crises provide opportunities for growth as the new Christian
continues to learn how to turn to God in every situation, seeking
God' s strength and resolutions , Life situations become one of
God's instruments in causing growth in character, knowledge,
wisdom and behavior .
Finally, future desires or objectives reflect another
important area for theological reflection. One of God's means
for leading a person to Christian maturity is through granting
visions or desires for the future. The data revealed that growth
in Christian character and the spread of conversion are two
priorities for those who have been transformed through Christian
conversion. These priorities can serve as specific goals which
new Christians can seek to achieve by God' s grace . They provide
an agenda and focus for the present and the future .
Summary of TMCE Postconversion Period Model . The
postconversion model reflects the primary processes which occur
in the life of a person who has recently experienced Christian
conversion. Key components include (1) foundation experiences
which ground the new Christian in the Christian faith and assist
in incorporation into the body of Christ and the local church;
(2) general growth in Christian character and behavior resulting
in maturing Christ -like thoughts, words, and deeds; (3) various
crises and struggles with life's problems that God uses to cause
maturity in the Christian life; and (4) future desires or
objectives which motivate, challenge, and set an agenda for new
Christians as they move forward in their spiritual journey. This
model reflects the current indigenous situation among Estonian-
speaking and Russian-speaking people in more detail than other
models in the literature on the processes of conversion.
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Further, these same principles are expected to generically apply
across nimierous other cultures and language groups.
Summary of TMCE Conversion
Process Model
TMCE Conversion Process Model presents an indigenous model
of the primary processes of conversion among Estonian-speaking
and Russian-speaking people. The preconversion period represents
a combination of intrapersonal and external factors that both
affect and effect the unconverted person to Christian conversion.
The conversion period demonstrates the dynamic transformation,
whether experienced, gradually or suddenly (unexpectedly) , that
occurs in a personal act of repentance and faith. The
postconversion period reflects the primary experiences of new
Christians and provides indications of the Christian life in the
future. Considered comprehensively, the model reflects the
direct, personal activity of God and the indirect activity of God
operating through personalized combinations of people, events,
circumstances, and other influences, resulting in a person
becoming a Christian. Progression is represented throughout the
model demonstrating that conversion is a process affected and
effected by various influences. At the center of the model is
the actual conversion experience which may occur at a point in
time or over a period of time. Whether a long period of time or
occurring in an instant, the reality of Christian conversion is
unquestioned and confirmed by the transformation of character
reflected in the new Christian's thoughts, words, and deeds.
Developed inductively from research conducted on the multi
cultural TMCE, this model not only identifies the conversion
process for TMCE, but also suggests a model of conversion which,
with minor adjustments, could be applied to other cultures. The
model is a balance of specific and general components identifying
the primary processes of conversion and reflecting a rich variety
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of experiences that God is using to bring people to Christian
conversion .
Implications of the Primary Processes of
Christian Conversion in TMCE
Four primary implications arise from this research which
directly informs present and future ministries of evangelism in
TMCE. Based upon indigenous data, the primary implications
include: (1) TMCE should emphasize the wide variety of possible
paths that God is using to bring people to Christian conversion;
(2) TMCE should evangelize with specific sensitivity to the
distinctive aspects of each language group; (3) TMCE should
understand and respond appropriately to the contemporary context
for each language group seeking to cultivate and maximize
receptivity to the Gospel, and (4) TMCE should move forward with
a major church planting initiative.
Emphasis Upon a Wide
Variety of Paths
TMCE should emphasize the wide variety of paths which God is
using to bring people to the Christian conversion experience and
continue in the development of nxmerous ministries which enable a
breadth of personal spiritual journeys. This research documented
that Christian conversion in TMCE has been occurring through a
wide range of personal experiences influenced by a complex set of
factors. As George Morris often quotes from Barclay, "God has
His own secret stairway into every human heart" (160) . There is
not one way, but rather a variety of ways through which people
can experience Christian conversion and become Christians.
Therefore, evangelism strategy and methodology should reflect a
broad range of ministries that intersect with the data for each
period of the conversion process. Knowledge and communication of
this principle within TMCE can encourage people to creatively use
their personality, spiritual gifts, and friendship networks to
reach people with the Gospel. This research confirms that
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evangelism is not the ministry of a few gifted persons, but
rather the data conclude that evangelism is a process involving
multiple relationships with niomerous people and groups, through a
variety of circumstances and ministries that influence persons
over a period of time. TMCE Conversion Process Model provides an
indigenous description of the multifaceted nature of the
conversion process. This model provides a concrete tool for
communicating the variety of ways in which God is at work
bringing people to Christian conversion.
Evangelism Ministries Sensitive
to the Language Groups
TMCE should focus upon evangelism ministries that are
sensitive to the specific distinctions among the Estonian-
speaking and Russian-speaking language groups. For both language
groups, the importance of friendships is dociimented; however,
among most Estonian-speaking people, the role of quality
Christian friendships is more central to forward movement in the
spiritual journey to Christian conversion. High personal
relationships with Christians lead to greater openness and
inquiry of the Gospel. Christians who confidently trust God, and
who have the ability to articulate the Bible and/or Gospel
message, are particularly effective in both the preconversion and
conversion periods. Estonian-speaking evangelism ministries
should build upon this strength and focus upon numerous ways for
enabling people to develop strong personal relationships with
unbelievers as a specific strategy of evangelism.
For both language groups the role of Christian groups is
important, especially the worshipping congregation and youth
group; however, among Russian-speaking people, the dynamics of
the Christian group is central to people becoming Christians.
Presently, Russian-speaking people demonstrate a distinct
responsiveness to the Gospel in public meetings. Christian
groups that display enthusiastic confidence in God and are able
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to articulate the Bible and/or Gospel message can be particularly
effective in evangelistic outreach. Russian-speaking evangelism
ministries should build upon this strength through even more
creative use of worship services as a primary tool for
evangelism. Lay persons and lay preachers should be instructed
further on the importance of the worship service for evangelism.
Invitations for people to respond publicly to the Gospel should
continue .
An Appropriate Response to
the Contemporary Context
TMCE should understand and respond appropriately to the
contemporary context for each language group seeking to cultivate
and maximize receptivity to the Gospel. The dynamics of
resistance and receptivity appear to have changed with
independence. Since independence, Estonian-speaking people may
have become less receptive to the Gospel while Russian-speaking
people remain generally receptive to the Gospel. Primary
evidence for these conclusions exists both in the number of
respondents per language group and the graph of growth for each
language group.
Estonian-speaking ministries will benefit from additional
research into the causes of the decline in the graph of growth.
Understanding more exactly the causes of decline can provide the
opportunity for evangelistic solutions leading to conversion
growth. Estonia is experiencing a great period of transition in
every level of society. Independence has provided the
opportunity for a rise in national spirit and Estonian self-
sufficiency- Estonian-speaking people appear to be looking more
to themselves than to God to discover meaning in life and
solutions for their problems. TMCE needs a fresh emphasis upon
the work of evangelism, including adjustment to strategy and
methodology which take the current context seriously. More
indigenous ministries, informed by this research and other
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inquiries, and a focus upon ministry to current felt needs may
reveal greater receptivity to the Gospel. Furthermore, the
current context of independence, coupled with increasing Western
influence and materialism, may require a new evangelistic
hermenuetic and appropriate apologetics to engage today's secular
people .
Russian-speaking ministries reflect significant conversion
growth as indicated in the number of respondents and in the graph
of growth. The transition to independence has revealed a high
level of receptivity to the Gospel. Russian-speaking people now
represent the minority culturally, politically, nationally and
linguistically. An opportunity exists for a significant present-
day harvest among this audience. TMCE should take full advantage
of current levels of receptivity among Russian-speaking people.
This research suggests that increased evangelistic outreach
through strategic ministries will result in increasing levels of
conversion growth. During this season of harvest, Russian-
speaking ministries should be encouraged to expand and increase
evangelistic outreach as rapidly as possible in order to reach
the populations of Russian-speaking people in Estonia.
Since Russian-speaking people reside in all the former
Soviet republics and have been experiencing similar dynamics, the
results of this research on Russian-speaking people can be
applied to other former Soviet republics . God' s prevenient grace
has prepared Russian-speaking people for this moment in history.
Implementing strategic ministries that are sensitive to the
distinctive characteristics of Russian-speaking people are
essential in order to reach as many Russian-speaking people as
possible during this window of opportunity.
Ma-inr Chm-oh Planting Initiative
TMCE should continue and even increase the present emphasis
upon church planting through strategic, aggressive planting of
evangelistic congregations. The new congregations started since
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independence contribute significantly to the graph of growth,
particularly for Russian-speaking ministries. Yet
proportionately, a Methodist Church exists in very few Estonian
cities. No major city has more than one Methodist Church.
Recent successes in church planting demonstrate the potential for
evangelistic outreach.
As church planting strategy is considered, Estonian-speaking
and Russian-speaking congregations should be started as close as
possible to major populations of receptive people who are
presently not being reached for Christ. Various church planting
methodologies should be explored including existing congregations
helping to start new fellowships and church planting teams
starting congregations in distant areas which have no Christian
church. Both urban and rural strategies must be considered, as
well as the role of the new EMK Theological Seminary to support
church planting ministries.
Beginning new congregations requires vision and hard work.
Yet, this research confirms a long established principle of
church growth: planting evangelistic churches positively affects
and effects conversion growth. Now is the time to press forward
in a strategic church planting initiative.
Additional Emerging Issues and Questions
This research has reported a nximber of major findings
related to the primary processes of Christian conversion in TMCE
since independence in 1991; however, this research is not
exhaustive and has given rise to a number of emerging issues and
questions for further exploration which this data can inform or
which may require additional research with a larger sample. Qne
area for future investigation is the influence of culture upon
the conversion process. This study was sensitive to some of the
similarities and differences of the Estonian-speaking and
Russian-speaking language groups; yet, more detailed analysis and
interpretation from a larger sample is needed to fully understand
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cultural influences effecting and affecting Christian conversion.
For example, in preconversion four primary components are
identified. One issue for further investigation would be to
determine if one or more of the components is more influential
for a particular language group.
A second emerging issue for further inquiry is the influence
of leaders and leadership styles as well as ministry and ministry
styles upon Christian conversion. This study documented the
primary processes, but it did not always determine the cause of
certain aspects of the primary processes. Issues emerging
related to this issue might include:
1. Who are the primary leaders in TMCE? How are these
leaders affecting conversion? What leadership
characteristics are affecting conversion growth? What
leadership styles are most effective in affecting
conversion growth?
2. What are the similarities and differences in styles
of worship between Estonian-speaking and Russian-
speaking churches? How do these similarities and
differences affect the preconversion, conversion and
postconversion periods?
3. What other issues related to the program of
ministries of both language groups is influencing
Christian conversion? Areas of inquiry might include:
different types of worship services, children's work,
youth work, small group ministries, choir ministries,
etc .
This study raises many questions related to underlying causes or
factors which influence the character of Christian conversion as
well as the graph of growth. While some similarities and
differences have been documented and analyzed, this study
suggests that additional investigation is needed to more
accurately understand some of the factors effecting Christian
conversion .
A third area of emerging issues and questions relates to the
gender distribution of the sample. By gender, the sample was
comprised of approximately 70.0 percent women and 30.0 percent
men. One concern not addressed in this research is the possible
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larger influence of women upon the conclusions . Questions arise
as to what distinctions are effected and affected by gender
issues. For example, are primary agents the same or different
when considered by language group? And, does the model of the
conversion process need modification or demonstrate particular
emphases when considered by gender.
A fourth area of interest relates to the age of conversion.
When considering the influence of the age distribution in this
sample, 58.1 percent of the Estonian-speaking sample was
comprised of people age 15 to 24. The Russian-speaking sample
was more equally distributed. Additional research is needed to
determine the influence of the youth factor upon the Estonian-
speaking conclusions. For example, among Estonian-speaking
people, does a connection exist between the emphasis on the value
of friendships and the youth factor? What distinctions, if any,
can be discovered that are related to various ages of conversion?
Further, do any shifts or emphases occur in either language group
that are related to various ages of conversion and gender .
Finally, how do gender and age relate to the time line of the
conversion process?
The emerging issues and questions identified in this section
do not exhaust the possibilities for future investigation, but
rather suggest some of the key areas which need more careful
exploration. This dissertation has provided an initial
exploratory study from which this author and others can now seek
to probe in greater depth various aspects of the conversion
process .
The Future of Christian Conversion in TMCE
During Soviet times, Estonian Methodism displayed unusual
resolve and determination as a Christian denomination. Despite
oppression and persecution, TMCE survived, and at times, thrived.
Effective evangelistic outreach occurred. At one time, the
Tallinn Methodist Church was reported as one of the ten fastest
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growing churches in the Soviet Union. And today, this local
church stands as one of the largest congregations by membership
and attendance in European Methodism. Depth of character and a
sacrificial commitment to evangelistic outreach characterize the
history of TMCE. In the future, Estonian Methodism can be
expected to move forward with the same determination that enabled
them to exist and evangelize during Soviet communism.
To assist that forward movement, this research documents and
describes the primary processes of Christian conversion in recent
years. The graph of conversion growth, knowledge about the
similarities and distinctions among the language groups, and an
indigenous model of the conversion process provide TMCE with
indigenous data. Equipped with this knowledge, TMCE can develop
an informed response to the opportunities that God is providing
in the contemporary context of Estonian independence.
The apostle Paul wrote to the Corinthian church that a "wide
door of effective service has opened to me, and there are many
adversaries" (1 Cor. 16.9). The situation is similar for TMCE.
A wide door of opportunity for effective evangelistic outreach
has opened for TMCE, and there are also many adversaries. The
wide door is the freedom to proclaim the Gospel. Adversaries
include the lingering effects of anti-Christian communism and the
influx of Western materialism and secularity. The Apostle Paul
recognized the opportunities which God placed before him. TMCE
also recognizes the opportunities which God has placed before
them, and is responding, and will respond to this moment in the
history of evangelistic outreach.
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Appendix A
NEW CONVERT INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
Introduction t.o t.he New Convert Interview Questionnaire
The New Convert Interview Questionnaire is an author-
designed instrument designed to gather general biographic and
demographic data. This short, structured questionnaire was
translated into Estonian and Russian. After completion of
pretesting, the Research Team gathered data from 234 respondents
according to the population guidelines. Appendix A presents the
NCIQ in English, Estonian and Russian.
The version of the NCIQ used in data collection was printed
on standard margins for A4 paper (European) . The NCIQ has been
reduced for presentation on US Letter paper.
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New Christian Information Questionnaire
Your help is needed. The Baltic Mission Center Theological Seminary is
conducting a study on how people are becoming Christians in Estonia. By
answering these questions you might be helping someone else to become a
Christian in the future.
If you have become a Christian since January 1, 1991...
. . and have been attending a Methodist Church for at least two
months . . .
...and are age fifteen or above...
...then you can help by taking a few minutes and completing all of the
questions in this survey. You do not have to be a member of a Methodist
Church or be baptized to complete this survey.
Thank you for helping with this study. The information you provide will
be kept confidential. Your participation is very important and greatly
appreciated!
Please Provide the Following Information
I . Biographical Information
1. First and Last Mcune (Please print in block letters):
2 . Age :
3. Gender (circle one):
a ) male
b) female
4. Nationality (circle one or fill in the blank):
a) Estonian
b) Russian
c) Other:
5. Occupation: (Circle a response or fill in the blank)
a ) Student
b ) Unemployed
c ) Homemaker
d) Pensioner
e) Other:
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6. Level of Formal Education (circle the highest level which you
have completed) :
a) No formal education
b) Four Classes
c) Eight Classes
d) Secondary
e) Secondary Specialized
f) Unfinished University
g) University
h) More than one University Degree
II. Church Participation
7 . What Methodist Church are you presently attending?
8 . How long have you been attending this Methodist
church?
9. Approximately, how many worship services do you attend at this
Methodist Church each month? (circle one)
1 2 3 4 or more
10. Did you ever attend any Christian church before you experienced
conversion and became a Christian? (circle one)
a) yes
b) no
If "yes," answer the following three questions, if "no" go to
Section III.
10-a. What church or churches were you attending prior to
experiencing conversion?
10-b. How long had you been attending any church or churches
prior to your conversion?
10-c. Approximately how many worship services did you attend
at this church each month?
Holidays Occasionally Less 12 3 4
than 1 or more
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III. Conversion History
11. Have you experienced Christian conversion and become a
Christian? (circle one)
a) yea
b) no
11 -a. If yes, approximately what month and year did you experience
conversion? (Also, include the day of this event in your life if
possible. )
IV. Christian Feunily Background
12. Were you raised in a Christian home? (circle one)
a) yes
b) no
13. At the time of your conversion, who in your home were
Christians, if any? (circle all that apply)
a) wife e) Father i) Sister
b ) Husband f ) Mother j ) Grandmother
J c) Son g) Brother k) Grandfather
d) Daughter h) No one 1) Other:
If you would like to tell more about your conversion story or if you would
like to help in our further research projects, then please leave your
address and phone number.
Address:
Telephone :
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Kusimustik noorte kristlaste kohta
Palume sinu abi. Eesti Metodisti Kiriku Teoloogiline Seminar
viib labi uurimuse selle kohta, kuidas Eestis inimesed Jumala juurde
jouavad. Tahame seda uurimust kasutada selleks, et aidata inimestel
leida teed Kristuse juurde.
Kui sa oled saanud kristlaseks ajavahemikus 1991-1994...
. . . ja oled kiilastanud metodisti kirikut vahemalt kaks kuud
...ja oled 15-aastane vol vanem, siis void meid aidata.
Vota moni minut aega ning vasta koigile all jargnevatele
kiisimustele. Sa ei pea olema metodisti kiriku liige, et seda
kusimustikku taita.
Sinu abi on vaga oluline ja me oleme sulle siidcmiest tanulikud
Palume iaronevat informatsiooni
I. Eluloolised andmed
1. Ees- ja perekonnanimi (triikitahtedega)
2. Vanus;
3. Sugu (tofflba joon alia):
a) mees
b) naine
4. Rahvus (tomba joon alia vol kirjuta rahvus joonele):
a) eestlane
b) venelane
c) teised:
5. Amet (tomba joon alia voi kirjuta joonele):
a) opilane
b ) tbotu
c ) kodune
d) pensionar
e) teised:
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6. Haridus (tomba joon alia):
a) vahem kui neli klassi
b) neli klassi
c) kaheksa klassi
d) kesk
e ) keskeri
f) Idpetamata kdrgem
g ) kSrgem
h) enam kui Uks korgharidus
II. Kirikuskaimine
7. Missugust metodisti kirikut sa praegu kiilastad?
8 . Kui kaua sa oled selles kirikus kainud?
9. Mitut jumalateenistust sa keskmiselt selles metodisti
kirikus iga kuu kiilastad? (tomba joon alia)
12 3 rohkem kui 4
10. Kas sa kaisid ka enne oma poordumist mones kirikus? (tomba
joon alia)
a) jah
b) ei
Kui jah, siis vasta jargnevale kolmele kiisimusele. Kui ei, siis mine
edasi III osa juurde.
10-a. Mlssuguses kirikus vol kirikutes kaisid enne
poordumist?
10-b. Kui kaua sa kaisid kirikus enne poordumist?
10-c. Mitut jumalateenistust sa siis keskmiselt iga kuu
kiilastasid? (tomba joon alia)
piihade vahete- vahem 12 3 rohkem
ajal vahel kui 1 kui 4
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III. Poordumine
11. Kas sa oled Kristuse vastu votnud ning kristlaseks saanud?
(tomba joon alia)
a) jah
b) ei
Kui jah, siis ligikaudu millises kuus ja milllsel aastal? (Kui
voimalik, kirjuta ka kuupaev)
IV. Kristllk perekonnataust
12. Kas sa kasvasid iiles kristlikus kodus? (tomba joon alia)
a) jah
b) ei
13. Kes olid su perekonnas kristlased sinu poordumise ajal -
kui oli keegi? (tomba joon alia)
a) naine e) isa i) ode
b) mees �) ema j) vanaema
c) poeg g) vend k) vanaisa
d) tiitar h) mitte keegi 1) teised:
Soovi korral :
aadress :
telefon:
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AHKera HOBOoGpameHHoro
Hyxuia saina noMouib. j!^xoBHasi CeMUHapHn Uempa ripMGajmfticKotf
Mmccmm M3yMaeT, ksk b 3ctohmm Bor npMBOHMT nionett k Bepe b Mwcyca XpMcra. BauBi
OTserw noMoryr b 6yflymeM KOMy-TO eme craxb xpMCTMaHMHOM.
EciiH Bbi CTurm xpMcrtiaHHHOM nocne 1 nHBapn 1991 roaa BioiioiMTejibHo,
H noceuiaere MerojiHCTCKyio UepKOBb He Menbuie jiByx MecsnieB,
M ecJDi BaM He MeHbuie nsiTHaauaTti ner,
Torna Bbi HaM OMenb noMoxere, ecjiM ynemrre BpeMsi aanonHeioiio srott aHKeTbi.
MTo6bi sanonHMTb aHKery, HeoGnsaTentHO 6brn> HnenoM MeronMcrrcKotl UepKBM mjw
6brn> KpemeHHbiM.
Cnacii6o BaM 6ojibuioe sa noMouib, sro oMeHb BaxHo!
naftre. noxajiyttcra. cjienviomvio HHctwpMaumo o ceSe
I. EMorpac))ifMecKMe naHHue
1. OaMMJiMfl H MMSi (HarDouHTe, noxanylicTa, nenaTHbiMM GyKBaMn):
2. Boapacr:
3. rioji (noflMepKHMTe):
a) MyxcEoil
6) xeHCEMH
4. HauHOHajibHOCTb (nonMepKHtrre mjim HatmuDrre BHusy)
a) 3CT0HeD/Ka
6) pyccKuif/aa
b) Zlpynm:
5. Pofl saHsmfit: (noHMepKHMTe mjim HarumaiTe Ha crpoyKe)
a) CiyneHT
6) BeapaeoTHuH
b) HoMoxoairitKa
r) nCHCHOHCp
a)
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6. VpoBeHb o6pa30BaHHii (noflMepiuotTe):
a) HerpaMOTHuH
6) MeHbuie qeiupex ejuccob
b) HcnonHoe cpemee
r) cpewaa uncojia
n) qjeAHe-cneuHaJibHaii uiiojia
c) ueaaicouMeHHoe Bucuiee
x) Bucuiee
3) jiBa BuciiiHX H Oojiee
n. riocemeHMe uepKBH
7. KaKyio MeroiiMCTCKyio UepKOBb bu nocemaere b Hacroaiiiee BpeMfl?
8. KaK naBHo bu e& noceuiaere?
9. CKOJibKo, npM6jiM3HTejibHo, 6orocnyxeHMtt b Mecnu Bbi iioceuiae-iv b
3rmU MeToaMCTCKoK LlepKBM? (o6BejiMTe OAHy m3 I0f(t)p)
1 2 3 4 HJDi Sojibme
10. Bbi nocemann KaKyio-TO xpHcroaHCKyio uepKOBb no Toro, KaK crajiM
xpHcrmaHHHOM? (nonMepKHHre)
a) na
6) Her
EcjiM �fla�, OTBCTbTe Ha cnenyiouDie xpM Bonpoca, ecjiM �HeT�, nepexojiMTe k Paaueny
III.
10-a. KaKyio uepKOBb wm uepKBM Bbi noceuiajiM no o6pameHH9?
10-6. KaK flojiro bu nocemajin KaKyw-To uepKOBb mjim uepKBM no
oGpaiueHMSi?
10-b. CKOJlbKO, IipM6j1M3MTeJ1bH0, SorocJiyxcHMii � mccuii bi>i
noceiuajiM b yroit uepKBM?
no MeHbuie
npaaoHMKaM HHorna 1 1 2 3 4 mm 6ojibuie
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III. HcTopHfl o6pauieHMSi
11. Bbi nepexMJDi o6pameHMe h crajm xpHcxMaioiHCM? (nonMepKHirre)
a) fla
6) Her
Ec� �na�, B KaKoit, npuSnMaMrenbHo, Mecjiii m ron bu Mcnbira/iw oSpaiueHMc? (Ecjim
MoxHo, yKaxxre, noxajiyttcra, m aem> Toxe)
IV. XpHcmaHe b Bauieit ceMbe
12. Bu BupocjiM B xpHcmiaHCKoif ceMbe? (nojmepicHirre)
a) na
6) Her
13. B MOMeHT Bauiero odpaiueHHSi, kto h3 mjichob ceMbu 6biJi
xpMCTMaHMHOM? (nOflHepKHMTe Tex, KTO 6bUl)
a) Xeua a) Oreu m) Cecrpa
6) Myx e) Maib k) Ba6yiiKa
B) CbiH x) Epar ji) ZlenyuiKa
r) Hoib 3) Hmkto m) Hpyme:
EcHM BU xoTMTe nojipo6Hee paccKasaH} o cbocm o6paiiieHMM mjim ecjni bu xenaere eiue
noMOMb B iipoBeueHMH iiajibHeltuiMX MccjienoBaiofii, to yKaxMTe, noxajiyficra, CBott
aapec h Tene(|x)H (ecjiM ecrb).
Aiipec
Tene^wH
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Appendix B
PROCESSES OF CONVERSION INTERVIEW
Introduction to the Processes of ConverRinn Interview
The Process of Conversion Interview instrument is an
author-designed instrioment designed to gather data on the
conversion process. This extensive, structured interview was
translated into Estonian and Russian. After completion of
pretesting, the Research Team interviewed 43 NCIQ respondents
from Estonian-speaking congregations and 48 NCIQ respondents from
Russian-speaking congregations. Appendix B presents the entire
text of the English version and the first five pages of the
Estonian and Russian versions.
The version of the PCI used in data collection was printed on
standard margins for A4 paper (European) . The PCI has been
reduced for presentation on US Letter size paper.
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Interviewer
Person being interviewed:
Date:
Processes of Conversion Interview
Introduction
Thank you for giving your time and yourself to help the Baltic Mission Center Theological
Seminary with this study. The purpose of the study is to understand more about how
fjeople are becoming Christians in Estonia. The results of this study will help The Methodist
Church in Estonia to reach many more people for Christ.
You are one of approximately one hundred persons who are being asked to share the story
of how you experienced conversion. Or in other words, you are asked to share how you
became a Christian. Each person who is interviewed will be asked exactly the same
questions. There are no right or wrong answers. We simply want to know your story of
how God has worked and is working in your life. It is important that you share as
accurately as possible exactly what you experienced.
This interview will take at least two hours. We will be talking about what happened in
your life prior to your conversioa what happened at the time of your conversion, and what
are some of the major events in your life since you were converted.
The information which you provide is strictly confidential. Itwill only be used to help us
understand more al)out how people are becoming Christians and how we can help more
people just like you to become Christians.
This interview contains several different types of questions. Some of the questions are very
general and other questions are more specific. As a member of the Interviewer Team my job
is to simply record what you share.
On the general questions, I will simply be writing down the facts which you share with me.
You are welcome to see anything that I write down. In fact, before we finish, I will review
my notes with you to make sure that I have accurately recorded your experiences.
On some of the specific questions, we will look at a list of possible answers and you will
select the most appropriate response or we will write in another answer if necessary. 1
believe that you will find that tius interview is quite easy and even enjoyable as you
remember and share about the activity of God in your life.
Agaia our goal in this study is to understand more about how people are becoming
Christians in Estonia. You are making a great contribution to the Methodist Church in
Estonia by participating in this study. We believe that more people will be reached for
Christ because of your willingness to share how you experienced conversion and h)ecame a
Christian.
Before we get started, let me review the three most important principles of this interview:
1) this interview is completely confidential,
2) my role as interviewer to simply ask questions and write down the facts,
3) there are no right or wrong answers but accuracy in reporting your exfjerience is very
impwrtant.
Do you have any questions?
Let us begin with a prayer asking God to bless our time together today.
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Section I. The Preconversion Period
The first group of questions explores your life before you experienced conversion
(became a ChrisHan). In particular, we want to discover how God was at work preparing
vou for conversion.
1. Looking back, tell me about your first sigruficant contact with the Christian faith
and the event which you now see as the beginning of your journey towards Christian
conversion.
2. At what age and on what date did this event occur?
a. Age:
b. Date: (approximate if necessary)
3. Who was involved in this special event?
a. Pastor
b. Youth Leader
c. Friend
d. Visiting Evangelist
e. Mother
f. Father
g. Mother and Father
h. Brother
i. Sister
j. Other Relative (who?)
k. Neighbor
1. Sunday School Teacher
m. Other Church Member
n. Stranger
o. Spouse
p. God Alone
q. Other.
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4. Based on the following scale how important does this first significant contact with
the Christian faith seem to you now? (circle one)
a. little
b. moderate
c. significant
d. very significant
5. Now please take a few minutes and share the most important parts of your
spiritual journey from this t)eginning up until just before you experienced conversion
(became a Christian).
(Record Additional Information on the Back of This Page If Necessary)
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Thank you for sharing those important events in your life. Now, let us focus on some of the
significant people and groups during this period of your life. First, I will ask you some
questions about the people influencing your life at this time. Then, 1 will ask similar
questions about the groups whom God used to influence you. Lefs now talk about people.
6. Who is the person or who are the persons, if any, that God used to most influence
your desire to experience conversion and become a Christian. Share with me up to three of
these people, (check the appropriate lines)
Who was the most influential person? Who was the second most influential? Who
was the third most influential? (Instructions: Put a "1" by the most influential in the list
below , a "2" by the second most influential and a "3" by the third most influential.)
a. Pastor
b. Youth Leader
c. Friend
d. Visiting Evangelist
e. Mother
f. Father
g- Mother and Father
h. Brother
i. Sister
j- Other Relative (who?)
k. Neighbor
1. Sunday School Teacher
m. Other Church Member
n. Stranger
o. Spouse
P- God Alone
q- Other:
7. When was contact with this person established?
a. Person #1
b. Person #2
c. Person #3
8. How was contact with this person established? (Put a number or write in an
appropriate answer)
(1) Natural family contact (7) Small Group Meeting
(2) Friend outside of church (8) Youth Meeting
(3) He/she visited me (9) Choir
(4) Regular church event (10) I initiated contact
(5) Special church event (11) A one time meeting
(6) Retreat or Camp
a. Person #1
b. Person #2
c. Person #3
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9. What about this person most c�ncretely influenced your desire for conversion?
(Put a numl)er or write in an appropriate answer)
(1) Something about his/her personality or character that was attractive
(2) Something aboui his/ her own relationship to God /Christ that was
obvious
(3) Something about his / her Christian lifestyle
(4) Something about how he/she cared for other people
(5) Something about how he/she cared for me
(6) His/her friendship
(7) His/her ability to explain the Bible or gospel message
(8) His/her insistence that I needed to become a Christian
a. Person #1
b. Person #2
c. Person #3
10. Who is the group or who are the groups, if any, that God was using to prepare
you for conversion? Share with me up to three of these groups, (check the appropriate
lines)
Who was the most influential group? Who was the second most influential? Who
was the third most influential? (Instructions: Put a "1" by the most influential in the list
below , a "2" by the second most influential and a "3" by the third most influential.)
a. Home fellowship group
b. Youth Group
c. Choir Group
d. Worshipping Congregation
e. Special Seminar Event
f. Bible Study Group
g- Prayer Group
h. Bible and Prayer Group
j. Other:
11. When was contact with this group established?
a. Group #1
b. Group #2
c. Group #3
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12. How was contact with this group established? (Put a number or write in an
appropriate answer)
(1) Natural family contact (7) Small Group Meeting
(2) Friend outside of church (8) Youth Meeting
(3) They visited me (9) Choir
(4) Regular church event (10) I initiated contact
(5) Special church event (11) A one time meeting
(6) Retreat or Camp
a. Group #1
b. Group #2
c. Group #3
13. What about the group most concretely influenced your desire for conversion?
(Put a number or write in an appropriate answer)
(1) The group's personality or character was attractive
(2) They seemed to be confident in trusting God
(3) Their values and lifestyle were attractive to me
(4) I was impressed with how they cared for other people
(5) I was positively impacted by how they cared for me
(6) I was positively affected by the their friendship
(7) Their ability to explain the Bible or gospel message
(8) Their insistence that I needed to become a Christian
a. Group #1
b. Group #2
c. Group #3
Thank you for those important responses about the people and groups whom God was
using to help influence you for conversion. Before we move on to your actual conversion
experience, let me ask you a few questions about how God was at work personally
preparing you for conversion.
14. Looking back, how do you now see that God was personally preparing you for
conversion?
(Use the back if necessary)
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15. Was there any time at which you sensed that God was real and revealing
Himself before the actual conversion experience? If yes, how and when?
16. What kinds of supernatural experiences did you have in the years before
becoming a Christian?
17. Were there any needs or problems in your life at this time which you thought
could be solved or met through the Christian faith?
18. Did you have any specific spiritual needs which you were seeking to be met by
coming to the Christian faith? (circle all that apply)
a. Forgiveness of sin/ removal of guilt
b. Personal relationship with God
c. Filling a void /emptiness
d. Peace of mind
e. Reach heaven
f. Escape hell
g. Better life
h. Acceptance and love
i. Meaning and purpose
j. Power to cope with life
k. Nothing sf)ecific
1. Others:
19. What part of the Gospel message do you rememt>er as most influencing your
desire to become a Christian?
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20. Again, thank you for your responses to these important questions. Before we
move on to the time of your actual conversion, is there anytning else which you would like
to say about how God was at work preparing you for conversion.
(Use back if necessary)
Section II. Conversion
Having shared the processes which God was using to prepare you for conversion, let us
now move to the actual time when you experienced conversion and became a Christian.
21. Pick up the story of your spiritual journey where you stopped earlier and share
with me about your convereion (becoming a Christian).
(Record Additional Information on the Back of This Page)
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Like we did in the previous section, let us focus on some specific questions surrounding the
people and groups whom God used, if any which directly led to your experience of
conversion and t)ecoming a Christian. First, lefs talk about people
22. Who is the person or who are the p)ersons. if any, that God used to concretely
influence you at the time of your conversion? Share with me up to three of these people.
(check the appropriate lines)
Who was the most influential person? Who was the second most influential? Who
was the third most influential? (Instructions: Put a "1" by the most influential in the list
below , a "2" by the second most influential and a "3" by the third most influential.)
a. Pastor
b. Youth Leader
c. Friend
d. Visiting Evangelist
e. Mother
f. Fatiier
g- Mother and Father
h. Brother
i. Sister
j- Other Relative (who?)
k. Neighbor
1. Sunday School Teacher
m. Other Church Member
n. Stranger
0. Spouse
P- God Alone
q- Other:
23. When was contactwith this person established?
a. Person #1
b. Person #2
c. Person #3
24. How was contact with this person established? (Put a number or write in an
appropriate answer)
(1) Natural family contact (7) Small Group Meeting
(2) Friend outside of church (8) Youth Meeting
(3) He/she visited me (9) Choir
(4) Regular church event (10) I initiated contact
(5) Special church event (11) A one time meeting
(6) Retreat or Camp
a. Person �!
b. Person #2
c. Person #3
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25. What about this person most concretely influenced you at the time of your
conversion? (Put a number or write in an appropriate answer)
obvious
(1) Something about his/her personality or character that was attractive
(2) Something about his/her own relationship to God/Christ that was
(3) Something about his / her Christian lifestyle
(4) Something alxjut how he/she cared for other people
(5) Something about he/ she cared for me
(6) His/her friendship
(7) His/her ability to explain the Bible or gospel message
(8) His/her insistence that I needed to become a Christian
a. Person #1
b. Person #2
c. Person #3
26. Who is the group or who are the groups, if any, that God was using to concretely
influence you at the time of your conversion (becoming a Christian)? Share with me up to
three of these groups, (check the appropriate lines)
Who was the most influential group? Who was the second most influential? Who
was the third most influential? (Instructions: Put a "1" by the most influential in the list
below , a "2" by the second most irjfluential and a "3" by the third most influential.)
a. Home fellowship group
b. Youth Group
c. Choir Group
d. Worshipping Congregation
e. Special Seminar Event
f. Bible Study Group
g- Prayer Group
h. Bible and Prayer Group
i. Other:
27. When was contact with this group established?
a. Group tt\
b. Group #2
c. Group #3
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28. How was contact with this group established? (Put a numt)er or write in an
appropriate answer)
(1) Natural family contact (7) Small Group Meeting
(2) Friend outside of church (8) Youth Meeting
(3) They visited me (9) Choir
(4) Regular church event (10) I initiated contact
(5) Special church event (11) A one time meeting
(6) Retreat or Camp
a. GrouD #1
b. Group #2
c. Group #3
29. What about the group most concretely influenced you at the time of your
conversion? (Put a number or write in an appropriate arwwer)
(1) The group's jjersonality or character was attractive
(2) They seemed to be confident in trusting God
(3) Their values and lifestyle were attractive to me
(4) I was impressed with how they cared for other people
(5) I was positively impacted by how they cared for me
(6) I was positively affected by the their friendship
(7) Their ability to explain the Bible or gospel message
(8) Their insistence that I needed to become a Christian
a. Group ttl
b. Group �2
c. Group #3
Now let turn to exactly what you would report as your experience at the time of your
conversion?
30. At what age did you experience conversion?
31. Was there a specific point in time or period of time in which you trusted in
Christ, experienced conversion, and became a Christian? (circle one)
a. yes
b. no
if yes, approximately what month and year did you experience Christian
conversion? (Also, include the day of this event in your life if possible.)
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32. Would you describe your conversion as sudden, gradual, or \>y aome other
description? Explain?
33. What expression do you usually use to describe your conversion experience?
(circle one)
a. "saved"
b. "converted"
c. "made a commitmenr
d. "accepted Christ"
e. "became a Christian"
f. "bom again"
g. "confirmed my faith"
h. "opened my life/heart"
i. "surrendered"
j. "believed"
k. "received"
1. Other:
34. Do you rememl)er the physical setting at the time of the conversion experience?
(circle one)
a. I can't remember
b. My own residence
c. Another's residence
d. Atmy own church
e. At another church
f. Camp/ retreat setting
g. Out in nature/open air
h. In neutral public building
i. Other:
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35. What was the social setting at the time of the conversion experience?
(circle one)
a. Alone
b. With one other person
c. With a small group
d. A regular church service
e. Special service/ crusade
f. Other:
36. Which best describes your conversion? (circle all that apply)
a. mostly emotions
b. mostly insight
c. mostly irresistible
d. mostly a conscious choice
37. What feelings, emotions, or insights were most important to your conversion
experience? (circle themost important response)
a. Relief/ release/ freedom
b. Joy /happiness /excitement
c. Peace/ relaxation/contentment
d. Experience ofGod's presence
e. Sadness/sorrow/sinful
f. Guilt/ fear/confusion
g. Acceptance/ love/belonging
h. Cleansed /forgiven
i. Crying-unsurewhy
j. My life /my world changed
k. God /gospel is real!
1. Life has meaning
m. Assurance
n. Need to surrender and obey
o. The Bible is true and exciting
p. Other:
38. Now that you are a Christian how do you now view yourself, your life, your
world differently than t>efore? Share how you saw things in the past and how you see them
now. Explain fully.
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39. What is it now in your life that it takes Jesus Christ to explain?
40. From what has Jesus Christ set you free, or is setting you free?
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Section 111: The Postconversion Period
41. In the last section you shared about your conversion. Would you now continue
the story of God's work in your life by taking a few minutes and sharing some of the
highlights in your spiritual journey since conversion.
(Record Additional Information on the Back of This Page)
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Thank you for sharing these important events. Once again, we want to look at a few specific
questions from this time in your life.
42. What significant additional crises of faith have you faced? (three maximum)
a. Backsliding and recommitment
b. Doubt and confusion
c. Disillusionments with other Christians
d. Career/ job/work decisions
e. Marriage/ family/personal issues
f Death of a friend or familymember
g. God's call on my life
h. Others:
43. What additional significant faith experiences have you had since conversion?
(three maximum)
a. Call to a special ministry
b. Sanctification
c. Water baptism
d. Answered Prayer
e. Discerned God's will
f. Healing of Ixxiy or spirit
8- Baptism or infilling ofHoly Spirit
h. Presence of God in Holy Communion
i. Participation in a small group
j- Active church life
k. Gradual growth; no special events
1. Others:
44. What verses or passages in the Bible now mean the most to you?
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45. What lifestyle changes have you experienced since conversion?
46. What kinds of supernatural experiences have you had since becoming a
Christian?
47. As a Christian, what are your greatest longings and desires for today?
(Record Additional Information on the Back of This Page)
48. In your opinion, what would the Methodist Church of Estonia have to do today
to reach more people just like you for Christ?
(Record Additional Information on the Back of This Page)
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Section IV. Time Line of the Conversion Process
The information which you have provided is very helpful and greatly appreciated. We will
conclude this interview in a few more minutes. Before we finish I want to review what you
have been sharing with me. To review with you I want to use a time line on which we can
mark the specific f)eriods, transitions, and crises that you have been sharing with me.
A. First let us review the basic time line of your conversion process:
1. Date of beginning of your journey toward becoming a Christian, (start of line)
2. Current Date (end of line)
3. Date ( a point or period of time) of your conversion (placed proportionately on the
line....from question #31)
4. Where do the most important persons and groups who influenced you and who
directly led you to conversion fit in this line?
5. What other significant events can you locate on this line?
B. Two Important Questions
Look at the time line with the person you are interviewing and say, "As we look at
this time line of your spiritual journey...
49. Was there a f>oint of spiritual awakening in which you realized that God existed,
loved you, and desired for you to experience conversion (become a Christian).
a. yes
b. no
If yes, what is the approximate month and year in which this point of time began? If
remembered, what is the day of this point in time?
50. As you look at the time line, was there a period of time during which you
considered whether or not to become a Christian?
a. yes
b. no
If yes, what is the approximate month and year in which this point of time began? If
remembered, what is the day of this point in time?
v. Review of Biographic Data
This concludes the official interview. However, I need to confirm the basic biographical
data that was completed on the New Convert Infonnafion Questionnaire.
Conclusion
Thank you for making an important contribufion to the work of evangelism in The
Methodist Church in Estonia. It is essential that we understand more about how God is
working to bring people to the experience of conversion. Your story is special and unique.
It is a significant part of the overall study. We trust that your responses will help the
Methodist Church in Estonia to be an even more effective instrument ofGod to reach people
for Christ.
As we close may I pray with you. Do you have any special prayer needs?
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Intervjueeri ja:
Interv jueeritav:
Kuupaev:
Poordumise interviuu labiviimine
Sisse juhatus
Taname sind vaga, et oled abistanud Eesti Metodisti Kiriku
Teoloogilist Serainari selles uurimistoos. Selle uurimuse
eesmargiks on pareraini moista, kuidas Eestis inimesed Jumala
juurde tulevad. Selle uurimistoo tulemused aitavad Eesti
Metodisti Kirikul naidata suuremale hulgale inimestele teed
Jumala juurde.
Sa oled Uks ligikaudu saiast inimesest. kellel palutakse
raakida oma poordumisloost (kristlaseks saamisest). Koigile
intervjueeritavatele esitatakse samad kiisimused. Pole olemas
6igeid ega valesid vastuseid. Tahame vaid teada, kuidas Jumal
on tegutsenud ja tegutseraas sinu elus. Oluline on, et sa
raagiksid nii tapselt kui vdimalik, mida sa kogenud oled.
See interviuu kestab vahemalt tund aeoa. Raagime sellest, mis
siindis sinuga enne poordumist, mis toimus poordumise ajal ning
raillised moningad tahtsamad siindmused on sinu elus parast
poordumist aset leidnud.
sinu antud informatsioon iaab salastatuks. Kasutame seda
teavet vaid selleks, et ra6ista paremini, kuidas inimesed
kristlaseks saavad ning kuidas vdiksime taolistel inimestel
aidata Jumala juurde tulla.
Selles interv juus on mitmeid eri liiki kusimusi. Moned neist
kiisimustest on vaga uldised, teised on konkreetsemad . Minu kui
selle interviueeriiate grupi liikme ulesanne on vaid kirja
panna see, mida sa raaaid.
Uldiste kiisimuste puhul kirjutan ma lihtsalt ules sinu oeldud
faktid. Sa void lugeda kfiike, mida ma kirja panen. Oigupoolest
vaatame enne 16petaraist need markmed koos labi, et sa voiksid
kontrollida, kas ma olen ikka sinu kogemused tapselt kirja
pannud .
Monede konkreetsete kiisimuste puhul vaatame labi voimalike
vastuste loetelu ning sa valid nendest sobivairaa vastuse. Kui
vajalik, lisame sinna juurde teistsuguse vastusevariandi . Ma
usun, et see intervjuu on iisna lihtne ja isegi tore, kui sa
tuletad meelde ja koneled Jumala toost oma elus.
Naou eelpool oeldud, on selle uurimuse eesmargiks moista
paremini seda. kuidas Eestis inimesed kristlaseks saavad.
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Sellest uurimistoost osa vottes oled sa suureks abiks Eesti
Metodisti Kirikule. Usume, et paljudel inimestel aidatakse
leida tee Jumala juurde tanu sinu valmisolekule raakida oma
poordumisloost.
Ennem kui me alustame, kordame iile selle interviuu kolm koiae
tahtsamat printsiipi:
1) see intervjuu on taielikult salastatud
2) minu kui interv jueerija osa on lihtsalt kiisida kusimusi ja
kirjutada iiles faktid
3) pole olemas 6igeid voi valesid vastuseid, tahtis on sinu
kogemuste tapne iilesmarkimine
Kas sul on kiisimusi?
Alustame palvega. Palume, et Jumal dnnistaks meie tanast
koosolemise aega.
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I -Aeg enne poordumist
Esimene kiisimuste grupp kasitleb sinu elu enne poordumist
(kristlaseks saamist). Soovime eriti moista, kuidas Jumal
tegutses sinu poordumise ettevalmistamisel .
1. Tagasi vaadates - raagi mulle sellest siindmusest, mida
sa pead praegu selle tee alguseks. mis viis sind poordumisele
(kristlaseks saamisele).
2. Kui vana sa olid ja millal see siindmus toimus?
a. Vanus:
b. Aeg: (voib ka
ligikaudu)
3. Kes oli selle erilisi siindmusega seotud?
a. Pastor
b. Noorte juht
c. Sober (sobrad)
d. Kiilalisevangelist
e . Ema
f . Isa
g. Ema ja isa
ii. Vend
1. Ode
1- Teised sugulased (kes?)
k. Naaber
1. PUhapaevakooli opetaja
m. Teised koguduseliikmed
n. Keegi vooras
o . Abikaasa
P- Ainult Jumal
q- Teised:
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4. Jargnevat valikut arvestades iitle, kui tahtis naib
sulle praegu see vara jane kokkupuude ristiusuga? (tomba lihele
variandile joon alia)
a. vahetahtis
b. keskmise tahtsusega
c. tahtis
d. vaga tahtis
5. Palun vota niiiid mdni minut aega ja raagi oma vaimuliku
teekonna koige tahtsamatest osadest - sellest alquspunktist
peale kuni aiani vahetult enne poordumist (kristlaseks
saamist ) .
(void jatkata lehe teisel poolel)
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Taname sind, et oled raakinud nendest oma eiu tahtsatest
siindmustest. Niiiid koondame tahelepanu monedele olulistele
inimestele 1a aruppidele, kes on seotud selle perioodiga sinu
elus. Esmalt esitan sulle moned kiisimused nende inimeste
kohta, kes sel perioodil sinu elu mojutasid. Seejarel esitan
sarnaseid kiisimusi gruppide kohta, keda Jumal sinu mdjutamisel
kasutas. Raagime koigepealt nendest inimestest.
6. Kes on see inimene voi inimesed (kui oli keegi),
kelle kaudu Jumal sind poordumise suunas mojutas. Nimeta kuni
kolm sellist inimest.
Kes nendest oli sinu laoks koiae moluvam inimene? Kelle
sa paneksid teisele, kelle kolmandale kohale? (Kirjuta
number 1 koige mojuvama inimese ette, number 2 teisel kohal
oleva, number 3 kolmandal kohal oleva inimese ette)
_a. Pastor
~b. Noorte juht
~c. S6ber (s6brad)
~d. Kiilalisevangelist
e . Ema
"f. Isa
g. Ema ja isa
[h. Vend
i. Ode
~j. Teised sugulased (kes?)
_k. Naaber
~1. Piihapaevakooli dpetaja
_m. Teised koguduseliilcmed
_n. Keegi v66ras
_o. Abikaasa
_p. Ainult Jumal
_q. Teised:
7. Millal algas sinu kokkupuude selle inimesega?
a. Inimene nr. 1
b. Inimene nr. 2
c. Inimene nr. 3
8. Kuidas sai alguse kokkupuude selle inimesega? (Kirjuta
number voi oma vastus)
(1) Loomulik perekondlik keskkond
(2) S6ber valjaspool kirikut
(3) Ta kiilastas mind
(4) Regulaarne kiriku iiritus
(5) Eriline kiriku uritus
(6) Valjasoit v6i laager
(7) Vaikeste gruppide
osadus
(8) Noortekoosolek
(9) Laulukoor
(10) Mina algatasin
selle kontakti
(11) Uhekordne
kohtumine
a. Inimene nr.l
b. Inimene nr. 2
c. Inimene nr. 3
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9. Mis selle inimese juures mojutas sind koige enan
poordumisele? (Kirjuta number voi oma vastus)
(1) Midagi tema isiksuses voi iseloomus oli kiilgetombavat
(2) Midagi, mis ilmnes tema enda osaduses Jumalaga/Kr i stusega
(3) Midagi tema kristlikus elustiilis
(4) Midagi sellest, kuidas ta inimeste eest hoolitses
(5) Midagi sellest, kuidas ta minu eest iioolitses
(6) Nende soprus
(7) Tema oskus selgitada Piiblit voi evangeeliumi sonurait
(8) Tema kindel veenmine, et ma pean kristlaseks saama
a. Inimene nr.l
b. Inimene nr. 2
c. Inimene nr. 3
10. Missugust gruppi v6i gruppe (kui see oli nii sinu
elus) kasutas Jumal sinu poordumise ettevalmistamisel?
Missuaune nendest oli sinu iaoks k6iae mdiuvam arupp?
Millise grupi paneksid teisele, millise kolmandale kohale?
(Kirjuta number 1 kdige mdjuvama grupi ette, number 2 teisel
kohal oleva, number 3 kolmandal kohal oleva grupi ette)
a. Kodune osadusgrupp
b. Noortegrupp
c. Koorilaulu grupp
d . Kogudus
e. Eriline seminar
�. Piiblidppe grupp
g. Palvegrupp
h. Piibli6ppe ja palvegrupp
i. Teised:
11. Millal algas kokkupuude selle grupiga?
a. Grupp nr.l
b. Grupp nr. 2
c. Grupp nr. 3
12. Kuidas algas kokkupuude selle grupiga? (Kirjuta
number v6i oma vastus)
^1) Loomulik perekondlik kontakt
(2) S6ber valjaspool kirikut
(3) Nad kiilastasid mind
(4) Regulaarne kiriku iiritus
(5) Eriline kiriku iiritus
(6) Valjas6it v6i laager
a. Grupp nr.l
b. Grupp nr. 2
c. Grupp nr. 3
(7) Vaikeste gruppide
osadus
(8) Noortekoosolek
(9) Laulukoor
(10) Mina algatasin
selle kontakti
(11) Uhekordne
kohtumine
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13. Mis selle grupi juures mojutas sind koige enam
poordumise suunas? (Kirjuta number v6i oma vastus)
(1) Grupi iseloom oli kulgetombav
(2) Nad tundusid Jumala usaldamises kindlatena
(3) Nende vaartushinnangud ja elustiil oli kiilgetombav
(4) Mulle avaldas muljet, kuidas nad teiste eest hoolitsesid
(5) Mulle avaldas m6ju, kuidas nad minu eest hoolitsesid
(6) Mulle avaldas moju nende soprus
(7) Nende oskus Piiblit voi evangeeliumi sonumit seletada
(8) Nende kindel veenmine, et ma pean kristlaseks saama
a. Grupp nr.l
b. Grupp nr. 2
c. Grupp nr. 3
Taname sind nende tahtsate vastuste eest inimeste ja gruppide
kohta, keda Jumal kasutas sinu mdjutamises poordumise suunas.
Enne kui me raagime podrdumiskogenusest endast, vaatame veel
mdnda klisimust selle kohta. kuidas Jumal toimis. et sind
isiklikult poordumiseks ette valmistada.
14. Tagasi vaadates - kuidas sinu praeguse arusaamise
jargi valmistas Jumal sind isiklikult poordumiseks ette?
(void jatkata lehe teisel poolel)
15. Kas sinu elus oli mingi aeg enne tegelikku
poordumist, mil sa kogesid, et Jumal on reaalne ja ilmutab
Ennast sulle? Kui jah, siis kuidas ja millal?
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MHTepsbioep:
MenoBCK, y KOToporo 6epyT HHrepBbio:
flara:
MHTepBbio npouecca o6pameHHH
BsefleHne
CnacM6o 3a to, mto yaenuiw speMsi, htoSu noMOMb nyxosHoM CeMMHapwM UeHTpa
npM6anTMflcKoll Mmccmm npoBecTM 3to MccjienoeaHMe. Uejib MccnenosaHMJi � noHJiTb KaK
jiKiflM craHOBflTca xpMCTMaHaMM B 3cT0HMM. Pe3yjibTaTbi MccnenoBaHMfl noMoryr
MeToziMCTCKotl UepKBM 3cT0HMM npMBecTM Ko XpMCTy ropaaao 6onbuie JiKifleft.
Bbi aBnaerecb ojihmm m3 era MejioBeK. KOTOpbix nonpocnT noflenMTbcg McropMeB o tom.
KaK OHM Mciibi iajiM oGpamcHMe m craJiM xpMCTMaHaMM. KaamoMy MCJioHcKy bo upcMH
MHTepBbK) 6ynyT saaaHbi ojihm m re Bonpocu. HeT npasMJibHux mhm HenpaBHnbHbix
otbctob. Mbi npocTO xoTMM y3HaTb o TOM, KaK Bor aeMcTBOBan m npoaonacaer
neitcTBOBaTb b BauieH xmshm. Oqenb BaxHO, htoSu bm 6buiM npenenbHO TOHHbiMM b cbomx
OTBerax.
MHTepBbio 3aitMeT rae-TO 3 Maca BpcMeHM. Mbi 6yfleM roBopMTt o tom, mto npoMsouino b
Bauielt XM3HM ao o6pameHMii, bo BpeMsi o6paiiieHHii h Karate BaxueibiDie co6bniisi b BauieH
3KM3HM npoMsouuiM Hocne Bauiero o6pauieHMSi.
npeflocraBueHHbie BaMM cBegeHMa 6vnvT McnonbSOBaHbi TOJibKO jinH MccneflosaHMft. HTo6bi
noHflTb, KaK n�jiM craHOBirrcn xpHcroaaaMM h KaK mu moxcm noMOHb TaKMM nioasiM, KaK
Bbi, craTb xpMCTMaHaMM.
3to MHTepBbK) conepxMT pasHoro poaa sonpocbi. HeKOTopwe m3 hmx OMenb o6mMe, flpynie
6onee KOHKpeTHbie. Bvavmh inenoM rpymibi MHTepsbmepoB. moh sajiaqa npocTO
sariMCbiBaTb to. mto bm CKaxere.
B oTBeTax iia o6uiMe Bonpocbi, a npocTO 6yjiy 3anMCbiBaTb 'ro, mcm bi>i iiomujih'ivci>. Bi>i
MoxeTe cMOTpeTb, MTO SI sanMCbiBaK). B KOHue MHTepBbK) H naxe aaM saM npocMoipexb
MOM 3anMCM, MTo6bi noflTBcpoMTb, MTO n Bce 3anMcan Bepno.
Mto Kacacicfl 6o;iee KOHKpeTHbix BonpocoB, BaM CyjieT npefljioxen psm B03Mo>Kiibix
OTBerOB, M3 KOTOpUX BU Bbi6epMTe caMbifl noaxoflJDiodi HJIM HOIlMlUMTe CBOti BapMaHT. f{
Hajiewcb, MTO 3T0 MHTepBbK) 6yneT jienuiM m mto oho BaM noHpaBMTCs, nocKOJibKy bu euiii
pa3 BcnoMHMTe KaK Focnonb nettcTBOBan b Bauietl xmshm.
Euie pa3 noflMepKMBaK). mto Hauia uenb � nvMUie noHHTb. KaK jiiojim craHOBflTca
xpMcraaHaMM b 3ctohmm. FIpHHUMasi yMacrwe b 3T0M MccnenoBaHMM, su BHocMTe
orpoMHbitt BKJiaa b MerooMcrcKyio UepKOBb 3ctohmm. Mu BepMM, mto M3-3a Bauietf
roTOBHOcTM noaenMTbcn MCTopMeti CBoero o6pauieHMti, MHome juoam npMayr k Bepe b
Mwcyca XpMcra.
Ho Toro. KaK Mbi HaMHeM. no3BOJibTe MHe noBTopMTb TpM caMbix TJiaBHbix npMHiiMna 3Toro
MHTepBbio:
1) 3T0 MHTepBbK) CTpOFO KOHC^MAeHUMajIbHO,
2) Mosi sajiaMa, KaK MHTepBbK>epa, npocTO sanasaTb Bonpocu m sanMCbisaTb oTBCTbi,
3) HCT OTBCTOB npaBMJIbHUX MJIM HenpaBMJIbHUX, HO OMCHb BaXHa TOMHOCTb MsnoxeHHbix
BaMM 4}aKT0B.
EcTb HM y Bac KaKMe-HM6yab Bonpocu?
JJaBaWTe HaMHCM c mo^mtbu h nonpocMM Bora 6narocnoBMTb to BpcMH, Ko ropoe mu
npoBeiieM BMecre b o6uieHHM.
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PA3flEn I. nEPMon no OEPAiiiEHMa
riepBan rpynna BonpocoB MayMaer to, mto npoM30uino b Bauieif 3KM3hm go MOMCHxa
o6pauieHMSi. B MacTHOCTM, HaM MHrepecHO vanaTb icaK Bor totobhji sac k oSpameHMio.
1. OrnaabiBancb Haaaa, acnoMHHxe to co6biTMe, KOTOpoe bm Tenepb cMM'rae re
HaManoM Bauiero nyTM k o6pameHmo (k xpHcxnaHcrrey).
2. B KaKOM Bospacre u Korjia npoH30iiino sro co6bmie?
a. Boapacr:
6. fleHb: ^(npM6nM3MTenbHo)
3. Kix) 6bin BOBneneH b sto ocoSoe co6biTMe?
a. riacrop
b. JlHflep MOJionexM
c. Apyr
d. ripMrJiauieHHbiJf eBaHrejiMCT
e. MaMa
f. nana
g. MaMa H nana
h. Bpar
i. Cecrpa
j. Xlpyroft poacTBeHHHK (kto?)
k. Cocea
L y<4MTejlb BOCKpeCHOtf UKOnbl
m. Mnen apyrofl uepKBM
n. He3HaK0Meu
o. Cynpyr/a
p. TojibKO Bor
q. Jlpyrwe:
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4. HacKonbKO BaxHUM bu cmrraere Tenepb to nepBoe cTonKHoeeHMe c
XpMCTHaHCKOtt Bepoft? (noflMepKHMTe)
a. MajioBaxHO
b. cpeiiHe
c. BaXHO
d. oqeHb BaxHo
5. A Tenepb ocBerMre, noxanyilcTa, rnaBHettiuMe BexM Bamero ayxosHoro nyxM c
MOMBHTa 3Toro nepBOTO CTOJiKHOBeHMa M AO MOMeHTa o6pameHMa. Koroa bu cTajiw
XPMCTViaHMHOM.
(EcjiM Heo6xonHMO, McnonbsyUTe o6paTHyio CTopoHy xiMcra)
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CnacH6o, mto iiOAentumcb arnmm BaxHbiMM co6brrHiiMM b Bauietf ammu. 'I'ciicpb jiauaif ix;
noroBopMM o juoflnx mjim rpvnnax JuoneW m3 sroro nepMona b Bauiett xmshm. CuaMajia a
cnpouiy Bac o rex uioasix, KOTOpue noBnMiuiH b to BpeMti ua Bauiy xMJUb. SaivM h jhuum
Te xe Bonpocbi o rpynnax, KOTOpue McnonbaoBan 5or onsi OKaaaHMn snMAHMn. QaBattTe
Tenepb noroBopMM o nioiiflx.
6. Kto 6bui TCM MejioBeKOM mam remm nioflbMM. ecjiM xaKOBbie ecTb, KOTOpwx Bor
Mcnojib30Ban, MTo6bi noBJUMTb Ha Bauie xenaHHc oSpaTHTbcn b Bepy m CTaib
xpMCTMaHMHOM. OTMCTbTe, noxajiyKcTa, He 6onbuie Tpex mcjiobck.
Kto OKaaaji uaMSonbuiee BJiMnuMe? Kto 6bui BTOpuM no creneuM ehmahmsi? Kto
6bUl TpeTbMM?
(06o3HaMbTe b cnMCKe TOro, kto oKasaJi HaM6onbiuee BUMSDOie, UMcjipott N**!,
BTOporo no creneHM BUMAHMe iperbero� N�3.)
a. riacrop
b. JiMnep MonoaexM
c. ilpyr
d. IlpMrnauieHHbiif eBanrejiMCT
e. MaMa
� nana
g. MaMa M nana
h. 5paT
i. CecTpa
j. Hpyroii poncTBeHHMK (kto?)_
.
k. Cocea
.
I. yMMTenb BOCKpeCHoH UKOJIbl
m. Mnen npyroii uepKSH
n. He3HaK0Meu
o. Cynpyr/a
. p. TojibKo Bor
q. Zlpynie:
7. Korna npoM3ouuio snaKOMCTBO?
a. m.
b. N02
c. m
8. Ffle 6buia nepBan BCTpcMa? (nocTasbTe BHMsy UMct^py mjim floroiuiMTe)
(I) B ceMettHoH oCcranoBKe
(2) Mepe3 apyra bhc uepKBM
(3) On/oHa Menii HaBecTMnM
(4) 06biMHoe cJiyxeHMe b uepKBM
(5) Oco6oe cnyxeHMe b uepKBM
(6) I luxou MUM Jiaixspb
(7) Ha co6paHMM Manot) rpynnbi
(8) Ha MouoaexHOM co6paHMM
(9) Ha peneTMUMH xopa
(10) S{ 6bLn/a HHMiiMaTOpoM
(II) Co6paHMe
a. tfl,
b. N02
c. m
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9. Mto b srroW nuMHOCTM Sonbine Bcero nosnmino Ha sauie xenaHMC yaepoBaTb?
(nocTdBbTe m^py ham AonMUDrre)
(1) Mto-to b ero/ee hmmhoctm mam xapaKrepe, mto npManeKajio
(2) Mto-to b ero/ee OTHOuieHMHx c BoroM/XpMCTOM, mto 6bino TaK hbho
(3) Mto-to b ero/ee xpMCTMaHCKOM CTMne xm3Hm
(4) Mto-to b ero/ee 3a6oTe o monnx
(5) Mto-to b ero/eg 3a6oTe o6o mhc
(6) Ero/ee npyxSa
(7) Ero/ee cnoco6HocTb o6T>HCHMTb BmSjimio mam eBanrenbCKyio Becrb
(8) Ero/ee HacroMMMBocTb, mto mhb nyxHO craTb xpMCTMaHMHOM
a. Wl_
b. m_
c. m
10. KaKyio rpvnnv mjim rpvmibi Bor McnojibaOBaJi, MTo6bi nonroTOBMTb Bac k
o6paiueHMK) b Bepy h xpMCTHaHciBy?
KaKan rpynna oKaiana HaMSojibuiee BJiM�HMe? KaKan oKaiajia BTopoe no creneHM
ujiMjmMe? KaKaH � ipcibc?
(riocraBbTe V9\ y rpynnw, oKaaaBUieit HaM6ojibiuee BJiMHHMe; N^2 y rpynnw, B'ropoii
no CIVIIUIIM lUIMUIIMM M N"3 y 'lpCI1>utt IK) CIVIIUIIM lUIMtlllHil)
^a. XloMaiiiHtisi Manasi rpynna
h. Fpynna MOJionexM
^c. rpynna xopa
; ^d. IlpMxoxaHe b uepKBM
^e. KaKoW-TO ceMMHap
_f. Fpynna no MsyMCHMio BmChmm
_g. MoJiHTBeHHan rpynna
Ji. Fpynna MonHTBbi m MsyMeHMSi Bm6jihm
_i. flpyran:
11. Koraa cocroanacb nepBati BcrpeMa c rpynnofl?
a. Fpynna NO 1
b. fpynna N02
c. Fpynna IP3.
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12. Fne bm BCTpeTwiMCb c yrott rpyimott? (nocraBbTe UMcjjpy hfim nonmuMre )
(1) B ceMetiHoti o6cTaH0BKe (7) Ha co6paHmi Manott rpynrii.i
(2) Hepea npyra bhc uepKBM (8) Ha MOJiofleacHOM co6paHMk
(3) Ohm mchji HasecrMJiM (9) Xop
(4) 06biMHoe cjiyxeHMe B uepKBM (10) ^ 6bin/a MHMUMaTopoM
(5) Oco6oe cnyxeHMe B uepKBM (ll)Co6paHMe
(6) rioxoji HHM narepb
a. rpynna IPl
b. Fpynna N02
c. Fpynna N'>3
13. Mto 6buio TaKoro b rpynne, mto 6ojibuie Bcero noBnMsino Ha Bame xenaHMe
o6paTMTbc� B Bepy? (nocTasbre UMC^ipy mtim flonMuiMTe)
(1) ripHBneKaTejibHbitf xapaKTep rpynnbi
(2) Ohm nonnocTbio noBepsuiM Bory
(3) ripMBneKanM hx ueuHOCTM h cmuib xh3HM
(4) riopasMJia hx aaSora o Jinjinx
(S) riopasMJio MX BHMMaHMe KO MHe
(6) Ha MCHR OKaaajia BimnHMe mx npyx6a
(7) Mx cnoco6HOCTb oGincHMTb BmGjimk) mjim BecTb eBanrenMii
(8) Mx HaCTOttMHBOCTb, MTO MHe HyXHO CTaTb xpMCTMaHMHOM
a. Fpynna N^l
b. Fpynna IP>2
c. Fpynna N�3
CnacM6o aa 3tm BaxHbie OTseTbi o juoflsix m rpynnax, KOTopMX Bor McnoJib30Ban. MTo6bi
oKaaaTb BJiMsnwe na Bauiy nooroTOBKy k o6pauieHMK). Ilepej] tcm, KaK Mbi nepettaeM k
caMOMy MOMCHTy o6pauieHMSi, no3BonbTe MHe Baaaxb HecKonbKo BonpocoB o tom, KaK Bor
nettcTBOBan ummho b sac noaroTaanMBaa k oCpameHHK).
14. OrasiabiBaacb naaau, scnoMHMTe, KaK Bor roTOBMn sac k o6paiueHMK>, KaK bm
3T0 cettMac noHMMaere?
(EciiM Hano, Mcnoiib3yHTe o6paTHyio CTopoHy uMcra)
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Appendix C
RESEARCH TEAM MEMBERS
Director of Researr.h Prnjer.t
Wes Griffin
Research Assistants
Olga Gorjainova
Margit Sepp
Team Members from Estonian-speaking Churchesi
Helgi-Anne Altmets
Anders Bengtsson
Ruth Harmipaik
Rev. Taavi Hollman
Rev- Olavi Ilumets
Hans Lahi
Vladek Manninen
Brita Maripuu
Johanna Nidu
Rev. Toomas Pajusoo
Kaile Priimets
Heino Puidak
Artur Pold
Urmas Rahuvarm
Helle Saluraid
Heino Seppel
Team Members from Russian-speaking Churches^
Oleg Bajev
Rev. Victor Batshinski
Rev. Vladimir Beregovoi
Andrei Davidov
Maria Dovretskaja
Aleksandr Fjordorov
Vitali Kirejev
Stanislav Ossipov
Loide Salmina
Andrei Semjonov
Rev. Sergei Sutskov
Tatjana Tkatsenko
Jekaterina Zhavoronkova
Boris Zujev
1 Team Members from Estonian-speaking congregations included
six women and ten men ranging in age from 18 to early sixties
from seven different congregations.
2 Team Members from Russian-speaking congregations included
four women and ten men ranging in age from 18 to early sixties
from all six Russian-speaking congregations.
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Appendix D
RESEARCH TEAM TRAINING MANUAL
Introdur-t.ion to the Research Team Training Manual
The Research Team Training Manual provides the outline and notes
for training the Research Team. Training was conducted over eight weeks
and included lectures and demonstrations, exercises and role playing,
and field supervision.
The training seminar' s primary goal was to fully equip Research
Team members to effectively interview a sample of NCIQ respondents.
Through this training. Research Team members effectively understood the
purpose of the study, the Processes of Conversion Interview instrument,
and effective interview methodology. The goal for every Research Team
member was data collection that provided accurate, reliable, and valid
data .
The Research Team Training Manual is based primarily upon the work
of Stewart and Cash, Fowler, and Fowler and Mangione.
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Research Team Training Manual
I. Introduction
A. The Purpose and Design of the Studyi
1. The Research Problem and Statement
2 . Research and Operational Questions
3. Population and Sanple
4. Data Collection Instruments and Basic Procedures
5 . Purposes of this Study
B. Basic Job Description of Research Team (RT) Members
1. Qualifications
a. High Level of Commitment to the Christian Faith and
Strong Interest in Conversion
b. Competent Linguistic Ability in either Estonian
and/or Russian and English
c. Ability and Willingness to Learn the Proper Interview
Techniques
d. Non-threatening and Pleasant Personality
e. Ability to Listen and Remain Neutral to the
Interviewee's Responses
f . Able to Travel to Local Churches for Data Collection
g. Commits to Participate Through the Completion of the
Interviewing Period
2 . The Ideal Interviewer2
a. Thoroughly Prepared
b. Skilled in the Fundamentals of Communication
c . Sincerely Interested in the Topic and the Respondent
1 Information for this section is found in Chapters 1 and 3 of this dissertation.
2 Stewart and Cash 163.
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d. Skilled in the Art of Questioning
e. Considerate of the Respondent's Beliefs, Desires, and
Feelings .
C. Three Goals of Interviewing as Research
1 . Accuracy
Accuracy maintains precision in the giving and receiving of
precise data in the interview process .
2 . Reliability
Reliability ensures consistent measurement among a sample of
respondents who are asked the same set of questions .
3 . Validity
Validity is the extent to which the answer given is a true measure
and means what the researcher wants it to mean or expects it to mean.
D. The Design of the Interviewer Training Seminar^
1 . Lectures and Demonstrations
2 . Exercises and Role Playing
3 . Supervised Field Practice
II. The Basics of Survey Interviewing
A. Definition of an Interview^
An interview is a process of dyadic, relational communication with
a predetermined and serious purpose designed to interchange behavior and
involving the asking and answering of questions .
1 . Dyad
2 . Relational
3 . Predetermined and Serious
4 . Interchanging Behavior
3 Fowler 116.
4 Stewart and Cash 7.
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5 . Asking and Answering Questions
B. Purpose of a Survey Interview^
The purpose of an interview is to gain a solid base of fact from
which to draw conclusions, make interpretations, and determine future
courses of action. It is the most meticulously planned and executed of
all informational interviews because it must accurately gather
information about the experiences, feelings, attitudes and trends of
belief of a particular audience.
C. Participants in An Interview
1 . Respondent
2 . Interviewer
The management of the interviewer is essential in the interview
process because the interviewer has the potential to influence the
quality of the data.
a. Two Characteristics of Strong Interviewers^
(1) They have a kind of confident assertiveness .
They present the study as if there is no question that the respondent
will want to cooperate. The tone and content of their conversation does
not hint at doubt that an interview will result .
(2) They have a knack of instantly engaging people
personally, so the interaction is focused on and very individually
tailored to the respondent . It is not necessarily a professional
interaction, but it is responsive to the individual's needs, concerns,
and situation.
b. Three Primary Roles of the Interviewer''
(1) To locate and enlist the cooperation of
selected respondents .
(2) To train and motivate respondents to do a good
job of being a respondent.
(3) To be a good question asker and answer
recorder, providing a consistent stimulus, asking C[uestions in a
standardized way, and ensuring that answers meet the question
objectives .
5 Stewart and Cash 13, 143, 170.
6 Fowler 108.
7 Fowler 107.
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c . Five Aspects of Standardizing Interviewer Behavior^
(1) Presenting the Study
All respondents need the same common understanding of the purposes
of the study. All respondents need to receive a similar orientation to
the study.
(2) Asking the Questions
All questions must be asked exactly as written.
(3) Probing
If a respondent does not fully answer a question the interviewer
must probe for more information (Ex: anything else, tell me more.... ask
secondary questions) .
(4) Recording the Answers
The recording of answers must be standardized so that no
interviewer induced variation occurs . When an open question is asked,
interviewers are expected to record the answers verbatim. In closed
response questions, record the answer which is chosen.
(5) Interpersonal Relations
By emphasizing the professional aspects of the interactions and
focusing on the task, their personal side of the relationship can be
minimized. Interviewers are not to tell stories about themselves,
express personal views about the subject matter, or communicate any
judgment. Be personal, yet use professional standards. This will help
to standardize the relationship across interviewers and respondents.
d. How Interviewers Become a Source of Error 9
(1) When they do not read the questions as worded.
(2) When they probe improperly (too direct ively) .
(3) When they bias answers by the way they relate
to respondents . Interviewer bias occurs when the respondent gives the
answer he or she (right or wrongly) thinks the interviewer desires to
hear. 10
(4) When they record answers inaccurately.
8 Fowler 108.
9 Fowler and Mangione 14.
10 Stewart and Cash 159.
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3 . Communication Between the Interviewer and the Respondentia
a. Interaction Generalizations
(1) People are likely to participate in interviews
if they are accurately informed of what is expected and demanded.
(2) People are likely to take part in interviews
and go beyond level 1 interactions if they are interested in the other
party or the subject matter of the interview.
(3) People may be motivated by a tangible or
intangible reward.
(4) People may be motivated if they are treated as
important individuals .
b. Communications Levels
(1) Door is ajar when the respondent shares some
general feelings and information.
(2) Door is half open or half closed when the
respondent shares more specific information, feelings, and information.
(3) Door is wide open when the respondent gives
maximum self-disclosure, and highly specific and revealing ideas,
feelings, and information.
Level one is the most common. In order to achieve level three,
there must be a high level of trust, self-concept, and motivation. The
interviewer needs tactful and non-threatening questions and consistent,
positive verbal and non-verbal communication.
c . Listening for Comprehension
(1) Clarify answers received.
(2) Gain additional information.
(3) Ask for specific information or revelation.
(4) Seek out total meaning.
(5) Identify attitudes, beliefs, and feelings.
(6) Strive for depth of understanding.
D . Parts of an Interviewl2
1 . Opening
The beginning of the interview is very inportant. It sets the
tone by what the interviewer says and does . The primary function is to
motivate both parties to participate freely and to communicate
accurately in the interview. The opening of the interview involves a
two step process: establishing rapport and orienting the other party.
11 Stewart and Cash 33-36.
12 Stewart and Cash 59ff .
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a. Establishing Rapport
Establishing rapport involves the process of creating trust and
goodwill between the interviewer and interviewee. It includes a self
introduction or greeting along with actions such as a firm handshake,
eye contact, a smile, head nods, and a pleasant, friendly voice.
b. Orientation
Orientation consists of explaining the purpose and nature of the
interview, what organizations are responsible for the interview, what is
expected of interviewee and interviewer, how the information will be
used, why and how this party was selected, and how long the interview
will take.
2 . Body
The body of the interview will be directed by the Processes of
Conversion Interview Guide (PCI) . The PCI provides a logical sequence
of questions for the interview. It is essential that proper interview
procedures which will be outlined later in this training seminar be
followed completely in order to gather accurate, reliable, and valid
data .
3 . Conclusion
The final stage of the interview is usually brief and vitally
important . Before concluding the interview, the interviewer will offer
to answer any questions and ask any additional clearinghouse questions
like, "Can you think of anything else which might be important to add to
your responses?" Finally, the interviewer will express appreciation to
the interviewees for their time and participation in the interview.
E. Interview Questions
Good questions and a good interview questionnaire involve the
selection of the questions needed to meet the research objectives,
testing them to make sure they can be asked and answered as planned,
then putting them into a form to maxinu.ze the ease with which
respondents and interviewers can do their jobs.
1. Three Basic Types of Questions^^
a. Open or Closed
Open questions are broad in nature and often only specify the
topic to be covered. Closed questions limit answer options available to
the interviewee often supplying all the possible answers . Closed
questions may be moderately or highly closed.
13 Stewart and Cash 79ff .
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b. Primary or Secondary
Primary questions introduce topics in an interview or new areas
within a topic. Secondary questions atten^t to gain more information on
primary questions. Secondary questions are often called probing
questions or follow-up questions. Examples include: Please continue;
go on; tell me more; what happened next; why; what have I not asked that
might be important; etc.
c. Neutral or Leading
In neutral questions the respondent can decide without pressure or
direction from the interviewer. Leading questions make it easier or
more tempting for the respondent to give one answer rather than another.
An example of a question asked as either neutral or leading would be:
Neutral: do you like close detail work
Leading: you like close detail work, don't you?
Leading questions have high potential for biased responses .
2 . Criteria For Questions!^
a. General Principles for Questions
Good questions must be worded clearly, must be relevant to the
survey, must ask for or contain information at the respondent's level of
knowledge, must not be too complex, and must be socially and
psychologically accessible. This is not a simple task.
b. Four Critical Questions on Questions
1) Is this a question that can be asked exactly the
way it is written?
2) Is this a question that will mean the same thing
to everyone?
3) Is this a question that people can answer?
4) Is this a question that people will be willing
to answer, given the data collection procedures?
3. How Questions Can Cause Error^^
a . When they are misunderstood
b. When they require information that respondents do not
have or cannot recall accurately
14 Fowler 99,101.
15 Fowler and Mangione 14.
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c. When respondents are not willing to answer accurately
F. Interview Guidelinesl^
The following is a list of things to do and things not to do in an
interview. This list was compiled from suggestions given by
interviewees . Poor execution of interviews can undo the most thorough
preparation. This list will help to strengthen interviewer skills.
1. Preparation
interview.
interviewee .
a. Learn more about your topic before interviewing.
b. Practice more before going into the field.
c. Don't leave out interesting points.
d. Organize questions more carefully before the
e. Know your questions; don't read them to the
2 . Communication Skills
a. Relax and smile.
b. Be more aggressive.
c. Increase self-confidence.
d. Improve eye contact, but do not stare.
e. Speak louder.
f . Speak more clearly.
g. Slow the pace of the interview; don't rush through
it.
h. Don't overuse gestures, or fidget, or not the head.
g. Avoid "you know," or "like," and other overworked
expressions .
3 . Attitude
a. Show interest in the interview; do not appear
resigned to having to do it.
b. Take the interview seriously; do not joke about it.
c. Be positive; do not apologize for the interview.
d. Do not be embarrassed.
e. Show sincere interest in the answers.
4. Questioning Skills
a. Avoid biased questions.
b. Know the questions better.
c. Do not suggest answers if the interviewee hesitates;
give the interviewee time to think.
d. Do not mention how others answered.
16 Stewart and Cash 161-2.
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e. Do not assxiine too much or take too much for granted.
f . Do not cut people off in their answers .
g. Do not take just any answer given.
h. Avoid yes and no questions.
5 . Orienting the Interviewee
a. Introduce yourself.
b. Explain the purpose of the interview.
c. Know who you are representing.
d. Reveal the topic of the interview.
e. Clarify the type of information needed.
6 . Interviewing
questions)
questions .
watch.
a. Don't take too many notes.
b. Dress appropriately.
c. Don't interview too late at night.
d. Don't talk about your personal life.
e. Stick to the topic.
f. Use visual aids (for exart^jle, cards for complex
g. Do not rely too heavily on notes and written
h. Be less conscious of time; avoid looking at your
i. Be more businesslike.
III. The Protocol for the Processes of Conversion Interview Instrument
(PCI) 17
The PCI is a carefully constructed and refined interview guide
which the interviewer will use to gather important data for this study.
A. General Examination of the PCI
1 . Five Sections
2 . Open and Closed Questions
B. Specific Interviewer Instructions and Demonstrations for the PCI
1. Preparation
a. Internalize the Instrument
17 As this session begins trainees will be given a copy of the PCI.
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IT members must thoroughly familiarize themselves with the PCI
understanding both the overall goals of the study as well as each
individual question.
b. Understand the Interview Methodology
Each IT member will follow the exact same procedures for gathering
data. These instructions have either been incorporated into the
instrument or they will be given during this part of the training
seminar .
2 . Asking Questions
All written questions on the PCI are to be read exactly as they
are written. Non-directive, probing questions are to be asked for
clarification .
3 . Recording Answers
IT members are to remain unbiased and ask only non-directive
questions. Avoid all leading questions. The goal is to record the
facts of the respondent's experience.
a. Open Questions
The preconversion, conversion, and postconversion portions of the
PCI begin with a general open question. The goal is to accurately
record the facts as shared by the respondent. Remain objective and
focus upon the most important data. Using probing and secondary
questions in order to gather additional data if necessary.
b. Closed questions
Following the open questions, direct the respondent to the closed
questions. Read the question aloud with the respondent also looking at
the questions and answers. Let the respondent answer the question.
Mark the appropriate response. Additional clarification may be
requested and additional notes may be written next to the closed
questions if necessary or potentially helpful.
C. IT Members Interview One Another with the PCI
D. Critique of PCI and PCI Protocol
IV. Field Training with Supervision
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Appendix E
SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW INSTRUCTIONS FOR RESEARCH TEAM
Prepare Yourself for t.he Interview
Read and study the interview protocol several times before your
first interview. Practice all sections until you are confident
of conduction a quality interview. You want to internalize the
instrument and completely understand the interview methodology
2-. Ask Questions
All questions should be asked exactly as they are written. It is
critical that every member of the interviewer team ask exactly
the same questions so that our study will be accurate and
reliable .
Ask followup questions for more information and clarification.
Get a complete answer for each question. You cannot get too much
information but you can get too little.
Get more information by saying. . .
Tell me more
Go on . . .
Explain further, please
When appropriate, ask:
How?
Why?
When?
Where?
Who?
What?
3. Record the Answers
Record the facts of the person's experience. Remain objective
and focus upon the most important data. Do not interpret the
response simply record it. Remember, get a complete answer for
each question. Ask secondary questions to gather additional
data. Strive for complete information.
If the information is inadequate it will be necessary for you to
return for a second interview. Therefore, work diligently to
gather complete information for each interview.
4- As soon as possible following the interview.
Review the answers
Clarify your notes
Get the answers in a complete legible form
You may need to rewrite the answers so that they are logical and
legible .
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Appendix F
RESEARCH TEAM TRAINING AND DATA COLLECTION SCHEDULE
Tuesday, September 13: Introduce Research Study- Begin Training.
Tuesday, September 20: Training and Pretesting of NCIQ
Tuesday, September 27: Training and Pretesting of NCIQ
Tuesday, October 4: Develop Strategy with Research Team for
maximum data collection. Distribute NCIQ for Data Collection.
Thursday, October 6: BEGIN NCIQ DATA COLLECTION
Tuesday, October 11: Training for Processes of Conversion
Interview (PCI)
Tuesday, October 18: Training and Pretesting for PCI
Thursday, October 20, 15:00-18:00: Special Extended Final
Training for PCI
Monday, October 24: FIRST NCIQ DATA COLLECTION ENDS
Tuesday, October 25: Strategy and Assignments for PCI Data
Collection
Thursday, October 27 (no class) : BEGIN PCI DATA COLLECTION
Tuesday, November 1: Supervision of PCI data collection.
Receiving completed interviews. Presentation of initial NCIQ
data analysis.
Tuesday, November 8: Supervision of PCI data collection.
Receiving completed interviews. Presentation of initial NCIQ
data analysis.
Tuesday, November 15: Supervision of PCI data collection.
Receiving completed interviews.
Thursday, December 1: PCI and NCIQ data collection ends.
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Appendix G
THE SAMPLE AND SAMPLING PROCEDURES
Research design called for a stratified random sample of
NCIQ respondents which the research team would interview with the
PCI. In order of importance, strata under consideration included
primary language group, gender, and age. Optimally, the sample
would have been comprised of equal numbers of respondents from
both language groups. Then, equal numbers of men and women would
be represented for each language group. Originally, it was also
considered to investigate the sample by age. Due to the size of
the population, 234 persons, and due to the importance of
cultural influences affecting the primary process of conversion,
a decision was made to limit stratification to the primary
language groups .
The next consideration was the size of the sample for each
language group. Fink reports that a stratified sample must
include at least 20 persons to produce "statistically meaningful
results" (56) . Isacc and Michael provide more detail regarding
sampling size. Their guidelines for 95.0 percent confidence
level are presented alongside the actual size of the sample which
was achieved through the sampling procedures outlined in Chapter
3.
L^ng\i^g$ group Population Optimum Sample Actual Sample
Estonian-speaking 142 103 48
Russian-speaking 92 73 43
As the table indicates, the samples fell below the optimum sample
size guidelines, yet it did produce a volume of data that was
valid for making meaningful comparisons . The size of the sample
is taken into consideration in data analysis. Conclusions are
based upon the more reliable aspects of data analysis. When
possible insights are triangulated from several areas of inquiry
in order to strengthen reliability.
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Appendix H
NEW CONVERT INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE DATA
Introduction to New Convert TntPrv-iPw Onest i nnnaire Data
The NCIQ gathered general biographic and demographic data
from 234 persons who met the requirements of the population for
this study. Appendix H presents the data gather from the NCIQ.
Tables are presented according to primary area of inquiry and
appropriate sub-variables .
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Table 5
NCIQ Respondents by Gender and Language Group
Gender Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
Female 181 77.4 71 77.2 110 77.5
Male 53 22.6 21 22.8 32 22.5
Total 234 100.0 92 100.0 142 100.0
Table 6
NCIQ Respondents by Formal Education and Language Group
Education Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
None 2 0.9 1 1.1 1 0.7
Four Classes 4 1.7 1 1.1 3 2.1
Eight Classes 53 22.6 23 25.0 30 21.1
Secondary 58 24 .8 21 22.8 37 26.1
Secondary Specialized 78 33.3 29 31.5 49 34.5
Unfinished University 9 3.8 9 9.8 0 0.0
University 28 12 .0 8 8.7 20 14.1
University Plus 2 0.9 0 0.0 2 1.4
Total 234 100.0 92 100.0 142 100.0
Table 7
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NCIQ Respondents by Average Worship Attendance and Language Group
Attendance Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
2x 15 6.4 7 7.6 8 5.6
3x 35 15.0 23 25.0 12 8.5
4x 184 78.6 62 67 .4 122 85.9
Total 234 100.0 92 100.0 142 100.0
Table 8
NCIQ Respondents by Occupation and Language Group
Occupation Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
No response 2 0.9 0 0.0 2 1.4
Student 55 23.5 38 41.3 17 12.0
Unemployed 7 3.0 3 3.3 4 2.8
Homemaker 14 6.0 4 4.3 10 7.0
Pensioner 68 29.1 17 18.5 51 35.9
Worker 88 37.6 30 32.6 58 40.8
Total 234 100.0 92 100.0 142 100.0
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Table 9
NCIQ Respondents by Age and Language Group
Age Total h Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
15-24 75 32.1 49 53.3 26 18.3
25-34 31 13.2 8 8.7 23 16.2
35-44 42 17.9 12 13.0 30 21.1
45-54 22 9.4 7 7-6 15 10.6
55-64 40 17.1 14 15.2 26 18.3
65-74 20 8.5 1 1.1 19 13.4
75-85 4 1.7 1 1.1 3 2.1
Total 234 100.0 92 100.0 142 100 .0
Table 10
NCIQ Respondents Attending Any Church Before Conversion
and Language Group
Response Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
No response 2 0.9 1 1.1 1 0.7
yes 138 59.0 70 76.1 68 47.9
no 94 40.2 21 22.8 73 51.4
Total 234 100.0 92 100.0 142 100.0
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Table 11
NCIQ Respondents by Christian Home and Language Group
Xtn Home Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
No response 7 3.0 1.0 1.1 6.0 4.2
yes 72 30.8 27 29.3 45 31.7
no 155 66.2 64 69.6 91 64 .1
Total 234 100.0 92 100.0 142 100.0
Table 12
NCIQ Respondents by Christians in Home at Time of Conversion
and Language Group
Response Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
No response 78 33.3 10 10.9 68 47.9
a . Wife 10 4.3 1 1.1 9 6.3
b. Husband 10 4.3 1 1.1 9 6.3
c . Son 10 4.3 2 2.2 3 2.1
d. Daughter 17 7.3 5 5.4 12 8.5
e . Father 21 9.0 9 9.8 12 8.5
f . Mother 64 27.4 23 25.0 41 28.9
g. Brother 14 6.0 4 4.3 10 7.0
h. No one 34 14.5 31 33.7 3 2.1
i . Sister 24 10.3 12 13.0 12 8.5
j � Grandmother 31 13.2 13 14.1 18 12.7
k. Grandfather 15 6.4 5 5.4 10 7.0
1. Other 9 3.8 9 9.8 0 0.0
Total 337 100.0 125 100.0 207 100.0
Note: Percentage calculation is based frequency of response
times 100 divided by number of respondents in that category
{Total-234, Est-92, Russ-142)
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Appendix I
PROCESSES OF CONVERSION INTERVIEW DATA
Introduction to Appendix I
The PCI gathered extensive data from 91 persons, including
43 Estonian-speaking respondents and 48 Russian-speaking
respondents. Data is presented in tables according to the total
sample and each language group.
For primary agents, two or three different versions of the
data are presented. First, the raw data is reported according to
preceding of the data. Next, a condensed version is presented
for primary agents by person in which the raw data is condensed
according to relevant categories. The following summary presents
how categories when condensed:
Condensed Data Raw Data
Church leaders Pastor, Youth Leader,
Visiting Evangelist, Sunday
School Teacher
Friends Friends, Neighbor, Other Church
Member
Family Mother, Father, Mother and
Father, Brother, Sister, Other
Relative, Spouse
God Alone God Alone
Other Other, Stranger
The third version of the data is a compiled version in which the
primary, secondary, and tertiary primary agents are added
together providing a total value for the strni of the three primary
agents. For primary agents by persons, the compiled version is
developed from the condensed version. For primary agents by
groups, there is not a condensed version; therefore, the compiled
view is developed from the raw data.
Table 13
PCI Demographics by Language Group
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Language Group Total % Total
Estonian 43 47.3
Russian 48 52.7
Total 91 100.0
Table 14
PCI Demographics by Gender
Gender Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
Female 64 70.3 32 74.4 32 66.7
Male 27 29.7 11 25.6 16 33.3
Total 91 100.0 43 100.0 48 100 .0
Table 15
PCI Demographics by Age
Age Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
15-24 39 42.9 25 58.1 14 29.2
25-34 17 18.7 5 11.6 12 25.0
35-44 19 20.9 8 18.6 11 22.9
45-54 5 5.5 1 2.3 4 8.3
55-64 8 8.8 3 7.0 5 10.4
65-74 3 3.3 1 2.3 2 4.2
75-84 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
Total 91 100.0 43 100.0 48 100.0
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Table 16
Persons Involved in the Event Which Respondents View as
Their Beginning Toward Christian Conversion, PCI Q #3
Person Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
No response 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
a. Pastor 15 10.7 10 13.9 5 7.4
b. Youth Leader 3 2.1 2 2.8 1 1.5
c . Friend 29 20.7 15 20.8 14 20.6
d. Visiting Evng 2 1.4 1 1.4 1 1.5
e . Mother 15 10.7 5 6.9 10 14.7
f . Father 4 2.9 2 2.8 2 2.9
g- Mother & Father 1 0.7 1 1.4 0 0.0
h. Brother 4 2.9 2 2.8 2 2.9
i . Sister 6 4.3 5 6.9 1 1.5
j � Other Relative 18 12.9 12 16.7 6 8.8
k. Neighbor 3 2.1 0 0.0 3 4.4
1. SS Teacher 5 3.6 4 5.6 1 1.5
m. Other Ch Member 5 3.6 2 2.8 3 4.4
n . Stranger 6 4.3 3 4.2 3 4.4
o . Spouse 8 5.7 2 2.8 6 8.8
P- God alone 12 8.6 5 6.9 7 10.3
q- Other 4 2.9 1 1.4 3 4.4
Total 140 100.0 72 100.0 68 100.0
Table 17
Significance of the Event Which Respondents View as Their
Beginning Toward Christian Conversion, PCI Q #4
Significance Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
a. Little 6 6.7 3 7.3 3 6.2
b. Moderate 7 7.9 2 4.9 5 10.4
c. Significant 22 24.7 14 34.1 8 16.7
d. Very Signif 54 60.7 22 53.7 32 66.7
Total 89 100.0 41 100.0 48 100.0
Table 18
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Persons Involved in the Event Which Respondents View as Their
Beginning Toward Christian Conversion,
Condensed Version, PCI Q #3
Primary Agents Total ?i Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
No response 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
a. Church Leader 25 17.9 17 23.6 8 11.8
b. Friend 37 26.4 17 23.6 20 29.4
c . Family 56 40.0 29 40.3 27 39.7
d. God alone 12 8.6 5 6.9 7 10.3
e . Other 10 7.1 4 5.6 6 8.8
Total 140 100.0 72 100.0 68 100.0
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Table 21
Preconversion Persons Positively Influencing Respondents Desire
to Experience Conversion, Compiled Version, PCI Q #6
Agent s Total % Total Est % Est Russ ^'s Russ
a. Church leader 54 25.6 25 26.9 23 22.5
b. Friend 55 26.1 32 34.4 23 22.5
c . Family 69 32.7 26 28.0 33 32.4
d. God alone 15 7.1 5 5.4 10 9.8
e . Other 18 8.5 5 5.4 13 12.7
Total 211 100.0 93 100.0 102 100.0
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Table 23
How Contact Was Established with Persons Positively
Influencing Respondents Desire to Experience
Conversion, Compiled Version, PCI Q #8
Contact Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
a. Natural Family Contact 67 33.7 33 33.3 34 34.0
b. Friend Outside of Church 15 7.5 7 7.1 8 8.0
c. He/she Visited me 10 5.0 4 4.0 6 6.0
d. Regular Church Event 39 19.6 18 18.2 21 21.0
e. Special Church Event 11 5.5 7 7.1 4 4.0
f . Retreat or Camp 6 3.0 3 3.0 3 3.0
g. Small Group Meeting 11 5.5 4 4.0 7 7.0
h. Youth Meeting 7 3.5 6 6.1 1 1.0
i . Choir 1 0.5 1 1.0 0 0.0
j. I Initiated Contact 4 2.0 3 3.0 1 1.0
k. A One Time Meeting 9 4.5 3 3.0 6 6.0
1. Other... 19 9.5 10 10.1 9 9.0
Total 199 100.0 99 100.0 100 100.0
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Table 25
Characteristics of Persons Positively Influencing Respondents
Desire to Experience Conversion,
Compiled Version, PCI Q #9
Characteristic Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
a 22 11.3 11 11.7 11 10.9
b 42 21.5 23 24.5 19 18.8
c 16 8.2 6 6.4 10 9.9
d 12 6.2 7 7.4 5 5.0
e 24 12.3 10 10.6 14 13.9
f 16 8.2 12 12.8 4 4.0
<3 41 21.0 14 14.9 27 26.7
h 22 11.3 11 11.7 11 10.9
Total 195 100.0 94 100.0 101 100.0
a. Something aixjut his/her personality or character that was attractive
b. Something about his/her own relationship to God/Christ that was obvious
c. Something about his /her Christian lifestyle
d. Something about how he/she cared for other people
e. Something about how he/she cared for me
f . His/her friendship
g. His/her ability to explain the Bible or gospel message
h. His/her insistence that I needed to become a Christiein
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Preconversion Groups Positively Influencing Respondents
Desire to Experience Conversion,
Compiled Version, PCI Q #10
Groups Total % Total Est % Est Russ $ Russ
a. Home Fellowship Group 19 16.0 8 16.7 11 15.5
b. Youth Group 21 17.6 10 20.8 11 15.5
c. Choir Group 14 11.8 8 16.7 6 8.5
d. Worshipping Congregation 31 26.1 8 16.7 23 32.4
e. Special Seminar Event 3 2.5 1 2.1 2 2.8
f . Bible Study Group 8 6.7 5 10.4 3 4.2
g- Prayer Group 5 4.2 1 2.1 4 5.6
h. Bible and Prayer Group 4 3.4 0 0.0 4 5.6
i. other 14 11.8 7 14.6 7 9.9
Total 119 100.0 48 100.0 71 100.0
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Table 29
How Contact Was Established with Groups Positively Influencing
Respondents Desire to Experience Conversion,
Compiled Version, PCI Q #12
Group Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
a. Natural Family Contact 17 13.7 7 13.7 10 13.7
b. Friend Outside of Church 4 3.2 0 0.0 4 5.5
c. They Visited me 3 2.4 2 3.9 1 1.4
d. Regular Church Event 35 28.2 11 21.6 24 32.9
e. Special Church Event 9 7.3 4 7.8 5 6.8
f. Retreat or Camp 2 1.6 2 3.9 0 0.0
<3- Small Group Meeting 12 9.7 3 5.9 9 12.3
h. Youth Meeting 11 8.9 3 5.9 8 11.0
i. Choir 5 4.0 5 9.8 0 0.0
j- I Initiated Contact 6 4.8 5 9.8 1 1.4
k. A One Time Meeting 12 9.7 4 7.8 8 11.0
1. other 8 6.5 5 9.8 3 4.1
Total 124 100.0 51 100.0 73 100.0
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Table 31
Characteristics of Groups Positively Influencing Respondents
Desire to Experience Conversion During the Preconversion
Period, Compiled Version, PCI Q #13
Group Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
a 13 10.8 5 10.0 8 11.4
b 27 22.5 11 22.0 16 22.9
c 13 10.8 5 10.0 8 11.4
d 7 5.8 2 4.0 5 7.1
e 11 9.2 1 2.0 10 14.3
f 17 14.2 13 26.0 4 5.7
9 23 19.2 10 20.0 13 18.6
h 6 5.0 1 2.0 5 7.1
i 3 2.5 2 4.0 1 1.4
Total 120 100.0 50 100.0 70 100.0
a. The groups personality or character was attractive
b. They seemed to be confident in trusting God
c. Their values and lifestyle were attractive to me
d. I was impressed with how they cared for other people
e. I was positively impacted by how they cared for me
f . I was positively affected by their friendship
g. Their ability to explain the Bible or gospel message
h. Their insistence that I needed to beccxne a Christian
i. other
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Table 34
Griffin 250
Preconversion Experiences (Supernatural) and Problems,
PCI Q #16-17
Language Group a. Supernatural Experiences b. Needs or Problems
Estonian-speaking 21 35
Russian-speaking 30 25
a. Kinds of supernatural experiences before becoming a Christian
b. Needs or problems seeking to be solved through the Christian faith
Table 35
Griffin 251
Preconversion Spiritual Needs Which Respondents Were
Seekincf to Be Met by the Christian Faith, PCI Q #18
Spiritual Need Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
a 39 42.9 22 51.2 17 35.4
b 31 34.1 18 41.9 13 27.1
c 32 35.2 15 34.9 17 35.4
d 41 45.1 24 55.8 17 35.4
e 30 33.0 18 41.9 12 25.0
f 21 23.1 12 27.9 9 18.8
9 20 22.0 11 25.6 9 18.8
h 23 25.3 9 20.9 14 29.2
i 26 28.6 4 9.3 22 45.8
j 31 34.1 14 32.6 17 35.4
k 5 5.5 3 7.0 2 4.2
1 1 1.1 0 0.0 1 2.1
Total 300 150 150
a. Forgiveness of sin/removal of guilt
b. Personal relationship with God
c. Filling a void/enptiness
d. Peace of mind
e. Reach heaven
f . Escape Hell
g. Better life
h. Acceptance and love
i. Meaning and purpose
j . Power to cope with life
k. Nothing specific
1. Other
Note: Percentage calculation is based upon the freguency of response times 100
divided by number of respondents in that category (Total-91, Est-43, Russ-48)
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Table 38
Persons Positively Influencing Respondents Conversion Experience,
Compiled Version, PCI Q #22
Person Total % Total Est % Est Russ 1h Russ
a . Ch leader 77 42.8 35 41.7 42 43.8
b. Friend 40 22.2 25 29.8 15 15.6
c . Family 25 13.9 9 10.7 16 16.7
d. God alone 21 11.7 9 10.7 12 12.5
e . Other 17 9.4 6 7.1 11 11.5
Total 180 100.0 84 100.0 96 100.0
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Table 40
How Contact Was Established with Persons Positively Influencing
Respondents Conversion Experience,
Compiled Version PCI Q #24
Contact Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
a. Natural Family Contact 36 22.5 11 15.3 25 28.4
b. Friend Outside of Church 10 6.2 6 8.3 4 4.5
c. He/she Visited me 7 4.4 4 5.6 3 3.4
d. Regular Church Event 48 30.0 16 22.2 32 36.4
e. Special Church Event 12 7.5 2 2.8 10 11.4
f . Retreat or Canp 6 3.8 4 5.6 2 2.3
g- Small Group Meeting 5 3.1 3 4.2 2 2.3
h. Youth Meeting 8 5.0 7 9.7 1 1.1
i. Choir 1 0.6 1 1.4 0 0.0
j- I Initiated Contact 1 0.6 1 1.4 0 0.0
k. A One Time Meeting 16 10.0 10 13.9 6 6.8
1. Other 10 6.2 7 9.7 3 3.4
Total 160 100.0 72 100.0 88 100.0
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Table 42
Characteristics of Persons Positively Influencing
Respondents Conversion Experience,
Compiled Version, PCI Q #25
Characteristics Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
* 16 9.8 6 7.9 10 11.5
^ 42 25.8 24 31.6 18 20.7
= 11 6.7 4 5.3 7 8.0
^ 10 6.1 5 6.6 5 5.7
� 21 12.9 5 6.6 16 18.4
f 10 6.1 7 9.2 3 3.4
5 38 23.3 15 19.7 23 26.4
^ 15 9.2 10 13.2 5 5.7
Total 163 100.0 76 100.0 87 100.0
a. Something about his/her personality or character that was attractive
b. Something about his/her own relationship to God/Christ that was obvious
c. Something about his /her Christieui lifestyle
d. Something about how he/she cared for other people
e. Something about how he/she cared for me
f. His/her friendship
g. His/her ability to explain the Bible or gospel message
h. His/her insistence that I needed to become a Christian
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Table 44
Groups Positively Influencing Respondents Conversion Experience,
Compiled View, PCI Q #26
Groups Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
a. Home Fellowship Group 20 19.0 7 18.4 13 19.4
b. Youth Group 22 21.0 10 26.3 12 17.9
c. Choir Group 7 6.7 2 5.3 5 7.5
d. Worshipping Congregation 31 29.5 8 21.1 23 34.3
e. Special Seminar Event 4 3.8 1 2.6 3 4.5
f . Bible Study Group 4 3.8 1 2.6 3 4.5
g- Prayer Group 2 1.9 2 5.3 0 0.0
h. Bible and Prayer Group 2 1.9 2 5.3 0 0.0
i. other 13 12.4 5 13.2 8 11.9
Total 105 100.0 38 100.0 67 100.0
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Table 46
How Contact Was Established with Groups Positively Influencing
Respondents Conversion Experience,
Compiled Version, PCI Q #28
Contact Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
a. Natural Family Contact 17 17.3 2 5.7 15 23.8
b. Friend Outside of Church 2 2.0 1 2.9 1 1.6
c . They Visited me 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
d. Regular Church Event 35 35.7 9 25.7 26 41.3
e . Special Church Event 5 5.1 2 5.7 3 4.8
f . Retreat or Camp 4 4.1 4 11.4 0 0.0
Small Group Meeting 11 11.2 7 20.0 4 6.3
h. Youth Meeting 9 9.2 3 8.6 6 9.5
i . Choir 1 1.0 1 2.9 0 0.0
j- I Initiated Contact 2 2.0 2 5.7 0 0.0
k. A One Time Meeting 8 8.2 1 2.9 7 11.1
1. other 4 4.1 3 8.6 1 1.6
Total 98 100.0 35 100.0 63 100.0
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Table 48
Characteristics of Groups Positively Influencing
Respondents Conversion Experience,
Compiled Version, PCI Q #29
Characteristics Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
a 5 4.9 1 2.7 4 6.2
b 24 23.5 10 27.0 14 21.5
c 16 15.7 4 10.8 12 18.5
d 10 9.8 4 10.8 6 9.2
e 8 7.8 2 5.4 6 9.2
f 13 12.7 6 16.2 7 10.8
9 19 18.6 7 18.9 12 18.5
h 4 3.9 1 2.7 3 4.6
i 3 2.9 2 5.4 1 1.5
Total 102 100.0 37 100.0 65 100.0
The groups personality or character was attractivea.
b. They seemed to be confident in trusting God
c. Their values and lifestyle were attractive to me
d. I was iirpressed with how they cared for other people
e. I was positively inpacted by how they cared for me
f . I was positively affected by their friendship
g. Their ability to explain the Bible or gospel message
h. Their insistence that I needed to become a Christian
i. Other
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Table 49
Expression Respondents Normally Use to Describe
Their Conversion Experience, PCI Q #33
Expression Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
No response 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
a. Saved 31 34.1 25 58.1 6 12.5
b. Converted 3 3.3 1 2.3 2 4.2
c. Made a commitment 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
d. Accepted Christ 13 14.3 7 16.3 6 12.5
e. Became a Christian 6 6.6 3 7.0 3 6.2
f . Bom again 9 9.9 0 0.0 9 18.8
g- Confirmed my faith 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
h. Opened ity life/heart 6 6.6 4 9.3 2 4.2
i. Surrendered 10 11.0 1 2.3 9 18.8
j- Believed 8 8.8 1 2.3 7 14.6
k. Received 2 2.2 1 2.3 1 2.1
1. Other 3 3.3 0 0.0 3 6.2
Total 91 100.0 43 100.0 48 100.0
Table 50
Conversion Experience Physical Setting
PCI Q #34
Setting Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
No response 1 1.1 1 2.3 0 0.0
a. I can't remember 5 5.5 2 4.7 3 6.2
b. ^fy own residence 17 18.7 8 18.6 9 18.8
c. Another's residence 4 4.4 4 9.3 0 0.0
d. At iry own church 50 54.9 19 44.2 31 64.6
e. At another church 2 2.2 1 2.3 1 2.1
f. Caitp/retreat setting 5 5.5 5 11.6 0 0.0
g. Out in nature 1 1.1 0 0.0 1 2.1
h. In neutral public building 4 4.4 1 2.3 3 6.2
i. other 2 2.2 2 4.7 0 0.0
Total 91 100.0 43 100.0 48 100.0
Table 51
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Conversion Experience Social Setting , PCI Q #35
Social Setting Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
No response 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
a . Alone 19 20.9 9 20.9 10 20.8
b. With one other person 8 8.8 5 11.6 3 6.2
c. With a small group 11 12.1 9 20.9 2 4.2
d. A regular church service 35 38.5 12 27.9 23 47.9
e. Special service/crusade 11 12.1 2 4.7 9 18.8
f . Other 7 7.7 6 14.0 1 2.1
Total 91 100.0 43 100.0 48 100.0
Table 52
Conversion Experience Description, PCI Q #36
Description Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
No response 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
a. Mostly emotions 15 16.5 6 14.0 9 18.8
b. Mostly insight 28 30.8 18 41.9 10 20.8
c. Mostly irresistible 35 38.5 12 27.9 23 47.9
d. Mostly a conscious choice 38 41.8 12 27.9 26 54.2
Total 116 48 68
Note: Percentage calculation is based freguency of response times 100 divided by
number of respondents in that category (Total-91, Est-43, Russ-48)
Table 53
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Conversion Experience Significant Feelings,
Emotions, and Insights, PCI Q #37
Feelings, Emotions, Insights Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
No response 2 2.2 0 0.0 2 4.2
a. Relief /release/freedom 10 11.0 3 7.0 7 14.6
b. Joy /happiness /excitement 16 17.6 5 11.6 11 22.9
c. Peace/relaxation/contentment 10 11.0 5 11.6 5 10.4
d. Experience of God's presence 10 11.0 6 14.0 4 8.3
e. Sadness /sorrow/sinful 1 1.1 0 0.0 1 2.1
f. Guilt/fear/confusion 1 1.1 1 2.3 0 0.0
g. Acceptance/love/belonging 5 5.5 5 11.6 0 0.0
h. Cleansed/ forgiven 6 6.6 4 9.3 2 4.2
i. Crying �unsure why 9 9.9 4 9.3 5 10.4
j . My life/my world changed 2 2.2 1 2.3 1 2.1
k. God/gospel is real! 4 4.4 3 7.0 1 2.1
1 . Life has meaning 5 5.5 3 7.0 2 4.2
m. Assurance 4 4.4 2 4.7 2 4.2
n. Need to surrender and obey 3 3.3 0 0.0 3 6.2
o. The Bible is true and excit 1 1.1 0 0.0 1 2.1
p . other 2 2.2 1 2.3 1 2.1
Total 91 100.0 43 100.0 48 100.0
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Postconversion Crises of Faith, PCI Q #42
Crisis Total % Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
No response 4 4.4 0 0.0 4 8.3
a. Backsliding & recommitment 20 22.0 13 30.2 7 14.6
b. Doubt and confusion 50 54.9 23 53.5 27 56.2
c. Disillusionments with Christians 48 52.7 23 53.5 25 52.1
d. Career/ job/work decisions 6 6.6 2 4.7 4 8.3
e. Marriage/family/personal i ssues 24 26.4 11 25.6 13 27.1
f . Death of friend/family member 4 4.4 2 4.7 3 6.2
g- God's call on my life 15 16.5 7 16.3 8 16.7
h. other 8 8.8 7 16.3 1 2.1
Total 179 88 92
Note: Percentage calculation is based freguency of response times 100 divided by
number of respondents in that category (Total-91, Est-43, Russ-48)
Table 57
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Postconversion Faith Experiences, PCI Q #43
Faith Experience Total %: Total Est % Est Russ % Russ
No response 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
a. Call to a special ministry 14 15.4 5 11.6 9 18.8
b. Sanctification 16 17.6 6 14.0 10 20.8
c. Water baptism 47 51.6 22 51.2 25 52.1
d. Answered Prayer 59 64.8 33 76.7 26 54.2
e. Discerned God' s will 18 19.8 13 30.2 5 10.4
f . Healing of body or spirit 18 19.8 9 20.9 9 18.8
g- Baptism or infilling of Holy Spirit 25 27.5 17 39.5 8 16.7
h. Presence of God in Holy Communion 14 15.4 9 20.9 5 10.4
i. Participation in a small group 7 7.7 2 4.7 5 10.4
j- Active in lay ministry 11 12.1 4 9.3 7 14.6
k. Gradual growth; no special events 15 16.5 7 16.3 8 16.7
Total 244 127 117
Note: Percentage calculation is based frequency of response times IOC divided by
number of respondents in that category (Total-91, Est-43, Russ-48)
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Table 58
Time Line from First Significant Event to
the Actual Conversion Experience
Months Total Est Russ Months Total Est Russ
1 5 1 4 31 0
2 7 3 4 32 0
3 5 3 2 33 0
4 1 1 34 0
5 3 2 1 35 0
6 0 36 0
7 2 1 1 37 2
8 0 38 0
9 1 1 39 0
10 4 1 3 40 0
11 4 3 1 41 1
12 3 3 42 0
13 1 1 43 0
14 3 3 44 0
15 2 1 1 45 0
16 5 3 2 46 0
17 1 1 47 1
18 3 1 2 48 0
19 1 1 49 0
20 1 1 50 0
21 1 1 51 0
22 1 1 52 0
23 0 53 0
24 0 54 0
25 1 1 55 0
26 0 56 1
27 1 1 57 1
28 2 1 1 58 0
29 1 1 59 0
30 0 60+
NR
23
3
1
1
Total 91 43 48
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